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1

2 wir. Ill This is the deposition of Rudolph Giuliani, conducted by the House

3 Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol

4 pursuantto House Resolution 503.

5 At this time, Id like to ask the witness to statehis full name and spell hs last name

6 fortherecord,please.

7 The Witness. ~ Rudolph Giuliani, G-i-u-+-a-n-i.

5 vieJl Good morning, Mr. Giuliani.

9 The Witness. Good morning,

10 MeJR This willbe a staff-led deposition. My namei ma

11 senior investigative counsel forthe select committee. 1m joined by [J 3s
12 Senior Investigative Counsel; and[lll Counse! for the select committee; [Jl

13 IEour professional staff; and[J 2'so present in the room.

1a We may have, and | see that we do, have other staff members from the select

15 committee participating or observing on the Webex, and you'll see their names come up

16 fromtimetotime

FY We also may have members of the select committee joining. | don't see any

18 member in the participant lst at this point; but if a member joins the deposition, 1 will do

19 mybest to recognize the member and note that that person is in the room. You'll

20 see you can track the participants as well, but Il do my best to keep an eye on it and

21 make clear for the record if we have a member join us. Of course, even though this is

22 staffed, if the members choose to, they may ask questions as well.

2 At this time, Mr. Giuliani's counsel, can you identify yourself for the record?

2 Mr. Costello. Robert J. Costello, representing Mr. Giuliani,

2s wef] sefore we begin, 1 know 1 want to turn t over to you in a moment,
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1 Mr. Costello, but before we do that, | wantto just go over a few ground rules.

2 We're going to follow the House deposition rules that were provided to you

3 previously. Under the House deposition rules, counselfor other personsor government

a agencies may not attend, but you, Mr. Giuliani, are permitted to have an attorney

5 present, as you do.

5 Under the House rules, neither committee members nor staff may discuss the

7 substance of testimony you provide today, unless the committee approves its release.

8 You and your attorney will have an opportunity to review the transcript.

9 There is an official reporter transcribing the record of this deposition. Please

10 ‘wait until each question is completed before you begin your response, and we'll try to

11 wait until your response is complete before we begin our next question. As you know,

12 the stenographer cannot record nonverbal responses, such as shaking your head, so it's

13 important that you answer each question with an audible verbal response.

1 This Webex is being recorded. As we've discussed previously, | want to confirm
15 on the record that neither — that you're not recording the proceeding today.

16 The Witness. ~ We are not recording it.
7 MirJE And there is no one else present in the room besides the two of you?

18 Mr. Costello. Right. Yeah.

19 wri If there's a colleague in the room, that's fine.

2 The Witness. | mean, the reality is that somebody comes in and out, and we

2 should just tell her not to do that. So nobody is present. You should not come in and

2 out, Maria.

23 My partner, my partner and-- who has worked with me on this case was going to

24 sitin, but ve now just asked her to leave,
2 wiJl Thankyou, Mr. Giuliani.
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1 I'll note for the record that Ms. Lofgren, | don't see her name --

2 The Witness. There is now no one in the room.

3 wc Okay. And see Ms. Lofgren has joined the room virtual. She's
4 see her in the participant list.

$ The Witness. Okay.

. wc We wil of course, Mr. Giuliani, you've, I'm sure, taken and maybe
7 participated in depositions in the past. We'll ask that you provide complete answers,

8 based on the best of your recollection. If my question is not clear, please ask for

9 clarification. Andif you don't know an answer to a question, of course, just simply say

0 so
u You may ony refuse to answera question to preserve a privilege recognized by
12 the select committee. If you refuse to answer a question based on privilege, staff may

13 either proceed with the deposition or seek a ruling from the chair on the objection. If

18 thechair overrules such am abection, you ae required toanswerthe question,
15 Please don't hesitate to ask us to repeat a question if it's not clear. If you need

16 to consult with your counsel during this interview, that's not a problem. You can have a

17 rif sidebar, we can take a breakforyou to confer in private, whatever you prefer. And
18 if you need a break for any other purpose during the interview,please just --or the

19 deposition, please just let us know.

» want to remind you that - and Fm otinsinuating anything by this statement,
2a We state it to all witnesses. | want to remind you that it is unlawful to deliberately

22 provide false information to Congress. And since this deposition isunder oath,

23 providing false information could also result in criminal prosecution for perjury or

24 providing false statement. Do you understand that?
25 The Witness. Of course, Ido. Yes.
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: [| J ——————
2 The Reporter. Do you solemnly declare and affirm under the penalty of perjury

3 thatthe testimony you are about to giv willbe th truth, the whole truth, and nothing
4 but the truth?

$ The Witness. do.

6 I Costello, before we begin with the questioning, s there

7 something you wanted toput on the record?

8 Mr. Costello. Yes. Just you and | have had numerous discussions, and | told you

9 that our position is that there are legal infirmities to the existence of the committee as

10 wellasitsability to subpoena witnesses.

u iomtamgte tutions Wena berneonters)
12 in UnitedStates v. Bannon, a criminal contempt case now pending in the District Court for

13 the District of Columbia. And | just want to reference them.

Mm SORSNSE
15 1 wanted to note for the record that we do not recognize the legality of this committee or

16 the subpoena that was issued. | think that covers it.

7 EE Gest Thankyou, Mr. Costello.

18 Soif we could pull up exhibit 1.

1 Mr. Costello, Who's pulling up the exhibit?
0 [| ReT———m—————
2 Are youable tosee that?
» Wr. Costello, Yes.
23 The Witness. Yes.

EXAMINATION
2 oI
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1 Q Okay. So that, Mr. Gullani, is that a subpoena that you were served with in
2 connection with this deposition?

3 A Yessin
a Q And you are testifying here today in response to that subpoena. Is that

$ right?

. A Well, thought 1 was testifying voluntarily, largely because | don't recognize
7 the validity of the subpoena because there was no consultation with a --

8 Mr. Costello. Ranking minority.

9 The Witness. -- ranking minority member, because there is no ranking minority

10 member because they were rejected by the Speaker of the House. And for the reasons.

11 that Bob states, i's my position that this is an entirely illegal proceeding. So ldo not
12 recognize the validity of the subpoena. I'm here voluntarily.

13 ovI
1 Q Okay. Wel, we did have some discussions with your counsel about a
15 transcribed interview that we would do in lieu of the deposition, pursuant to certain

16 conditions. And that -- that -- you, the day before that deposition decided not to come

17 in, and so we went ahead and set this deposition. That's what we're here for today.

18 Are you prepared to go forward with the questioning?

1 Mr. Costello, Yes, we are, Jl] You can cal it a deposition. We'll calt an
20 interview. It doesn't matter what we call t. We're not going to use any legal
21 impediment to prevent you from going forward right now.
2 ov

23 Q Okay. Mr. Giuliani, prior to the 2020 election, did you play any role in the

24 2020 Trump campaign?

2s A ves
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1 Q  Inwhat capacity?

2 A Mostly, | would say, almost exclusively, as his personal attorney.

3 Q Were you an adviser on campaign or political issues, or just legal issues?

4 A I'mtrying to remember the date |was retained.

5 Mr. Costello. April

6 The Witness. It would have been April

7 Mr. Costello, ‘18.

8 The Witness. Of --2018. It was announced in March of - in May of 2018. It

9 might even have been in March. Up until that point, | had been an adviser to him, oh

10 mygoodness, since 2016. But when | became his personal attorney, | was no longer an

11 adviser to the campaign.

2 Sol don't know. | would have to say that there would be times in which |

13 discussed political questions with him, but largely, | tried to confine my role to being an

14 attorney and stayed outof the political aspects of the campaign, had very little to do with

15 that

1 oI
uv Q Okay. And want toalso respect your attorney-client relationship, and my.

18 questions are not intended to delve into legal advice that you gave to the President in

19 that timeframe.

20 So 1:am just focused to the extent you had some limited involvement in political or

21 campaign issues, that's the thrust of my questions on this topic. Understood?

2 A Ishould tell you that those, to a very large extent, are very hard to separate,

23 butgo ahead with the questions and I'l do my best.

2 Q Great. Did you consult with President Trump regarding messaging strategy

25 in connection with the 2020 campaign?
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1 A I would say my consultations with him with regard to messaging were almost

2 purelyforlegal defense. My I saw my role as protecting him legally, and the campaign

3 hadto protect him politically

a So would say, asfar as messaging, what he would say to the public, my advice to

5 him would have come from what | thought was legally the best thing for him to do in his

6 owndefense.

7 Q In defense of a particular proceeding or action that was contemplated?

5 A When I began representing him, he was under investigation by the House for

9 impeachment for Russian collusion. And that investigation had gone on for quite some

10 time.

1 1 came in replacing John Dowd. | don't know fit was midway through the

12 investigation, but it seemed to me like it was about midway during the investigation.

13 And from that point on, there was that impeachment and then the second impeachment.

1a The vast majority, if not all of my activities, were designed to defend him against

15 that, and also the possibility ofa separate prosecution, which had not been resolved at

16 the point that | came in, the question of whether you could criminally prosecute a sitting

17 President

18 Q Understood. During the ~ let me focus the question on one particular

19 aspectof the messaging, and maybe thatwill be a waytogetto this. And I'll note for

20 the record, Mr. Aguilar has joined the deposition.

2 Mr. Giuliani, priorto the election, President Trump repeatedly raised concerns

22 about the integrity of the election. Were you involvedatall in formulating those

23 messages?

2 Mr. Costello. Excuse me one second. You're talking about the 2020 election?

2 | |Yes.
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2 Q That prior to the election, the President made comments about the fact that

4 Were you involved at all in helping to formulate those messages?

5 A I'm not sure how to answer this without violating the privilege.

7 A Let me-- can|think aboutit a moment?

8 Q Sure.

9 A Iwant to help you with what | can help you with, but | certainly don't want

10 to violate the privilege.

12 it, on issues like that, which | don't recall coming up with me very much, would have been

13 how would that affect an investigation, or a pending -- could be at the earliest stage when

15 impeachment in the Senate.

16 ‘Sometimes things would be run past me, like should we say this? What impact.

18 So | would consider that attorney-client privilege. | was doing it from -- | tried

19 very hard to put myself in the roleof a lawyer, because it seemed to me that's why | was

21 He has -- he has government counsel, but government counsel is not totally loyal

23 probably before that, always retained private counsel when there was an investigation, so

25 So myself -- and it wasn't just me. It was myself, Jay Sekulow, Mr. and Mrs.
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1 Raskin, we were the principal we were a team. And it was our job to stay focused on

2 legalissues, and we tried to be very disciplined about that, so we didn't step over into the

3 political sphere. Evenif we may have had ourown personal opinions abou it we never

4 expressed them.

s a so

s A should be more careful. We tried never to express them. Who knows if

7 things eversip over, but we tried in good faith to give our best legal judgment about the

8 things we were asked.

° Q Sol don't want to mischaracterize what you said, but what I'm

10 understandingis that, to the extent that you may have had discussions with President

11 Trump about particular messaging during the campaign, your input there would have

12 been through the lens of an attorney, and, therefore, you're not comfortable or you don't

13 feel you can discuss it. Is that am | characterizing that properly?
1a A And so you understand the natureof the privilege, | don't mind generically

15 describing as and it was rare and, frankly, I'm havinga hard time thinking ofa

16 particular situation. | can think of it generically, but it would be, we think that would

17 hurt with the committee, or we think | don't rememberwhen we said, we think that

18 would help, but it could have been that.

19 And that would have been done usually by me and Jay Sekulow. We were the.

20 twolawyers who were principally in contact with him, although Mr. and Mrs. Raskin had a

21 fair amount of contact also. So it would have only been me.

2 Q When you say Mr. and Mrs. Raskin, who are you referring to?

2 A They are attorneys in Florida, very distinguished criminal defense attorneys,

24 former Justice Department employees. When John Dowd left in March of 2018, Jay

25 Sekulow reformed the team, and he well, the President hired me, but he recommended
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1 meas well asJane and Marty Raskin, who areveryexperienced criminal defense lawyers,

2 alsoformer Justice Department officals, to join the team.

3 And we were the principal team. There were other lawyers, but we were the

4 four that were mostly in contact with him.

s Q Let me move to election ight. ~ Did you watch the election returns from the

6 White House?

7 A Mostof the night, not the entire nigh.

8 Q Were youin the White House residence during the sort of past midnight into

9 the early morning hours of November 4th?

10 A Yes. Oh, sure. Itwent over beyond midnight, yes

1 Q Do yourecall whoelse was present in the area where you were in the White

12 House residence?

13 A Dr. Maria Ryan, who is the president of my company and my partner. |

14 spenta fair amount of the night with Newt Gingrich, | remember that. And then, so

15 many other people, it would be hard to it would be hard to remember. The one |

16 rememberhaving the mosttimewithwas Newt.

7 Q twas not an intimate gathering, there were many people there, I take it?

1 A Oh, no, no, it was very, very crowded and everybody had a table. We hada

19 table where we could see lot of the returns. And at different times, different people

20 satdownat that table.

2 Q Did you have anyinteractions with Bil tepien that night?

2 A believeonly as part ofa group. | don't remember havinga separate

23 conversation with him. | may have. | know Bill for many, many years. He worked on

24 my campaign for President. And | could have, but | don't ~ don't recall a separate

25 conversation with him,
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1 Q How about Mark Meadows, do you remember talking to Mark Meadows

2 thatnight?

3 A 1did talk to Mark that night, yes.

4 Q Do you recall any discussions with Mr. Meadows or Mr. Stepien after FOX

5 had called Arizona for Biden? Do you recall that being sort of a watershed sort of event

6 thatnight?

7 A Yes. Iwas —Idont-- don't recall a conversation with any particular

8 person about that, but | recall my reaction to it, and | probably said it to a number of

9 people, whichis, | thought the call was highly immature.

10 Based on - based on thepolls that we had in Arizona, it looked like we were going

11 towinbyfouror five points. It was very, very early. I'm not even sure if he wasn't

12 ahead when they called it. And there were other States that were way advanced at that

13 point that they hadn't called, like Pennsylvania at 800,000, or a couple of others with 80

14 percentat3and 4 percent.

15 And it seemed like a very, very -- | had never seen such an early callin a State with

16 sucha sparse sample of actual vote, and a State that, | guess in fantasy, would have to

17 say, nobody could really predict.

18 As it turned out,|mean, whether you credit the - the irregularities and voter

19 fraud that we believe we found there. Stil, it was a 10,000-vote margin in a very large

20 State, certainly not a State a that should have been called that early. ~ And that turned

21 outtobe, in retrospect, a terribly irresponsible decision.

2 Q Were you part of any discussions with the people | mentioned, Mr. Stepien,

23 Mr. Meadows, or anyone else, about whether the President should make any sort of

24 speech on election night?

2 A 1-1 mean, I spoke to the President. They may have been present. But
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1 the President ~ spoke to the President several times that night. | would have to say

2 that's privileged, the conversations with the President

3 1 don't remember talking to them separately without the President, at least | don't

4 havea distinct recollection ofa conversation with them separately without the President.

s Q And your position is that the conversations that you had about election

6 retums and whether you should make a speech were attorney-client privileged?

7 A Yes. Bearing on the fact that it was obvious at that point that this was.

8 goingtobe a contested election. We had read for a number of months that the

9 Democratic Party had put togethera massive legal effort to challenge the election.

10 President Biden hadsaid that he had the best fraud team ever assembled. Of

11 course, you know, we used that as a sarcastic response to that, that he had a fraud team,

12 butlknow what he meantbythat, he had an antifraud team. ~ And there was quite a bit

13 of bragging about how big it was, how much money was spent on t.

1a And then Hillary Clinton made a very, very unusual comment, that asa lawyer,

15 really troubled me. She said no matter how much Biden was losing by, he should not

16 concede.

FY So you put that all together, and for about 2 months before the election, we knew

18 that whatever the margin of victory, they were going to contest the election, particularly

19 when Hillary Clinton made it so open-ended. She advised publicly the candidate not to

20 concede no matter what the margin of victory was on election night.

2 You combine that with the numerous newspaper stories of - | can't remember the

22 number, thousands and thousands of lawyers that had been retained in different States,

23 it seemed to me that that advice that | gave him was legal advice.

2 Q Did yousay - you were on Steve Bannon’ show the morningofthe election,

25 November 3rd, so before polls maybe even opened, or certainly before they closed on
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1 November 3rd. And you made a comment along the lines of if we're up or if we're

2 withina particular range, we're going to declare victory.

3 Do you remember saying anything along those lines to Mr. Bannon before the

4 election or before the election was reported?

5 A don't recall that, saying that. | recall thinking that. | don't recall saying

6 it. probably didsayit.

7 Q Was your view going into the election that you felt that there:

8 would President Trump would be ahead at points early on in the evening? Did you

9 havea sense of sort of the electoral — the arc of the electoral map and what you

10 perceived was going to happen on election night?

1 A My goodness, who has that? don't know. | had a perception that they

12 were going to cheat from numerous reports that | got that | didn't pay much attention to,

13 because it wasn't my -- | knew it would eventually be my concern, but it wasn't my

14 concematthe time.

15 Probably started getting reports of that back in when they started passing this

16 legislation to allow universal mail-in voting, sometimes without identification. I've been

17 well aware of the fact for years that mail-in voting is uniquely susceptibleto fraud, often

18 leads to the disqualification of votes in foreign countries, has been banned in 75 percent

19 ofthe European countries, and was cited by Carter and Baker as the least reliable form of

20 voting, and for obvious reasons, because it's much, much easier to fool around with the

21 identification when the person is not in front of you.

2 And I've been through many, many campaigns, including my own first campaign,

23 in which there were a large number of allegationsof voter fraud, as well as the Bush 2000

24 campaign.

2 I've campaigned in Pennsylvania many, many times, almost as much as New York,
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1 because of my close friendship with Dick Thornburgh andas chief of staff, and I'm well

2 aware of the massive amount ofcheating that goes on in Philadelphia in almost every

3 campaign, and the efforts you have to make to try to keep people from Camden, New

4 Jersey, from coming into Philadelphia to vote.

5 Just ike in New York, you have to be very, very carefulabout the busloads of

6 people that are sent around and paid to vote eight or 10 times. In fact, it cost me $1

7 million of my second campaign for mayor to set up a security force to prevent that. And

8 the people who ran that security force told me theythink they prevented about 60

9 percentofit.

10 S01 have a long historyofanalysis of voterfraud. When | was associate Attorney

11 General, | supervised a case in Chicago where Dan Webb handled the case. He would

12 remember better, but it was a large, large number of dead people that had voted and

13 people from out of State in an llinois election.

14 So I'm very familiar with - I have to say I've had a lot of experience with voter

15 fraud. I'm not one of those people, like The NewYorkTimes, that believes that it's rare.

16 Ithink particularly in old American cities, it’s almost second naturetotry tosteal votes

17 when you can, particularly if you control a particular district, and its hard to get members.

18 of the other party to be inspectors.

19 So | was very worried about it but could pay no attention to t, and several times,

20 justasked the campaign, Are you ready fora big challenge? Id be stupid not to do that,

21 because they were telling us there was going to be a big challenge.

2 And | was very suspicious of Hillary's comment that you shouldn't concede no

23 matterwhat the votes. That triggered in mymind, given my evaluation of her

24 character, which is a person whois unscrupulous, that she was telling Biden, we got a

25 planto get you through, so don't worry even if you're five or sx points behind, or more.
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1 She didn't use — | should say she didn't use a percentage. She just said, no

2 matter howfaryou are behind, don't concede. That's a that's a ~ that advice is.

3 somewhat absurd to say that, and a signal that there's something that's going to go on

4 afterthe campaign.

s Q Is that what you were - you've described at length your sort ofhistoryand

6 background and knowledge of history regarding election fraud, but you said there were

7 reports that you were getting that they were going to cheat.

5 Was there something specific that you had learned of ori it the Hillary Clinton

9 comment that you're referring to?

10 A No, it was specific things that | was hearing about complaints that were

11 going tothe campaign and ligation the campaign was involved in. At that time, very,

12 very foggy in my mind, because it wasn't my main concern, but litigation with the

13 changingof the rules in in violationof Article Il of the Constitution, changing of the rules

14 by the Governors and the Secretaries of State, andnot the State legislatures, who have

15 the sole plenary powerover the selection of electors.

16 1 knew there were a numberofchallenges like that. ~ And | knew there were a

17 number of complaints about what were described as the Zuckerberg boxes, that they

18 were being stuffed, but | had no particulars.

19 Q And you said you thought t was absurd for Ms. Clinton to suggest that Vice

20 President at the time well, former Vice President Biden not concede, no mater how far

21 down he was on election night. Is that - was that your comment a few minutes ago?

2 A Yeah, that was the comment that sort of crystallized all those complaints

23 that! was getting about - and | can't remember how many. It seemed like a lot, none of

24 which! really followed up on, because | thought other people were doing it.

2 We did askis there a team taking care of this, and we were assured that there
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1 was. And we did occasionally read about litigation challenging changes in rules, the

2 constitutionality of it.

3 1 don't know if there was a challenge to those boxes before orafter the campaign,

4 but! know there was a challenge that they were disproportionately placed in very, very

5 solid Democratic districts

6 Q And everything you've just described, did that informyour view that it was

7 appropriate to for President Trump to declare victory on election night, even f there

8 were still contested States that had not yet declared, and he had not yet been sort of

9 declared winner in enough States to have the 270 electoral votes?

10 A llost confidence in the declaring winner process when - when FOX called

11 Arizona. And it seemed to me there were some States in which, going back in my

12 memory of calling of States, would have been normally called for him if they were doing it

13 fairand honestly. A800-vote lead

14 Mr. Costello, 800,000.

15 The Witness. ~ 800,000-vote lead in Pennsylvania, which | think s 18 percent, 17

16 percent, seemed to me - seemed to me to be a vote that would have been called under

17 normal circumstances.

18 Ican't remember some of the others. | don't remember if it was Wisconsin

19 or-orMichigan. It would have been very hard to make up that vote. ~ And he was

20 ahead in so many of them, that would have put him well over the margin, at 65 to 85

21 percent of the vote, that it really would have been totally impossible, it seemed to me,

22 thatall of them would turn around, every single one of them.

23 ov

2 Q And did the campaign adviser, Mr. Stepien and others, Mr. Meadows, did

25 they takea different view of what the President should say that night, in your presence?
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1 A I don't recalltheirdoing that in my presence. He did tell me that others

2 hadadvised him not to do that and others had advised him to doit.

3 Q And he ultimatelydid - he did make a speech that night saying that, frankly,

4 we did win this election. Were you still at the White House when he made those

5 remarks?

6 A Iwas. Andibelievethattobetrue.

7 Q And based on what you said already this morning, | take it that you believed

8 that there had been fraud in the election at that point.

° So at that point, meaning very early morning hours of November 4th, you had

10 already formed the belief that there had been fraud in the election?

u A I wouldn't say| formed the belief. 1--a very, very strong suspicion

12 developed when found out - this is not a legal comment, so | can tell you this comment

13 Ithink| made it to Dr. Ryan and possibly to Newt Gingrich. | said, they really should

14 have shut down the voting in Philadelphia earlier, because it is almost statistically

15 impossible for them now to come back. |think it was at either 750- or 800,000. By the

16 way, we have several experts prepared totestify that it was statistically impossible to

17 comeback.

18 And 1said,| think they made a mistake. They should have closed this down

19 earlier. And then Iwas informed they had just closed down - and they were supposed

20 tocountalinight. They had closed down Philadelphia. They had closed - and thrown

21 allthe Republicans out. They had closed down Georgia and thrown all the Republicans

22 out, and claimed some kind ofawater main break, which it turned out happened actually

23 at10in the morning, that they had closed down Detroit, claiming that people were too

24 hungry, and sent all the Republicans home, although several remained behind

25 surreptitiously. There's someplace else also.
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1 But within a few minutes, | was told they had closed all these votes down in what

2 appeared to be Democrat-dominated cities, which have a history of corruption. And it

3 seemed very odd they would doit in all of them. ~ And the ones they did them in were
a States in which he was ahead. | cannot tell you if they did it in North Carolina. | don't

5 think so.

s In reality then,everyone of those States that they closed down, even though he
7 had either almost a dispositive lead or a very strong lead, all of them, after many days of

8 counting, turned out to flip around every single one. And that, of course, seemed very

9 odd to me.

10 But those were just general observations, not the specific evidence that | got,

11 which amounts to, oh, | dont know, | want o say that we had 300 affidavits in
12 Pennsylvania in which ordinary American citizens describe how they were taught to

13 cheat, how they cheated, how they weren't allowed to look at ballots, how they were put.

14 behind barbed wire fences. It turned out | have 450of those afdavit.
15 Q Well, we're going totalk about -- we're going to talk about some of those

16 affidavits and the specific claims in a bit. So I'm just -- right now I'm just focused on your

17 thoughts on election ight, and | think youve shared your information on that
18 |] I want to note for the record that Mr. Raskin has joined us.

1 Mr. Raskin, | see that youre on camera. Do you have something that you'd like
20 toaskatthispoint?
2 Mr. Raskin. No, thank you, not at this point.

2 o
23 Q Mr. Giuliani, at some point, did the Presidentask you to get involved in the

2 efforts to challenge the election?
2 A Now, I think | would have to ~ | would have to raise attorney-client privilege,
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1 andalsostate —can conferwithmyattorney?

2 a Yes

3 A I'mwilingto do it publicly.

a Q No,whydon't you putiton mute.

5 A Ihave a question about the attorney-client privilege that | don't remember

6 theanswerto.

7 SEE Okay. We're off the record.

5 (Discussion off the record.}

9 Mr. Costello. Are we back on?

10 mI We're onthe record, yes.

1 The Witness. | would like to assure you, for whatever it's worth, that my only

12 concer hereis that I not violate a legal privilege. tis not to withhold information from

13 you, because | actually believe that f | gave you a the information you have, it would be

14 exculpatory.

15 But 1 also have to worry about my law license, because | was suspended by the

16 New York Bar for being a danger to the community because of the January th situation,

17 inwhicha Federal judge has dismissed me from the lawsuit saying there's no evidence

18 that! had any involvement in any of the violence that took place, dismissed me and

19 Donald Jr. as opposed to the President, who | think will be dismissed on summary

20 judgment, but that's justa legal - so | want to assure you | want to assure you that the

21 reason for the concern is| don't want to step over the line, and in any way violate the

22 attorney-client privilege. Solasked Bob is the fact of retention privileged, and it's not.

2 Mr. Costello. That's privileged.

2 The Witness. It's notprivileged.

2 Mr. Costello. No, our discussion.
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2 But the fact of retention by the President is not. And yes, the President retained

< Q Okay. Now I'mgoing to ask you some questions about your work on the

7 then just please do so. I'm not trying to invade any conversations that you've had, but

8 A | understand that and respect it.

9 Q  Sowhen you -- at some point, did you take over the work that was being

10 doneby -- that had previously been done by lawyers who were retained by or hired by

12 A Yes. That was the nature of the retention, actually. It happened -- it

13 happened the day after the election. Now, there are | just should qualify that with

15 know it happened theday after.

16 Andwhenwe woke up that morning and | saw everything flip, | was, of course, in

18 said they weren't, which | thought was disgraceful.

2a theOval Office with him.

23 privileged, because it would be what you would call pre-retention conversation. And
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2 And | said, in orderfor that to work, because they are going to be extraordinarily

4 up on you 5 weeks ago, you're going to have to call them and tell them that, because if |

5 go over there, they'll just undercut me. And he agreed to do that.

7 over to the campaign headquarters and, to the extent that we could, took over. By that,

8 1 mean there was very little that was prepared. It was a shock how little had been done

9 when | had been told that there were a lot of complaints prepared. And from that point

10 on, | became his personal attorney handling the election challenges.

12 A You know, it was put out in a press release some days later. So it's hard to

13 know exactly who joined. Very early on, there was Jenna Ellis, Vicki Toensing, Joseph

15 Bobb about 5, 6 days later, and by -- by Katherine Friess, maybe 3 or 4 days later.

16 So if | look at the list here of the team -- now, it took about -- that was the original

18 the namesifyou want them.

19 Q Who else joined the team after that group thatyou just mentioned, lawyers?

20 I'mjust talking about lawyersfor the moment.

21 A Just lawyers, okay. So Toensing, DiGenova, Bob, Friess, Ellis, Epshteyn.

23 The Witness. Katherine Friess. Did | mention Katherine? Katherine Friess.
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2 confused. She was not a member of the -- ofthe team that was put out by the White

4 Q We'll talk about Ms. Powell --

$ A | can't describe what she said because it's privileged, but | can describe the

7 Q Now, let me put Ms. Powell to the side. Were there any other attorneys

8 that were part ofyour team in -- so the sort of mid -- by mid-November, were there any

9 other attorneys on the team beside the people you've mentioned?

10 Mr. Costello. Only a lawyer.

12 help, some of which | might not even know about, because | was just overseeing it and

13 there were a dozen, two dozen different things going on or more.

15 Q Understood.

16 A No others that -- no others that were significant enough so they would come

18 Q Okay.

19 A | would think that's about right. There were lawyers representing other

2a group of lawyers in the different States that we had retained.

2 But if we're talking about let's say the staff, the Washington staff, that would be

23 the Washington staff, what | just gave you, supplemented by lawyers in the different
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1 Q Andfairly early on,after the election, so say by mid-November, were you

2 also supervising those lawyers that were local counsel or otherwise handling litigation in

3 various States?

a A Supervising? |would say supervising would be too strong a word. |

5 was depending on the nature of the case and the importance of it and the importance

6 ofthe jurisdiction, we had to try to focus on the States that we thought, numberone, we

7 had the best chance in, and number two, would be significant in terms of affecting the

8 resultof the election,

9 So we certainly didn't run down every allegation. If there were lots of allegations

10 of fraud in New York or in Mississippi, we weren't going to run those down very carefully,
11 because it's just not going to change the result. Butif there are allegations of fraud in a

12 State like Georgia, which was margin, razor margin, that's one we would try to pay more

13 attention to, which included me. | would pay more attention to t.

1a Q  Iguess supervising may be too broad a term. Were the other were the

15 attorneys who were handling the litigation in other States taking direction from you? |

16 mean, were you the one who was - were you in chargeof the overall legal operation

17 once the President asked you to take over?

1 A Itdepended on the - it depended on the State, our confidence in the lawyer

19 inthe State, how far advanced the litigation was. In some cases, there was some

20 supervision. In other cases, there was very little other than their notifying us about

21 what they had done.

2 Q Didyou - I take it that you part of your mandate, and I'm not trying to

23 invade any sort of privilege or get into your work product, but part of your mandate was

24 toinvestigate claims of voter fraudorelection fraud. Is that fair to say?

2 A Well, that's | mean, | can describe the retention as | was | was retained
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1 torepresent him in the voter fraud litigations and -- and disputes that would take place.

2 S0,of course, that would be yes.
3 Q And you did, in fact, have folks working on your team whose job it was to

4 investigate allegations of election fraud?

s A Yessir.
5 Q In addition to the lawyers, | know Mr. Kerik has worked with you for many

7 years. He worked with you on this project. Is that right?

8 A Yes. Mr. Kerikwas
5 Mr. Costello, Investigator.

10 The Witness. -- an investigator. | mean, the lawyers were investigators too,
11 but, mean, they also had legal functions. _Christianne Allen was an investigator. Eric

12 Ryan, Maria Ryan. Phil Waldron was very active.

3 o [I
14 Q So would you consider Mr. Waldron apartofyour team?

15 A Absolutely, yes.

16 Q How did you get connected with Mr. Waldron?
7 AI don't remember if | was introduced to him by Katherine Friess, Christina

18 Bobb, or Sidney Powell,

19 Q  Butitwas oneofthose three?
2 A Yes. Oh,I'msorry. Yeah, thinkitwas probably Sidney, but I'm not I'm

21 not 100 percent positive of that. They all knew him and they all were ~ had worked
22 with him before, and he seemed equally comfortable with them. And he and his

23 organization had already done a good deal of work on thi.

2 Also, 1 also - also, work was done - should|mention Mark Meadows, | mean,
25 did—I wouldn't the Chief of Staff of the President you would say was on your staff,
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1 but he contributed investigatory infor -- a considerable amount of investigatory

2 information. And then lesser but also would be Mike Trimarco and Bob Costello.

$ A I don't remember the -- | mean, | remembered the name of it then, but |

7 Q Was that with Mr. Ramsland, Russell Ramsland, is that who you're thinking

8 of?

10 The Witness. No. | know he was involved and testified, but | didn't -- |

13 Q Okay. When -- early on, when you took over or began in the legal effort,

15 others?

16 A Rarely. They seemed to avoid me. The first day | got there, it took about

18 Q And understand there was some fair bit of conflict or somecontentious

2 A Ithought I thought, as a 50-year lawyer who has litigated some of the

2a ‘most complex cases in America, | thought their preparation was close to horrendous.

23 attack should be to get to the bottom of the election fraud allegations?

24 A That would be -- that would be privileged.

25 Q Did you argue, or make the point in any of these meetings that you believed
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1 thatthe team needed to go to Georgi to gt access to voting machines?
2 A That would be privileged.

3 Q putting up exhibit8.
4 So, Mr. Giuliani, we're going to put another exhibit up on the screen. You should

$ see itinamoment. It's an email chain on November 14th. The top email is from Jason

6 Miller to Bill Stepien and others, not you, by the way. It doesn't you're not copied on
7 that - on that, the latest in time email. But if we go down a little bit more, we'll see an

8 email from Alexa Henning to you and Jason Miller, setting up what was referred to as a

9 surrogate call.

10 Do you remember participating in phone calls in this time period with individuals

11 who were out speaking on behalf ofthe campaign?
12 A Yes, ldo.

5 Mr. Costello, Could ask you to scroll that back down so he can read the first
1 emai
i ce
1 Mr. Costello, and then ead this one.
17 JYo: ant to £0 up, you mean up to the beginning?

18 Mr. Costello. The first one that you showed at the top.

1 I tev. ets 50 up to th top
20 ov IEGE—

2 Q  Sol'll represent to you this is Mr.Miller -- this is Mr. Miller reporting to

22 others about a call that took place, and i's refering to you, and we're going to talk about
23 it, but | just wanted to see if you remember such calls taking place?

2 A mean, don't recall this.
2» Mr. Costello. Why don't you go tothe second one. That would
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2 o—
2 Q And I'm not asking yet about the specific call. I'm just wondering whether

3 yourecall participating i cals with so-called srogates in ti timeframe to talk about
© messaging
$ A I probably did. | can't recall any specific conversation, but | certainly was

6 asked, would it be okay to say this, would it be okay to say that, probablydid a

7 conference call or two. But this doesn't -- this doesn't refresh my recollection. It could

8 have happened, but | don't -- | don't recall this.

9 Q Okay. Inthe second paragraph of Mr. Miller's email -- and, again, | know

10 you're not copied on it -- he describes for others, the senior campaign officials, your

1 ‘messaging strategy as "call the Dems crooks and go hard on Dominion/Smartmatic,

12 bringing up Chavez and Maduro and that we have airplane receipts that the company

13 owners flew to Venezuela in 2011, all of this to show how crooked the process was.

16 Additional to it the Dominion CEOs an ants donor 25 we continue to ok for
15 anomalous results."

16 Do you recall a conversation involving Mr. Miller and others in which you

37 suggest tha thats the prope messaging or the campsin?
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1

2 [uo0am)

3 The Witness. Well, firstofall, I'd have to say that that would be privileged, if

4 dd

5 Can | ask Bob another question?

6 I

7 Discussion off the record.]

5 Mr. Costello. Are we back on?

9 EE.

10 Mr. Costello, Are we there? Okay.

1 The Witness. Sol think the safest answertothis as faras the privilege is

12 concemed is that | would say that this entire memo, from my point of view, would be

13 workproduct. But just so we don't have any confusion, | don't recall this.

1a IE Dic vou believe in mid-Novemberthat there was an argument to be

15 made that Dominion and Smartmatic were related to Chavez and Maduro? And did you

16 have airplane receipts that the company owners of Dominion flew to Venezuela in 20117

FY The Witness. | would have to say that's privileged.

18 I Ov. Sof you had evidence in that regard, you're not comfortable:

19 sharingit.

20 Mr. Costello, Right.

2 The Witness. Yes. | believe it’s work product, yes. And | would raise a

22 privilege with that, thatmy client would have to decide on.

2 I Oo vou know if you've ever produced documents in any litigation

24 that reflect airplane trips by Dominion owners to Venezuela?

2s The Witness. Well, since that the litigation is not at the discovery stage.
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1 Mr. Costello, itis.
2 The Witness. It is?

3 Mr. Costello, Yeah
a The Witness. Oh, okay. Well, I'm not involved in it.

5 I don't know if that's privileged or not, but | don't recall.

6 A. When you first started working on the campaign and there were
7 someother sort of holdover folks I'll call them holdover folks, people who had been

8 involved in the campaign before the election that you were interacting with -- were your

9 visions as to how the investigation or the litigation should proceed different than theirs?

10 The Witness. That would certainly be privileged. That would be strategy.

1 Mr. Costello, Yep.
12 The Witness. I'd have to raise attorney-client privilege there. That would be

13 classic attorney-client privilege. That would be a discussion of strategy.

1 SE Oey. ve vou able to share whether you did indeed have
15 discussions or disagreements in terms of strategy?

16 The Witness. | can tell you we had discussions. | don't think | can answer

17 whether we haddisagreements. That wouldgetusinto the areaof strategy.

1 ov
a wi. ctor,vssR. Good moring.

20 A Hi -—

21 Q Just very briefly on that. Again, we don't want to weigh in or intrude or any

22 privileges. But did you have confidence in Mr. Stepien and his approach to the

23 post-election — in the post-election period?

2 A I mustsay | generally did not have confidence in Mr. Stepien at all. He
25 worked for my campaign, made aseriouserror. |thought he made a serious error with
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1 Bridgegate. And | could never understand why the President selected him, because |

2 didn't think he was in that he'd never run a Presidential campaign and he seemed to be

3 wayoverhishead. And when dealing with me, he seemed to be somewhat frightened.

4 Q And what about specifically in the post-election period when you're looking

5 into these claims, did you have confidence in his approach in looking into issues related to

6 the 2020 Presidential election?

7 A Thad almost no contact with him after that. He avoided me. | had very,

8 verylittlecontactwith him,so can'ttell you.

9 Q Whatabout Justin Clark, did you have confidence in Mr. Clark and his

10 approach in the post-election period?

1 A 1don'tif know if I cantell you about the post-election period.

2 Q Because?

13 A Because | think thatwould be privileged, because it would be based on

14 things| observed in sharing legal theories, preparation of documents. It would just get

15 too close.

16 If you don't mind, lets put that aside and let me think about that a little as to

17 whether can give you some kind of answer on that. ~ But right now, just to be safe,

18 would assert the attorney-client privilege.

19 Q Okay. That'sfine. Asyou think about it, Id just note that that question

20 and some of these I'm not looking for the communications or content of communications,

21 Justyour general confidence with the team.

2 A Oh, know. Butsomuch of the opinion comes out of the communication

23 thatI'malittle worried. Just give me a chance to go over that maybe when we take a

24 break. Okay?

2 Q Yes. Ofcourse.
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1 And just forthe record, you said you earlier represented Mr. Trump. Did you

2 represent him as a candidate for office?

3 A No. Irepresented him personally. | was his personal attorney starting in

4 March, April, May of 2018 for the sole purpose of defending him with regard to the

5 Mueller investigation and possible impeachment that might come about

6 That was the original retention. ~ And then it's memorialized in a press release

7 that probably is about 3 or 4 weeks after we really started. But we didn't want to

8 announce it until we hadour team together.

9 Q Did you ultimately represent the campaign, so DonaldJ.Trump for

10 President, or was it only just the President in his personal capacity?

u A Well, you know, it getsa lttle foggy here, because when he told meto take

12 over the campaign -- so | would think at that point | was representing the campaign too.

13 But given how fast all this was done, | can't say that was ever clarified the way you

14 would dof it were a more normal lawsuit and you had a lot of time to figure it out.

5 Q Okay. Didyouever-

16 A It'salmosta law school question as to whether| actually represented the

17 campaign.

18 My answer to that would be, | think from the moment he said you're taking over

19 and go over there and I'll tell them you're in charge, seemed to me in that sense |

20 represented the campaign as well. But | always considered my principal loyalty to be as

21 personal counsel to Donald Trump.

2 Q One follow-up question. Do you recalleversigning any kind of retainer

23 agreement with the -- where you represent the campaign?

2 A ldonot.

2 Q want to go back to one thing that --
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1 A Imayhave. I mean, when say donot, please, this is not meant to be

2 elusive or - so many things were happening so quickly, t's possible 1 did things | don't

3 remember.

4 Q Understood.

5 want to go back to one thing you mentioned. You said that Mr. Meadows, the

6 White House chief of staff, contributed a considerable amountofinvestigative

7 information to you andyour team.

8 Can you explain that? What was the nature of the information he was giving?

9 A Maybe I shouldn't say considerable. That's always a sort ofa qualitative:

10 judgment. Maybe significant would be better.

u a okay.

2 A He would pick -|mean, he would pick up - we had a hotline in order to get

13 complaints from people. 1 can tell you that oneofthe things - this | don't thinkwould

14 be privileged at all when | came in | asked three people to evaluate that hotline. And

15 itwasin many cases 5 and 6 days old, meaning nobody had responded, which is one of

16 the things that gave me the conclusion that they had given up several weeks earlier

17 listening to the polls that were out there.

18 And | know campaigns. I've been through five Presidential campaigns, my own

19 mayoral campaigns, and I've probably campaigned fora hundred people.

0 1 was, again, outraged. And then | had some people that | trusted go through

21 them. And of course, most of them were just crazy, as they normally are, but you'll

22 always finda littl piece of gold in those if you have the discipline to go through them.

23 And there were some that were extraordinarily sensitive that should have been followed

24 upon

2 Q Whatwas Mr. Meadows role in that?
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1 A Well, Mr. Meadows would being the chief of staff to the President the

2 complaints wouldn't necessarily come into the campaign. Not everybody lets say,

3 arguably, someone observed someone being told how to vote, being shown how to vote,

4 and the campaign official actually checked off the box for him.

5 That complaint could be madeto the campaign or somebody could call the chief

6 of staff's office or a Congressman's office. So they would come in to us from all those

7 different places. And Mr. Meadows got a good deal of those complaints that came to

8 hisoffice.

9 Q And would he pass those along then to you andyour team?

10 A He would, yeah. Andifone were very significant, as you might imagine

11 mostof them were not, if one were very significant, he might call me and alert me.

» oI
13 Q Mr. Giuliani, would you say that in the timeframe November to January you

14 were the President's main legal adviser with respect to the election challenges?

15 A Itwasa team effort, but| would say | was in charge of the team. He

16 wasand | was very close to Jenna Elis and | considered her a co-counsel, even described

17 herasthat, and relied on her as my number two person when | was doing other things.

18 So generally, if you got an opinion from Jenna, it would be just like getting an opinion

19 from me.

20 And then -- yeah, yes, | was the principal one. ~ But that doesn't mean that he

21 didn't have substantial contact with Jenna, with Katherine Friess. I'm talking about my

22 teamnow. And then many times the President would contact local counsel himself and

23 taktothem.

2 Q Okay. What about, outside of the lawyers that you've described either on

25 your team or the local counsel folks, were thereother advisers, people who were advising
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1 the Presidenton the post-election challenges?

2 A Ofcourse. I mean, should have - the White House Counsel's Office. He

3 was in constant daily communicationswith the White House Counsel's Office. And | was.

4 in many telephone and in-person meetings with Pat and with Herschmann.

s Q Now, were those folksproviding advice to the President with respect to his

6 campaign issues and challenging the election?

7 A Iwould thinknot. | mean, | wasn't privy to thei private conversations.

8 Butwhen Iwas with them, they're very, very good lawyers and very careful, and they

9 tried very hard to stay within their role ofgiving him advice about the government

10 implications of what he could do, what he couldn't do, how far he could go.

n Q Right. And I'm distinguishing

2 A Imean, eventually, when you make a judgment, al that comes together in

13 the President's mind. Sol can't tell you at some point they didn't intrude in something|

14 was saying or | didn't intrude in something they were saying. But that wasn't a big

15 problem. Andif it happened, it happened accidently

16 Q Okay. What I'm getting at and I think you may have answered it, but

17 just want to make sure we're connecting on this - I'm trying to understand whether there

18 were other advisers who were significant advisers that were closeto the President and

19 advising him on strategic decisions regarding his election challenges.

1) A You mean politically or legally?

2 Mr. Costello. Nonlawyers, |think he's talking

2 The Witness. Are you talking about nonlawyers?

2 ov wir J

2 Q  I'mtalking about politically

2 A Oh,okay. Ohsure. Imsure,yes.
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1 Q Who were those people? And I'm just - I'm not talking — everyone's got an

2 opinion, I'm sure, and he was hearing from a lotofdifferent people. But who were the

3 folks that he was

4 A And! thinkit's well known that the President asked for opinions from many,

5 many people.

6 Q Yes

7 A I mean, that's part of his decision-making process.

8 Q Was there anyone at your stature, someone who was a close, trusted

9 strategic adviser on these issues related to the campaign, to the election challenges, after

10 the 2020 election?

u A I would say Mark Meadows for sure. They were close but this brought

12 them even closer. Jared Kushner. Steve Bannon.

13 Q Would you say Sean Hannity?

1a A I've readthingsabout that, but| don't | would not have put Sean Hannity

15 inthat category. Yes, they did talk, but not as frequently as the ones that I'm describing.

16 And there'ssomebody else that's escaping me right now that talked to him quite a

17 bit. It's hard because he talked to a lot of people.

18 Q Howabout Michael Fiynn?

19 A No, and only becauseof the fact of the litigation there.

20 We had set up, myself and Jay, when we first came in, and I'm not sure this was

21 setup before, that the various subjectsof the investigation, if you want to call them

22 that although don't remember. | know Mueller never described the President as a

23 target of the investigation. | think at one point he may have described him as a subject,

24 I'm not sure, which of course has a legal significance to prosecutors.

2 But when separate allegations were made, we tried to make the communications
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1 with possible other would you call them defendants? | don't know in an

2 impeachment. Or they would have been trials

3 We tried to keep the communication between the lawyers and we had joint

4 defense agreements with them. But we tried to have them not speak as much as.

5 possible.

6 And | don't recall him having a conversation with General Flynn for a very long

7 period oftime. I'm not sure if he did at all during that investigatory period.

8 Q Well, we're going totalk about there was a meeting at theWhite House on

9 December 18th, that | know you'll remember, where General Flynn was there along with

10 Ms. Powell and others, so we'll tak about that one. But | just wantedtoget a sense of

11 whether he was someone who was sort of ~ you would consider an adviser to the

12 President, and | take it the answer is no.

13 A Iwould not, not certainly before the election, not even after --

14 Q Inthe post-election timeframe I'm asking.

15 A Notevenafter the election, as far as| know, exceptfor that one situation

16 thatyou're talking about.

7 Q Okay. How about Members of Congress? Were there any Members of

18 Congress that you're aware of that were close and giving advice to the President in sort of

19 a-ina sustained way? Again, not just one off or random solicitationsof advice.

0 A sure. Alotof that was handled through Mark, because Mark had been in

21 Congress, very well-respected Member of Congress. And he would funnel a lot of the

22 advice and opinions, particularly from the House Members, to the President.

23 But some of them, and | can't remember all of them, had very close personal

24 relationships with him, lie the obvious ones, like Jim Jordan. ~ There may be four or five

25 that would call him and either give him information or advice.
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1 Q Were you ever involved in discussions or meetings with Members of
2 Congress in which there was advice given about developing or implementing these

3 postelection challenge efforts?
4 A Veryrarely. |honestlydon't remembera--oh, yes, | do. There may have

$ been one or two in-person meetings where briefings were done, but there

§ was very= there were ro very few personal meetings. There were some telephone
7 conversations. And then there were one or two virtual meetings set up by Mark

8 Meadows that | -- one | didn't participate in and one | participated in, but not the entire

9 meeting
10 Q Do you remember a meeting, the date was December 21st, in the White

11 House witha bunch of Members of Congress, and the Vice President was aso present?
12 And I'll give you a little more context if it's helpful.

13 A Yeah, it will be helpful, because | think if you tell me a little more | can

1 remember.
15 Q Yeah. Before that meeting you had a - there was a short meeting in

16 Mr. Meadows’ office with Sidney Powell and Phil Waldron. | believe Sidney Powell was

17 thereforthe larger meeting and was takentoMr. Meadows office for sot of pulled off
18 tothe side. And then you have a short and contentious meeting with her in Mr.

19 Meadows’ office. And then, after that, there was a larger meeting with some Members

20 of Congress and the Vice President.
2a Does thathelp give you some context?

2 Mr. Costello. Gooff therecord and consult with me.
23 The Witness. May|consult Bob?

2 I
2» Mr. Costello, Hold onasecond.
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1 [Discussion off the record.]

2 Mr. Costello. Are we on?

3 Ve

a Mr. Costello, Okay. Sorry. Where were you in the questions?

5 ovIN

5 Q  Onthatmeeting.

7 A Well,first of all, if there was such a meeting, | would assert attorney-client

8 privilege. But just to help you on it, | don't have a present recollectionofameeting like

9 the one you describe on that date.

10 So even if we got beyond it, my first answer would have to be | have no

11 recollection of it. I'm going to have to go check records, look atthings.

12 Q Well, let me address the attorney-client issue piece. The meeting that I'm

13 thinking of included members of the House Freedom Caucus. They're not clients, there

14 are no common interest issues that fm aware of. So Im not sure,ifwe couldjog your

15 memory on that, I'd want to understand how that meeting could possibly be privileged.

16 A Sure. Well, first of all, you said there was an original meeting beforehand

17 with Sidney Powell a group of others, that was contentious. That would surely be an

18 attorney-client privilege meeting, if | was discussing legal issues. And, well, you'd have

19 totell me who was involved in that meeting
20 The second one is discussing legal strategy, so I'd have to really be careful that

2 thatwasn't privileged
2 But,|mean, I'm happy to try to refresh my recollection on the meeting. But right

23 now, as you say that to me, | don't recall that meeting, and there's something about it

24 that's unusual that makes it hard for me tobelieve that we had such a meeting.

25 Q Yeah. Itwas an unusual meeting for sure. There were third parties,
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1 nonlawyers, nonclients present, which is why it seemed that would be a meeting that

2 you'dbeable totalk about. So

3 wr. Costello, [Il one second. | think what you're assuming is that he was

4 there for that meeting. AndI think his answer is he doesn't recall such a meeting, he

5 doesnt think he was there, but where he's not clear about that

s The Witness. If you could give me a break. You know the documents you sent

7 tome?

8 EE ve:h. |don'tthink you'll seeanythinginthere relating to that.

° The Witness. Well,youknow, don't be so sure.

10 NEE Okav. Well, let me, before we take a break, we've got someofthe

1 members

2 The Witness. | can go back to that later and you can ask that question again,

13 oy

1 EE oid

15 D0 any members on the line have any questions at this point?

16 Ms. Lofgren. Not at this point.

7 I hark you, Ms. Lofgren.

18 Mr.Raskin. ~ No questions.

19 IEE cy. So let's we'll come back to that December 21st meeting

20 gut thinkIscoin to ask you some questions about other sort of strategic

21 issues or how things moved forward in that November timeframe.

2 Q Before we get to that, very quickly, you mentioned a number of investigators

24 onyourteam, Mr. Giuliani. Was there any kind of structure? Was there a chief

25 investigator, for example, that you relied on?
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1 A Informally Bernie Kerik was the chief investigator, largely because he was the

2 most energetic person closest to me, person closest to all the people on the team. And

3 hehad been involved in the investigation of the hard drive from the very beginning. So

4 hejust movedover from that to investigating this. He was a - he's a major investigator

5 with regard to the Hunter Biden hard drive andallof the issues with the censorship of it.

6 Q Okay. And we're not necessarily getting into that. But specificallyforthat

7 post-election period when you're looking into issues related to the election, Bernie Kerik

8 tookonkindof a chief investigator role. Is that right?

° A Itwas never written down anywhere, never. But, | mean, for example,

10 most of these investigators would never go to a meeting at the White House except

11 Bernie. Andif | was going to take an investigator, | would take Bernie. Bernie knew

12 the President. The President trusted him, everybody else trusted him. And he had had

13 this experiencealready with the campaign doing an investigationof the Hunter Biden

14 laptop.

5 Q  Sowe've been talkinga little bit about courts, but | understand that there's

16 also another trackof challenging the election related to State legislatures. Is that right?

1” A That's correct.

18 Q Okay. Tell me what you understood about that just generally. Why the

19 State legislature track?

20 A I'm going to try to describe this without getting into legal strategy.

21 Well, the first instinct for any lawyer is to go to court. ~ And at some point when

22 we couldn't get | mean, | only argued one case, and that was the case in Pennsylvania.

23 And was surprised that the judge didn't allow us to call at least a few witnesses, because

24 ona motion for a preliminary injunction the judge almost always allows you to call

25 witnesses.
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1 And | thought the witnesses would be significant because they would convert this

2 from Giuliani, Trump, Ells asserting this to 15 or 20 citizens of Pennsylvania, and

3 Philadelphia in particular, explaining the fraud, which was substantial, how 600,000

4 ballots were counted and they were put behind guardrails and never allowed to see a

5 single ballot to assure themselves that it wasn't fraudulent, which is commonly done in

6 counting absentee ballots;orthe witnesses who got a courtorder to allow them to see

7 the ballots and the sheriff held them up for 2 hours until it was reversed by a 5-2 vote of

8 the supreme court of Pennsylvania, whichwas a partisan vote; or the people who were

9 pushed around and pushed out; people who were trained to cheat by party officials,

10 We had witnesses lie that lined up. And usually you get an opportunity to

11 presentyourwitnesses and the judge says, no, they're all ying or they're telling the truth

12 orlanttell.

13 And then when that happened to another one of our lawyers -- | can't remember

14 ifitwas the case in Michigan or the one in Arizona -- we just got a bad feeling that these

15 judges didn't —they didn't want to hear witnesses, citizens, American citizens, and that if

16 American citizens could get up and testify, there were so many of them that it would

17 make avery big difference.

18 All ofa sudden, somewhere along the way, maybe 4 days — even before that

19 thought occurred, we took a good look at the Constitution of the United States, and

20 Article Il of the Constitutiongives the poweroverelectors solely to the House of

21 Representatives.

2 With regard to congressional elections, State and Senate in Article |, that power is

23 shared with the Congress. But when you look at Article Il, the Congress is completely

24 excluded from thepowerto determine the electors.

2 Mr. Costello. Did you mean to say House of Representatives before or State
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1 electors?

2 The Witness. State electors.

3 Mr. Costello, Yeah, think you misspoke.

a The Witness. ~ Did say House of Representatives? If did, the Constitution

5 gives exclusive power to determine the electors to the legislatures of the various States.

6 And because it excludes the Congress as in any way interfering in it, whereas it includes

7 the Congress in the congressional elections, the interpretation from the earliest days has

8 been that thisis a plenary power. That was ratified in the 1890s in a Supreme Court

9 decision in which they describe that power.

10 And this surprised me, even though | argued in the Supreme Court -I consider

11 myself sort ofa constitutional expert it surprised me how much exclusive power they

12 had. In that opinion the Supreme Court said their power is plenary, it can be delegated,

13 but they can at any time revoke that delegation.

1a And then that was reiterated in Bush v. Gore and argued in a law review

15 article and basically supported by many law review articles at the time.

16 Soa combination of Jenna and | did this research. ~ And we said maybe we should

17 be presenting our witnesses to the State legislatures and maybe the courts are doing sort

18 ofa political question thing. Avery, very ancient doctrine to protect courts from getting

19 involved in politics is dismissing cases as political questions.

1) Q So you said quite a bit there. | just want to unpacka litle bit of it.

2 The case you mentioned in Pennsylvania, was that Trump v. Boockvar that

22 ultimately you joined and argued in the Middle District of Pennsylvania?

2 A Yessir,

2 Q Okay. And then that ultimately was upheld on appeal in the Third Circuit

25 byJudge Bibas, correct?
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1 A Thatis correct.

2 Q  Sothe losses inthe courts, | don't want to put words in your mouth, but is it

3 fairto say that the losses in the courts contributed to this idea of taking the case directly

4 tothe tate legislatures?

5 A Itwasn't so much the losses in the courts. It was the failure of any court to

6 allow us to presenta fewwitnesses that would substantiate the allegations that

7 people ~ that would substantiate the allegations, and that these allegations were not

8 coming from us, but they were coming from numerous, hundreds, maybe over a

9 thousand American citizens.

10 And shortly — it really wasn't after a lot of cases, because the only one we directly

11 handled was that one, and it was maybe even before the result in the case. But Jenna

12 and] started lookingat the role of the State legislature and realized they had the primary

13 role under our constitutional form of government, not the courts.

1a And so wethought the place to go — | mean, the Constitution says they have

15 plenary power | mean, the court opinions say they have plenary power. Even f

16 they've delegated it to the governororthe secretary of state or someone, they can take it

17 backatanytimetheywant. Itwasallin the court'sopinion.

1 So we said the best people to go to to show them that there had been, let’ at this

19 point say, serious irregularities in the election they have ultimate supervisionfor were the

20 State legislatures.

2 a okay.

2 A Maybe they're the ones that should hold the hearing and find out that

23 there's a basi for them toexercise that plenary power.

2 Q And just to clarify one of the things you sald, are you aware that there were

25 courts that did look at merits of claims, including courts in Michigan and Georgia, before:
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1 reaching decisions on things like injunctions?

2 A Bythe time | reached the decision to go to the State legislature, it was.

3 before that

4 Q  Sothere'sa case I'm just looking at November 13th where Judge Kenny in

5 Michigan considered evidence including affidavits to a number of - to address a number

6 of claims raised with theelectionin Michigan.

7 Were you aware of that, that decisionof Judge Kenny where you he looked at the

8 merits of claims?

° A Not before we decided was | aware of it? | wasn't aware that he held a

10 hearing. | thought he decided it on affidavits.

u But in any event, would have beenafter we pretty much decided that we should

12 really go tothe State legislatures because we would get — we would have a much better

13 chance of getting a hearing there.

1 Q Okay. Andiwon't go through all the litigation here.

15 But when do you remember this idea first coming up about the State legislatures

16 exercising the plenary authority related to the 2020 Presidential election?

1” A First week

18 Q Do you remember ever hearing that it was contemplated as a plan even

19 before the election occurred? Meaning it's something that the campaign could go to if

20 they needed to after election day.

21 A I'mnotaware of that. | had never heard about the provision. But | must

22 tell you, quite honestly, when | read the text of the Constitution | was shocked that it was

23 sostrong and excluded anyone else but the legislatures. | had remembered it

24 differently.

2 Ill tell you an interesting experience. When | would go to the State legislatures
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1 and brief them, most of them didn't believe they had the power. | would have to show
2 thema copy of the Constitution and a copy - I'm sorry, I forget the 1893 decision.
3 Mr. Costello, 1870.
. The Witness. No.
s Mr. Costello, 1870 act.
. The Witness. You're talking about the electoral - you're talking about something
7 ese
8 I vou colking about the decision, | think it's called Blacker v.

9 McPherson, is that the one you're referring to?
10 The Witness, ~The McPherson case.
un Mr. Raskin, McPherson.
2 The Witness. 1895, 1893, something like that, right?
13 I ve roskin

} I cc. i. osin, you med on your comers
15 Mr. Raskin, | thin the mayor was thinking about McPherson v. Blacker in 1892.
16 The Witness, That's it. Thankyou, sr, for the help. And that's inthe 1890s,
7 comet?
1 Mr. Raskin, Yeah. 1892.
1 The Witness, That'sit. | thought so. Oka.
2 Sol would have to show the State legislators the Constitution, the language of it,
21 compare it tothe languageof Article |, because it's avery, very common method of
22 constitutional or statutory interpretation to sayifthey included a body in one provision
23 butexcluded it from another there must be a good reason for that.
2 But beyond that, the court explicated that by saying that i's a plenary power,
25 belongs ust to the State legislatures, and they can take the powerbackat any time. It
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4 shock that they had such power. | would get responses like, "We can't have that

5 power." | don't think they think of themselves at that level.

7 decided to hold hearings.

9 Q  lunderstand that Cleta Mitchell actually reachedout to John Eastman,

10 Professor John Eastman, for a memo on this exact topic around November the Sth.

12 A No, I don't. | mean, | remember Professor Eastman very, very well. | had

13 always thought that JennaEllis was the one who reached out to him. | didn't know it

15 Q Okay. Butdo you remember it being about the weekafter the election?

18 early as about the week after the election.

19 A Oh, yeah, it came up between Jenna and me.

23 Q Do you recall participating in a meeting on November 11th, which is after
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1 legislatures?

2 A Well, that | would have to assert the attorney-client privilege.

3 Q You met--oh,goahead

a ve Mr. Giuliani, did this idea about State legislatures in your

5 recollection originate in your discussions with you and Ms. Ellis or did someone sort of

6 bring this dea to you at some point?

7 The Witness. Either Jenna did or | did from our feeling that we weren't going to

8 get too far with the courts because it seemed to me the courts didn't want to be involved

9 in a political question like this. And there was a kind ofa discomfort too. Somehow

10 we were trying to think, well, who would resolve something like this?

1 And we startedreading the Constitution, andeither she or| noted the fact that

12 there was this difference between the supervision of the congressional elections and the

13 supervision of the Presidential elections where the Congress was excluded completely

14 from the House of Representatives -from the I'm sorry, | keep saying -- from the State

15 legislatures.

16 ovI

17 Q You mentioned political question a few times. Are you --

18 A And one other thing. That also might have come about from the cases that

19 have been brought earlier challenging the unconstitutional laws that have
20 been -- regulations that have been put into effect, particularly in Pennsylvania and

2 Michigan by the governors and the secretaries of state that should have been done legally

22 bythe State legislature.

23 Q You mentioned the political question doctrine a few times. Are you aware

24 of any of the post-election cases where the political question doctrine was used to

25 dismiss the case?
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1 A No, but that idea came about to me before| looked at any of the cases,

2 because early in my career | was involved in a very, very big political question case.

3 Q But not after the election, correct?

4 A No. Itwasjusta thought that this could be troubling the judges. Not

5 political question as technically defined, but political question in a more general sense.

6 Why getinvolved in this dirty fight when really there are other places this should get

7 resolved and we don't really have the resources to resolve something like this?

8 Q And I'm not necessarily here to argue with you, but on the case that you

9 were involved in, in Trump v. Boockvar, the judge said at the district court level that the

10 court has been presented with strained legal arguments withoutmerit and speculative

11 accusations unpled in the operative complaint and unsupported by the evidence, which

12 ultimately Judge Bibas in the Third Circuit agreed with.

13 So that wasn't a political question decision, correct?

1a A No, but that was an incorrect decision.

5 Q  Iunderstand you disagree with it.

16 A He was presented with substantial numbers of affidavits, which he never

17 evaluated. |don't know how he could have come to that conclusion.

18 He had a -- he had one affidavit from a gentlemanwho was a senior partner at a

19 law firm who observed 600,000 ballots counted without a single Republican - he had

20 help doing that ~ being allowed to look at the ballots even though, under his many years.

21 of experience, under Pennsylvania law they were always examined by Republicans and

22 Democrats so you'd both geta chance to decide it.

23 And then we were presented with this what seemed to me illogical decision from

24 the supreme court of Pennsylvania that the provision in Pennsylvania lawthat says that

25 you canbe present, that each candidate can have someone present at the countingof an
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1 absentee or maikin ballot, i's perfectly okay if they don't see anything. They can be

2 present like a, what's that famous expression, a potted plant.

3 Now, thatwas a sort of a split decision when the Republicans were excluded, to

4 their surprise, from looking at any of the paper in Pennsylvania. And I'm talking about

S 600,000, 700,000 ballots. And they were put behind fences. Usuallyfencesare used

6 forcows. And not oneof them was allowed to look at a ballot.

7 They went to court, Corey Lewandowski and Pam Bondiwent to court, and they

8 were denied an order from the lower court, even though the argument that present

9 means you just have to be in the room. A football field away is absurd, just logically

10 absurd.

1 They went up to the intermediate court and they got a decision in theirfavor and,

12 anordertoallow them tosee the ballots. They returned and the sherif for 2 hours

13 refused toletthem dothat. That's when they called me and | went there.

1a And then it was very quickly reversed on a party ine vote, 5-2, and then

15 eventually a full decision by the supreme court of Pennsylvania, which | consider one of

16 the most inane decisions ever renderedby judges, that present to represent your

17 candidate at a vote counting means that nobody has to show you a vote, you can just sit

18 there and look at the wallpaper.

19 That decision to me seemed to be, in the mindsof any person with common

20 sense, to be completely illogical, completely partisan, and gave us the feeling, rightly or

21 wrongly, that we weren't exactly ina fair environment.

2 And that is what really triggered me to look more carefully into the legislatures,

23 notnecessarilywhat the judge decided in that case, that | don't knowhow the heck he

24 could have decided that, without listening to a witness or two, to decide that these were

25 just frivolous arguments.
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1 Maybe he should have listenedto the 25 or 30 witnesses, even 5 of them, just to

2 geta flavor of: Are these guys making it up or did a guy actually get pushed around and

3 thrownout? Dothey get to seea single piece of paper? Was the same thing going on

a in Pittsburgh as in Philadelphia, which would indicate that there was a nexus between the

5 two, that the same thing was going on in Detroit as was going on in Milwaukee,

6 Republicans put behind barriers, not allowed to see ballots? ~ Did that indicate there was

7 a connection between those? He avoided all of that.

s EE Urcersiood.
9 And |see, Mr. Raskin, you have your hand up. Please.

10 Mr. Raskin. Thank you.

n Mr. Mayor, | just have a few questions for you.

12 One is that none of the 60 cases that I'm aware of resulted in a legalvictoryon the

13 question of whether there was electoral fraud or corruption.

14 Did you have any legal victories that I'm not aware of?

15 The Witness. Well, firstofall, most of those cases, they're not my cases. Most

16 of those cases were privately brought, brought by others. | may have been aware of six

17 orseven of them.

18 Mr. Raskin. Got you. Did you have any legal victories in the cases you brought?

19 The Witness. | only brought one case, and that was the case in Pennsylvania,

20 and obviously we lostit

2 Mr. Raskin. Yeah. Okay. But!'m interested in your reflections that you've

22 offered about the electoral college, because obviously our committee is not a criminal

23 investigatory committee, and one of things we do have to do is make recommendations

2 tothe country.

2s You describedyourself repeatedly as being shocked about the power that
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1 the the plenary power that the legislatures haveover the award of electors. And you

2 said that the legislators themselves you spoke to were shocked when you pointed out to

3 them the legal authority of McPherson v. Blacker and what it says in Article Il about the

4 power of the legislatures.

5 Do you believe tht the electoral college has outlived its usefulness? Do you

6 thinkit would be cleaner and simplertomove to a national popularvote for President?

7 Or do you think atthevery least the State electors should be bound to follow the popular

8 vote within each of the States?

9 The Witness. ~ You want my

10 Mr. Costello, Opinion.

1 The Witness. ~~ my opinion, like a law review article?

2 Mr. Raskin. Yeah.

13 The Witness. |can see merit - | mean, so I'll be a typical lawyer -- | can see merit

14 toboth

15 Mr. Raskin. Yeah.

16 The Witness. ~ But | would, given the fact that | have great respect for the

17 Framers of the Constitution - and | think, in some ways, given the way our country is

18 operating right now, they had a great deal more wisdom than we did that the electoral

19 collegehas great advantages in making sure that people who can be disregarded aren't

0 It's been the method we have used fora long, long time. It hasby and large

21 served us very, very well. We have elected some of the greatest men in history as

22 Presidentofthe United States.

23 Does it make mistakes? Of course. ~ But popular vote would too.

2 Does it make our Federal form of government more vital because the smaller

25 States havepower and we are, after all, a Federal form of government?
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1 Sol would say I'd come down on the fact that hundreds of yearsofpractice, being

2 byfar the greatest country on Earth, whatever the criticisms, the mere fact that

3 everybody wants to come here and no place else sort of makes it that way. And

4 generally they, meaning the Framers, are wiser than we are.

5 Mr. Raskin. ~ Got you

6 The Witness. | would stay with the electoral college.

7 Vill make a -just want to make a political point, though. If you changed it, it

8 doesn't mean you changed the result of the election.

9 Soif I were running oh, let's pick. ~ Let's say somebody else runs for President, a

10 Republican runs for President other than Trump, and we go to electoral votes out,

11 popularvotein. Then Ihave him campaign in upstate New York and take the vote in

12 New York down from 20 to 10, and | have him campaign in the Central Valley of

13 California

14 So what a smart Republican does is you don't go there at all and you don't mind if

15 youlose by30 percent. If you had lost that by 15 percent and you lost the other one by

16 100r5, you would havea different electoral strategy.

7 So think that the popular wisdom, if either side thinks they get an advantage, the

18 advantage will go to who has the better strategy in figuring out how to focus on the

19 popularvote. Butif popularvote were the vote, Biden might have still won it, but he

20 wouldn't have won it by the same margin if we had conducted a different kind of

21 campaign.

2 Mr. Raskin. Allright. Concede of course there that Biden won the election --

23 The Witness. Oh, | didn't concede that he won it. | conceded that the last

24 numbersthatwereput inwereinfavorofhim.

2 You want my belief? 1do not believe he won the election.
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1 Mr. Raskin, Well, okay, let me ask you thi, because the country i stuck over the
2 problem that forthe first time in our history we have a former President who's claiming
3 that he won the election when he lost it by more than 7 million votes in the popular
4 vote
s The Witness. ~ Didn't Hillary Clinton claim that?
. Mr. Raskin, Okay. Well, but before we talk about
7 Mr. Costello, We can't hear you.
8 I Raskin, we lostyour audio there
5 Mr. Costello, We didn't hear you.

10 IVRoskin, we lost youraudio
un Wr. Costello, think he can't hryouethJ
2 I es co off the record.

1 The Witness. Sure.
1 J 00 vou want to take a short, maybe a -minute break?
15 Mr. Costello, Sure.
16 I Ac we'll come back at noon.

w The Witness. Is that where we are? Oh, yeah. Good. Sure.
1 (Recess)
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,
2 (12:03 p.m.)

3 | Okay. We're back on the record.

: I
< Q We talked about -- or we left off talkinga little bit about the State

7 Whose job on your team was it to work the legislatures effort?

8 A Well, there were different parts of it. Trying to get the hearings and setting.

9 up the hearings wasprobably Jenna and me. Got a lot of help from Boris in

10 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Got a lot of help in Michigan.

12 A Ithink in Michigan it was Christina Bobb. Basically, it was --it was my — it

13 was Jenna and | were who were going to do the hearing, so we -- we would take the

15 Q Even before the hearings, which we'll get to, but even before they started,

18 States. I'll mention to you that in Michigan, for example, we understand there's

19 outreach in -- to Wayne County officials, William Hartman and Monica Palmer. Do you

20 know about the outreach to Mr. Hartman and Ms. Palmer before the certification of the

2a Wayne County vote?

23 Q The fact of the communications to Mr. Hartman and Mr.

24 Palmer- Ms. Palmer, excuse me?

25 Mr. Costello. That's different than the previous question. The previous
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4 Mr. Hartman and Ms. Palmer, before the Wayne County certification?

5 A | would take the attorney-client privilege, because it seems to me it would

8 Ms. Palmer?

9 A That'd be the same thing.

10 Q Your communications -- did you represent either Mr. Hartman or

w PR
13 Q Correct.

15 Q Soin what way would your communications with them be privileged?

16 A | was doing it on behalf of myclient, the Presidentofthe United States. It

18 Q Were Mr. Hartman or Ms. Palmer part of the team in anticipation of any kind

2a Q Allright. Well, we'll note the objectionfor the record. What about

22 Governor Ducey in Arizona, did you reach out to Governor Ducey before certification in

23 Arizona?
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1 a comet.
2 A Hold on a second.

3 a swe
a [Discussion off the record.]

5 voll okey. we're back

s Mr. Costello, Yep.
7 The Witness. I'm a little uncomfortable with this because it sounds like it might

8 betray strategy, but | -- | do not recall meeting with Governor Ducey after the election. |

9 know Governor Ducey, but | don't recall meeting with him or talking to him after the

10 election.

12 Q Do you remember trying to reach him?

13 A don't know -- people didtry to reach him on my behalf. |don't recall if|

18 asked him to do that or they just did it because they thought it would be a good idea
15 when | was in Arizona to talk to him.

16 Q Why did you want to talk to Governor Ducey?

7 A Well onbehalfof my cient.
18 Q Related to the election, the presidential election?

19 A Sure, to persuade him — I'll tell you, to persuade -- well, this would get into

20 strategy. I'msony. Imean, i's obviouswhat|wouldwant to talk to him about was
2 the many concerns that we had about the vote in Maricopa County and the fact that they

22 would not allow any examination of the machines or the paper ballots. And it seemed

23 to me that if the election were straight, they would have no problemwith just opening up

24 the books and letting us look, and they fought us tooth and nail not to look at asingle

5 thing.
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2 A I would say that is privileged.

4 is a client or ever part of your legal team, you're claiming privilege on?

5 A Work product.

7 Michigan, did you ever try to reach out to them?

9 Q What about Speaker of the House Bryan Cutler in Pennsylvania, did you ever

10 tryto reach out to him?

2 I
13 Q Mr. Giuliani, are you going to assert privilege -- attorney-client privilege or

15 post-election efforts on behalf of President Trump?

16 A It dependson--

18 The Witness. -- the question. | mean, the attorney-client privilege is pretty

20 hypothetical, on behalf of seeing if they can be a witness or they can facilitate a hearing

21 that would be helpful to my client, that would be work product.

23 little -- not by you. | think you've been very, very civil and very professional, but | do feel

24 somewhat put in a very impossible position. | was the lawyer to the President.
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1 If people can't talk to their lawyers and know with great confidence it's not going

2 tobe repeated, they re not going to tell the truthtotheir lawyers. And the damage that

3 has been done over the last several years by the people who are in hysterical pursuit of

4 the President to the attorney-client privilege has been the most damage ever done tot in

5 ourhistory.

6 I Ad Vr Giuliani

; oI
8 Q Mr. Giuliani, just sowe'reclear, we're not asking you - these are not

9 communications that we're talking about with the President or with your clients.

10 A Butit goes beyond that. Attorey-client privilege goes beyond that. In

11 fact, your conversations with your client can be the least important sometimes. It's can

12 you get corroboration for what your client is saying, can you get a fair hearingfor your

13 client, can you get a person who has knowledge that can support what your client is

1a saying, the investigation that's done for your client.

15 If that's not privileged, a lot of people aren't going to talk to you and

16 it~ recognized as the work product privilege. And that's a couple hundred - oh, my

17 gosh, more than a couple hundred-year-old privilege of the law, and I'm asserting it

18 because I'ma lawyer. There are times you're asking me questions | would like to give

19 youtheanswer. Youmay not believe this, but there isn't a single thing | would say to

20 youthatisn't exculpatory.

a oI
2 Q That's fine. And we're notgoing a criminal investigation, of course.

23 A Andlwish—

2 Q  Exculpatory.

2 A Ihavea law license that has been extremely unfairly and unconstitutionally
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1 putinjeopardy based on

2 Q Theres helpful - and this is helpful understanding the contours of your

3 objection, and this is something that we'd be happy to talk to Mr. Costello about after,

4 buti-

5 A 1wish | wish you would take it seriously. This is not ~ | assure you are,
6 butthisis not being done to obstruct you. I'sbeing done because | have no other

7 choice asa lawyer but to do it, and 1 do believe strongly in the attorney-client privilege as

8 partof the Sixth Amendment. | don't think

9 Q  Iwanttoget back

10 AI don't thinkwe can have a system of justice without it

n QI want to get back to the hotel hearings that you mentioned, or the hearings

12 thatyou had with the State legislatures. 1 believe they Il just ist a few and tell me if

13 I'mincorrect, but you had one onNovember 25th in Pennsylvania. Is that correct?

1a A Ibelieve-thatwasthe first.

15 Q And then November 30th in Arizona?

16 A November 25th, | guess. It seemed like itwasa litlefaster than that, but

17 goahead.

18 Q Okay. And then you had one in Arizona on or about November 30th.

19 Doesthat sound right to you?

1) A Yeah, that does.

2 Q Andthen you had one in Michigan on or about December 2nd?

2 A Iknow! had all those. The dates seem a ttl strange to me, but go ahead.

2 Q Okay. And then you also had one in Georgia, correct?

2 A Andwhen was that? | had two in Georgia actually.

2 Q Atleast one of them was on December the 3rd. Doesthat sound right?
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1 A Yeah. Andthen there wasone a few weeks later.

2 Q Okay. And were any of thosehearingsthat |just mentioned official

3 sessions of the legislatures, to the best of your knowledge?

a A Some know, and some | don't know. | know that Pennsylvania and

5 Arizonawere not. I'm--1am not sure about Michigan and Georgia. They seem to me

6 like they were. They look like very official hearings.

7 Q 1 don't believe you were placed under oath in Michigan, at least in Michigan.

8 Isthatright?

9 A Yes. Iwastreated as an advocate rather than as a witness.

10 Q Although you were presenting evidence, at least you said you were

11 presenting evidence though, correct?

2 A Iwas presenting evidence in the same way you are. | was asking questions

13 and making arguments, but | wasn't presenting evidence in the sense of things of my own

14 knowledge.

15 Q And believe you said this earlier, but you mentioned that having these

16 hearings were kind of a step in the process of having the legislatures assume what you

17 believed to be their plenarypower to choosetheir own electors in the presidential

18 election, correct?

19 A Well if they analyze the vote and came to that conclusion, sure. | mean, |

20 didn't assume they were just going to ~ | didn't assume the Pennsylvania legislature was

21 goingto change the result. | thought they would go take a look at and talk to the people

22 who could explain to them what happened.

2 Or 1 thought in Michigan, they might talk to the woman who said she was taught

24 bythe Democratic Party there how to cheat, how to put - how to put phony registrations

25 up against phony ballots. We had a number of witnesses that could've testified to what
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1 is now described in much more detail in "2,000 Mules" who had situations where they

2 saw people stuffing Zuckerberg boxes, but we didn't have it in a comprehensive form, but

3 we had individual witnesses who can say that.

a Q Okay. And understand that your you guys have a hard stop at 2:30 at

5 least fora while, sol don't mean to jump in and interrupt you, but | do just want to get

6 throughas muchaswe can here.

7 In Pennsylvania, believe you presented evidence that Pennsylvania had received

8 more maikin votes than it had sent to voters, meaning mail-in ballots sent to voters.

9 And we understand that later that day, Tim Murtaugh with the campaign notified you or

10 Ms. Elis that you had confused the numbers of ballots sent in the primary and general

11 elections. Are you familiar with what I'm talking about?

2 A No, I'm notfamiliarwith that part of it. What I'mfamiliarwithi that that

13 was on the that was on the - that was on the website. This was given to me by Boris

14 Epshteyn. Thatwas on the website until the day of the hearing and then it was taken

15 down.

16 Q How long after did you learn that that number was incorrect, there wasn't

17 actually moremail-invotes than had been sent to voters?

1 A Ican't remember, but it was - it was followed by another allegation of

19 another couple of hundred thousand votes that were found that had not been accounted

0 for

2 Q Did you ever ~ did youever feel lie you needed to kindof correct the

22 record before the Pennsylvania legislature on this absentee or, excuse me, the number

23 of maiinballot issue?

2 A Well, didn't know it at the time that | spoke -Ispoke to them.

2 Q What about afterwards when you found out?
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1 A I'mnotsure Itrustedit. | mean, they had ~ they kept changing everything

2 ontheir they kept changing everything on their website all the time, and they kept

3 increasing the number of people who voted. You know, we thought we were at

4 100 percent and then we go to 110 percent, 115 percent.

5 1 knew they were making a massive effort to not allow us to look at paper ballots,

6 which had to conclude as a former investigator and U.S. attorney could only be because

7 there was something wrong with those ballots. If those ballots were clean, they'd have

8 been the first ones to show them to us, and they did that with 700,000 ballots. ~ That was

9 extraordinary. Extraordinary.

10 Q  Ithinkwe're going to try to get to some of the more specific claims as well.

11 Iwasjust asking about this one in Pennsylvania and whether you'd heard that the

12 campaign conveyed to you or Ms. Elis that what you had said before the hearing was not

13 necessarily correct.

1a But after the hearing in Pennsylvania

15 A I'm not sure I'm not ~ | was never persuaded it wasn't necessarily correct,

16 and my confidence in the Philadelphia and Pennsylvania voting system doesn't exist. |

17 thinkthat it's a it's been for many, many years, particularly Philadelphia, one of the

18 capitals of voter fraud that gets away with ita the time.

19 And what they did in this election, by not allowing the examination of

20 700,000 pieces of paper, which | would let you seeif they were legitimate in a second, is

21 extraordinary.

2 a okay.

2 A Andit' extraordinary that that was disregarded by the court on a partisan

24 bass.

2 Q  Iunderstand your position. After the Pennsylvania hearing, | understand
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1 that you went to the White House with a numberof State legislators. Do you remember

2 doingthat?

3 A Oh,yeah. That! think | can --| don't think this s privileged. During the

4 course of the hearing, the President spoke to them by Zoomorone of those things, like

5 we'reusing. And he thanked them for having the hearing because at that point, that

6 was quite a courageous thing to do, because we -- we had lawyers who were being

7 threatened, werebeing thrown out of their law firms; we had people who were

8 threatened with death, oneof the lawyers in another case was threatened the death; we

9 had legislators that to me told me they were frightened to hold the hearing because their

10 career would be ruined and the local newspaper would destroy them. ~ They wanted to

11 hold the hearing but they were afraid.

2 And the leadership largely, in some of these legislatures, opposed it. ~ Well, Doug

13 Mastriano was the firstto grant us a hearing, which was quite a breakthrough because

14 when he did that, we got calls from the other legislators. So he had the courage to be

15 the one to gofirst, which | appreciated a lot. | consider courage maybe the greatest

16 virtuethat a person can have.

FY And the President did too. So the President asked if he could be a witnessat the

18 hearing, and I said, it would be better if you called in, which he did.

19 Q  Hedidacallin. And then afterwards you guys went to the White House,

20 correct, with a number of legislators?

2 A Heinvited them to the White House. He said, when you're finished, you're

22 onlyin Williamsburg, why don't you come to the White House, which turned out to be

23 quite alogistical nightmare because there were 200 people. | don't tink he realized

a that.

2 Q Very briefly about themeetingat the White House, did anybody discuss the
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1 role of legislatures and potentially choosing their own electors during that meeting at the

2 White House after the hearing in Pennsylvania?

3 A Well, the meeting at the White House was kind of helter-skelter. It tooka

4 longtime for everybody to get there. It turned out that — everybody was being tested

5 forCOVIDat the time. It turned out that several or more than several of the people

6 there had tested positive for COVID, including --

7 Q Understood. And, Mr. Giuliani, | don't mean to cut you off, but I'm not so

8 much interested in the COVID technicalities of what was happening. Just my question

9 was, do you remember the President or anybody else discussing the role of legislatures

10 and the fact that they could choose their own electors in that meeting at the

11 White House?

2 A I'msorry, you really have to let me answerthe question the way | want to,

13 because when people just say | can't remember, other people say, Oh, they're just trying.
14 tohide something. I'm trying to point out to you, this was a very confusing meeting

15 withalot of things going on, and the mere fact that | can't rememberif that was.

16 discussed is explainable by thefact that | was dealing with a COVID problem because it

17 affected the Mastriano family. They had COVID, and | was with them for quite some

18 time. And, infact | think that's when| actually might have contracted it

19 But in any event, | was in and outofthat meeting because there were a lot of

20 logistical problems going on. | remember the meeting, if you — | remember the

21 meeting and | would not say this is attorney-client privilege. It was with a large group

22 of people. | remember the meeting being more a thank you by the President for, you

23 know, for doing what they did.

2 Q Holding the hearing?

2 A Yeah. don't remember any kind of real substantive discussion at that
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1 meeting. Butit could've happened. As! said, | was in and out of that meeting and

2 really more concerned with the COVID situation than with -- than with the | mean,

3 knew the President would handle himself well, and there were other people there

4 representing him. A numberofour lawyers were there.

5 Q Ultimately, no State legislature chose their own set ofelectors in the 2020

6 presidential election, correct?

7 A Thats correct.

8 Q And did you ever think that any State legislature as a body was actually going

9 todothat in States where he was not declared the winner?

10 A I would say that what |believe is attorney-client privilege. It's my thought

11 processasalawyer.

2 Q Now-

13 A You're asking me did| pursue them in good faith, believing that there was a

14 reasonable and strong casefor them to doit, I did. In each case, | had more than

15 enough witnesses to overturn the election. The question is, were they credible or not,

16 and they had to be assessed. | can't make that assessment.

7 But as a lawyer, the standard is do | have a reasonable basis forpresenting the

18 case and the 1,000 affidavits| have more than prove that | have a reasonable basis for

19 presentingit. | have to see the case in the light most favorable to my client. If

20 somebody comes to me and says, they told me, Here are 1,000 driver's applications,

21 convert them into registrations and attach them to these ballots with no

22 names somebody did do that, put it in an affidavit it's my obligation to do everything |

23 cantopresent that to someone and not hide it as a lawyer.

2 Q  Andyou-

2 A And what I'm being penalized for is playing my role as a lawyer aggressively,
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1 whichis what I'm supposed to do because my client, to a certain group of people, is

2 unpopular. That a very damaging thing for our country to do, and | hope you realize:

3 that

a Q You did use those hearings - you did use those hearings in Pennsylvania,

5 Arizona, Michigan, and Georgia to present evidence to State legislators, correct?

6 A ldid.

7 Q Okay. And none of them ended up adopting their own slateofelectors, as

8 wejustwentover. That's right?

9 A No, but every single one of them, | believed, senta letterto the President or

10 tothe Vice President with a substantial number of legislators asking

1 Q Right. Andwell

2 A asking may finish?

3 Q sue.

1a A asking for 7 more days, because they were certain that the vote that was

15 submitted was false, the number was false, that there was no doubt about the fact that

16 the number was false. They didn'tsay they weregoing to select Trump or Biden or say
17 we can't makea decision, but they said they were convinced that there was way more

18 than enough evidence that the election result was fraudulent.

19 In each case, each of those States had votes that were completely false. | mean,
20 one State had 68,000 people under the age of 18 who voted, manyofwhom didn't vote.

21 Their names were attached to phony ballots. You had States in which dead people

22 voted, not enough to change the result of the election, but when added toother things

23 might have changed the result of the election. You had people who were clearly out of

24 State, in one case | think this happened inArizona quite a bit ~ about 6,000 or 7,000

25 out-ofState voters who were clearly out of State who voted.
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1 So whetherwe get to the point like "2,000 Mules" does, because they were able

2 todoamore comprehensive investigation as to whether it affects the result ts clear

3 that there was substantial fraud that took place in large numbers that could approach, if

4 notexceed, the margin.

5 In each one of those States -- and that's what those letters represented, and they

6 asked the Vice President to give them 7 days so they could make sure that they didn't

7 submita false statement when they submitted the vote from Pennsylvania. | mean,

8 there's no doubt that the votes submittedbythosefour States are false.

° a Now-

10 A Sowe could argue over are they false enough to change the election or not,

11 butit'sa Federal crime to submita false statement to the United States Government.

12 And they did not take due care to make certain, like for example, the Secretary of State

13 ine

1 Q Mr. Gilani, can | just stop you because | do have a question about the

15 letters that you raised.

16 A The Secretary of State in Atlanta announced that the election was perfect,
17 and we found out 2 weeks ago when an FOIA request that he had a report7 days later

18 from his own investigator listing

19 Mr. Costello, Seven days ago.

1) The Witness. ~ Seven days ago, we got a report from a FOIA request that he had a

21 report from his own investigator listing 48 illegal and irregular acts although he pretended

22 itwasa perfect election and never revealed that report. So that's what we were

23 contending with.

2 oI
2 Q Understand what you'reputting on the record here. ~ And the question
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1 about the letters you raised, the letters that eventually went to the President and the

2 Vice President signed by various State legislators were not actually sentby the

3 legislatures, right? No body, no legislative body

a A Correct.

s Q met and sent those letters to the Vice President, correct?

s A They were sent as a group of one of them was the majority leaderof the

7 Pennsylvania Senate,Ibelieve, Senator Corman, | think.

8 Q Butthe Pennsylvania Senate didn't send it correct?

9 A No. Ivemade that clear. This was nota vote of the legislature.

10 a okay.

1 A This was the expression of opinion of a large number of legislators,

12 particularly those who had participated in the hearings. In the case of Georgia, it came

13 from Senator Ligon, who actually conducted the most extensive hearings, at least two in

14 which! participated, maybe two others, and wrote a very, very thoughtful report about

15 the fraudulent activity in Atlanta, which was quite substantial.

16 Q Did you or your team have a role in encouraging legislatures to — or

17 legislators, excuse me, to send those letters or letters like those to the Vice President

18 before January 6th?

19 A Well, we were asking them for a vote. | don't know if | believe the idea of

20 sending letter emerged from them, because they couldn't get a vote usually blocked by

21 theleadership, the Republican leadership, not by the membership. It was a big division

22 between the younger, large number of Republicans in the legislature, and the legislative

23 leadership that ~ well, particularly in Georgia where the governor was very opposed to

24 this, and the Secretary of State had announced it was a perfect election. ~ He had lobbied

25 very much against their doing this. And the same thingin Arizona where Governor
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1 Kemp was very, very opposed to this and certified the election even though the State

2 legislature wasstill considering it.

3 So, yeah, I'm sure — I'm sure we -- we communicated with them about the letter.

4 But largely, the idea of doing that came -- emerged from the legislature because they

5 couldn't get the Republican leadership to agree to call a vote.

6 Q And ultimately, as we've discussed --

7 A And on the other hand, they never did have a vote. ~ They just blocked the

8 vote.

9 Q Ultimately, as we've discussed, no State legislatures chose Trump electors in

10 the 2020election, but are you aware of the effort to have Republican electors meet and

11 cast electoral votes in States that Trump had lost, including Arizona, Michigan,

12 Pennsylvania, Georgia, Wisconsin, New Mexico, and Nevada?

13 A Well, let me qualify that by saying no State legislature tooka vote on it, so

14 there's novote. The majority leaders and the speakers, the more long-term career

15 politicians decided they didn't want a vote. Who knows what would've happened if

16 there wasa vote.

7 But in any event, that practice - that practice had been followed in other

18 elections. And the advice, if I recall it correctly, there was outside advice that this had

19 been done before and that you couldn't possibly, inthe period of time between then and

20 the electoral college should you discover fraud that they would consider dispositive, you

21 would just lose those electors unless you had an alternative slate.

2 And I recall was not substantially involved in the legal decision here, but| don't

23 thinkthisis privilege because this is a matterof historical fact. ~ There was a situation like

24 thisin the 1960 election with the State of Hawail that had been granted to Kennedy on

25 election night. Nixon went ahead and put together a separate slateofelectors in case
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1 during that period it was overturned, and it was overturned. That's the one| remember.

2 But | remember getting legal opinions, explaining that this is what you had to do

3 toprotect if, in fact, from the day we're talking about until the day of the vote something

4 emerges that dispositively shows that the election was a fraud that could get past

5 the get past a massive media censorship and incredible effort that was made to try to

6 shutoutany information about this.

7 Q When do you recall this idea of Trump electors meeting in States that he had

8 lost tocastelectoralvotesfirst coming up?

° A That would be privilege.

10 Q Who was involved in that effort to have these Trump electors meet and cast

11 votesin those States that | listed fromyour team?

2 A That would also be privilege.

13 Q Do you knowa person named Ken Chesebro?

1a A Imay. Iknowa lot of people, but the name doesn't ring a bell right now.

5 Q Okay. And Il spell the last name. It might be called Chesebro too. It's

16 Chesebro. Doesthatringa bell?

1” A I'd be more likely to rememberit if it was Chesebro. But | don't you

18 know, when I say| don't remember it, please understand, | know a lot of people, and

19 there are times in which | say | don't remember and then|see a picture of me with them.

20 Butldon't remember. That name does not -- like if you said, do you know Boris

21 Epshteyn, Id say, yes. Butif you tell me do | know him, | don't I don't know if| know

2 him.

23 Q What was John Eastman's role in having Trump electors meet and cast

20 electoral college votes inStates that Mr. Trump had lost?

2 A I'm not sure | can tell you his role because that would be strategy and
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1 privilege, but John Eastman was counsel to the campaign and | would say on

2 constitutional issues, because he's a well-respected and well-regarded author of

3 constitutional law text, dean ofa law school. And his - his positions, particularly on the

4 Electoral Count Act of 1877, has majority support among the law reviews, including an

5 article by Lawrence Tribe, a very well-known Democrat, who agrees with him that the

6 1877 Act under which Vice President Pence was operating is unconstitutional.

7 Q  Didhe help

8 A That's - that was most recently expressed in a Georgetown Law Review

9 article in 2017 in which they warned Congress to change it, because at some point it's

10 going to be declared unconstitutional.

u Q Did he workwith your team? Is that the basis for your privilege objection?

2 Mr. Costello, Who's the "he"?

3 oI
1 Q John Eastman.

15 A Well, first of all, he worked with the - he was a lawyer for the President, so,

16 yes, he worked most definitely, he worked with our team, yes.

uv Q Ifwe could pull up exhibit No. 18, please. This is a memo, | believe, that

18 Mr. Eastmansenttoyou on Decemberthe7th.

19 A How dowe know itis the 7th? It says November 18th on top.

20 Q Right. We have an email in suggesting that a version of this memo was

21 sent toyou on December the 7th, and | can show you that. But do you -- now that you

22 see this memo with Kenneth Chesebro's name addressed to Judge James Troupis, do you

23 recognize the name Ken Chesebro?

2 A Istilldon't. Istill don't recognize the name.

2 Mr. Costello, Who is Judge Troupis?
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1 ov

2 Q Do you know who Judge Troupis is?

4 Q believe he is from Wisconsin, but I'd have to ask you that. | don't know if

$ he

7 lawyer who represented us, a former Supreme Court Justice, if it's the same one who

8 represented us in Wisconsin, in the Wisconsin case. He's quite an excellent lawyer.

9 Q So this memo goes through and talks about --

10 A These are the views of Kenneth Chesebro as opposed to Professor Eastman

12 Q Ihave toaskyou that. Are these views consistentwithwhat you recall

13 from Mr. Chesebro or Mr. Eastman?

15 addressed to him.

16 The Witness. He's asking meif |did see it.

19 A Well, first of all, the memo is absolutely attorney-client privilege. It's

20 election strategy, and, | mean, litigation strategyfor possible litigation or representation

2a before the State legislature, so | would raise the attorney-client privilege with that. But |

23 would like to check on Troupis. | do believe he was the lawyer who represented us

25 Q So aside from the maybe nuts and bolts of what's in this memo and anything



1 that you took away from it or may have taken away from it, do you recall ever having

2 seen it?

< Q Sure. If we go down to the bottom of the first page.

7 whether| saw it or not.

8 Q Okay. If we go to exhibit 16, this is an email from John Eastman to an email

0 adaresJ
10 A Yeah, that was my email at the time, yes.

un Q The vias your email?

12 A Uh-huh, yeah, absolutely.

13 Q Okay. So this -- the subject line is December 14th analysis. Of course,

15 ‘memo we discussed, and it attaches a Chesebro memo on the real deadline too. Do you

6 recslgttngtisator Ener?

18 again, it's privileged.

2a released to us as a result of that litigation over numerous objections.

23 Eastman was doing something illegal here, other than beinga good, honorable lawyer
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1 breaks my heart to see what you're doing to him.

2 Q If we go to exhibit No. 17, please.

5 December 9th, saying, Statutory requirements for December 14th electoral votes. And

7 alternate Trump electors. Do you remember ever receivingamemo -- this memo about

8 the State and Federal provisions that apply to the meeting of Trump electors?

9 A I would assert the attorney-client privilege again.

10 Q Okay. Earlier you mentioned the example of 1960 and Hawaii and offered

12 Mr. Costello. We can't see it. You've got to move it up.

13 The Witness. Oh, good. Okay.

15 Q Yep. Itsaysthat--the second paragraph says that, "It appears that even

16 though none of the Trump-Pence electors are currently certified as having been elected

18 Nevada electors, will be able to take the essential steps needed to validly cast and

19 transmit their votes so that the votes might be eligible to be counted if later recognized

21 presidential election."

23 just read, of the purpose of having Trump electors meet on December 14th?

24 A That's privileged, but my understanding is ofacampaign -- ofa legal
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1 Q This, of course, mentions both --orall of the possibilities thata court,a State

2 legislature, or Congress could recognize these alternate electoral votes. Was it your

3 understanding that Congress could recognize these electoral votes cast by Trump electors

4 evenif courts or State legislatures hadn't adopted or ratified them?

5 A Well, without getting into legal theory or even saying whether | expressed

6 thisatthe time, which | don't think | did, it my interpretation as a lawyer would be it

7 would have to initially be done under the Constitution by the State legislature.

8 Q This mentions Congress, meaning --

9 A Tknow it represents court and Congress, but the Constitution says the State

10 legislature decides on the electors. So, but of course, then, if there is a tie or insufficient

11 votes, thenit leaves the State legislature and the presidency goes to the Senate and the

12 Vice Presidency goes to the House without any question. That that's one of the eight

13 reasonswhy the 1877 Electoral Count Act is unconstitutional, because it gives the Senate

14 arolethat the Constitution prohibited the Senate to have, but that's just being a legal

15 idiot.

16 Q Along those lines, just toclarify what you just said, so do you think that the

17 State legislatures would have to adopt orratify these -

18 A Yeah, but — this is the problem of what you're doing here with Eastman.

19 These are things that lawyers argue about al the time. | could see how you could make

20 anargument that at this stage, since the State legislatures had already — it's already past

21 them, it now belongs to Congress, or the courts can always intervene if something is

22 being done that's unconstitutional. I'm just giving you my off-the-cuff opinion that the

23 safest place to go would be the State legislature because of what the Constitution says.

2 Q Yeah, and that's helpful. And I'm just - | want to understand the answer

25 youjustgave. Sodoyouthink that the State legislatures would have to adopt or ratify
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1 these Trump electoral votes for them to have legal significance later on?

2 A Yeah, Ithink that. 1 don't know what that's worth, and | don't think | ever

3 expressed that in any of these discussions. It actually just occurred to me now.

a Q Okay. If we goto exhibit No. 24, please. I'm showing you some of this in

S part, Mr. Giuliani, to see f it shakes anything loose, because | know that some of this has

6 happened, you know, over a year ago,

7 But if you scroll down just alte bit, Grant. ~ Keep going justa bit under the Xs.

5 This is an email from Ken Chesebro to you on December the 13th, 2020, which is

9 the day before the electoral college met to cast votes, with the subject, Privileged and

10 confidential brief notes on "president of the Senate strategy."

n Do you remember receiving information from anybody, including Mr. Chesebro,

12 about this what's called "president of the Senate strategy"?

13 A Letmejust readit

1a Could you take it down atte further? Thank you.

15 First of all, this would be privileged; and, secondly, just for your benefit, | don't

16 havea distinct recollection of this.

7 Q Okay. And this memo goes on for quitea bit, and think t's helpful the

18 wayyou answered. But more generally, do you remember discussions about the role

19 that the Vice President would play in choosing among purportedly competing slates of

20 electoral college votes, and do you recall this coming up in the period before

21 December 14th?

2 A That would be privileged.

2 Q Privilege as a work product or a communication that you had?

2 A Both

2 Q Are you saying that because you believe Ken Chesebro was part of your legal
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1 team?

2 A I have to assume he was. | mean, he's giving us legal advice. |just don't

4 Q And I'll represent to you again that this is a document we obtained from

5 Chapman University, and Dr. Eastman is part of the litigation where a judge determined

7 A Yeah, but he decided it based on some kindof a criminal -- on the criminal

8 fraud --

10 The Witness. -- exception. And |, as a lawyer, think that that's a completely

12 lawyer who is exploring legal theories and very, very much hinders proper legal

13 representation of people that just happen to have different political opinions than you

14 do. Thisisa terrible thing that's happened. | can'timagine, you know, 10 years ago

15 anyone finding anything criminal in Professor Eastman giving his opinions on the

18 Q Mr. Giuliani, just so we understand your position, is your position that this

19 document that a court -- a Federal judge has already found is not subject to privilege is

21 person whom you don't remember, who is not part of your legal team, but who

23 A Well, he clearly was working for Professor Chapman. He's giving --
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2 tome. Sol would be in jeopardy of losing my law licenseif | violated the attorney-client

< Q And when you say attorney-client privilege, you mean the attorney work

7 A Which is the same thing.

8 Q  ljustwant tobe clear. Theruleis -- the rules are different, and | just want

9 to make sure we have the right nomenclature.

10 A The rules are different, but the consequences for violating it are pretty much

13 Q And so the Federal court decision releasing this to us over objections like

15 A Well, I'm a different person. It wouldn't even beres judicata in a litigation.

16 Q There is no confidentialityof this document anymore, or the information

18 A With regard to me there still is.

19 Q Okay. Your objection is noted for the record.

20 I will say, at the end of this document it does — it's addressed to you, and it's sent.

2a to you, but it says, Thank you for seeking my further input on this possible strategy. Do

22 you recall seeking Mr. Chesebro's input on the strategy that he calls the president of the

23 Senate strategy?
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1 a Federal court, but we will note your objection for the record.

2 A And|--and my objection is that opinion does not apply to me, and my

4 case. |represented the President in adifferent capacity. | had different obligations.

5 And that opinion has no bearing on me at all. It doesn't say -- you'd have to make a

7 President, which if you do, would be one of the more absurd decisions anyone has ever

8 ‘made.

9 Q We won't go through and restate our position again. It's just the same as

10 the discussionwe just had.

12 were meeting in States that Mr. Trump had lost?

16 Q Correct. Did Mr. Meadows knowabout that?

21 [Discussion off the record.]

24 Q Weare back.

25 A I think the most helpful answer | can give is, I'm confused as to whether it's
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1 privilegedornot, but to - to shorten our work that we have to do, | don't have a

2 recollectionof a conversation with Mark aboutelectors. That doesn't mean it didn't

3 happen, because talked toa lot of people abouta lot of things. But if you ask me

4 underoath, I'd have to say | have no present recollection, nor do | know his state of mind.

5 Q Okay. Solunderstand that you had several calls with the Republican

6 electors in various States before they met on December 14th. Do you remember having

7 calls withgroups of electors before they met on the 14th?

8 A That - that would be attorney-client privilege.

9 Q And just for the record's sake, a communication with Republican electors.

10 whoare not your clients would be privileged?

u A Onbehalf of myclient, and in order to advance the interest of my client.

12 That'sthe work that | was doing to protect his legal position.

13 Q Are you suggesting i's work product then, or attorney-client

14 communication?

15 A Well, it's obviously work product. I'm sorry.

16 Q We'll notethataswell

1” In your discussions with electors or Republicans who were contemplating meeting

18 orassisting in the effort to have electors meet, did anybody raise any concerns to you

19 about notbeing able to complywith State laws?

20 A That would be privileged for the same reason.

2 Q Could we pull up exhibit No. 26, please. We understand that you had one

22 of these phone calls on December the 12th with electors or potential Republican electors

23 in Pennsylvania, and that in that call, as you can see in the top email there, some of the

24 electors raised concerns and asked for indemnification by the campaign if somebody gets

25 sued or worse, and then, in parentheses, it says, charged with something by the AG or
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2 Do you remember anybody asking you if the campaign would be willing to provide

3 indemnification to the Trump electors in States that Trump had lost?

4 A I'm--I'm confused about this — this --

$ Mr. Costello. Email.

8 Q No. And I'm sorry, this is morefor context than anything else. | should

9 have explained that. This is an email from a lawyerfor the Republican Party in

10 Pennsylvania, Mr. King, to James Fitzpatrick, who is somebody with the Donald Trump

12 requested indemnification for their efforts to meet and cast votes for Donald Trump.

13 Do you remember -- so my question is, do you remember the Pennsylvania

15 votes for Mr. Trump?

16 A Again, I'm alittle confused. Who called me?

18 before they were scheduled to meet in Pennsylvania. And on that call they raised this

2a Q  --of indemnification.

23 Is that it?

24 Q Correct. Do you recall peopleraising the issue of indemnifying or

25 indemnification for their efforts to meet and cast electoral college votes?
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1 A Well, that — that would be work product also, attorney work product.

2 Q Okay. Areyou aware that ultimately electors in seven States did meet and

3 cast votes for Donald Trump despite the fact that he was not declared the winner of

4 thoseStates and that those votes were sent to the Vice President for consideration on

5 January 6th? Are you aware of that?

6 A Let me talk to Bob again.

7 Q sure.

8 [Discussion off the record.]



.
2 (1:02 p.m)

4 The Witness. I'll assert the attorney-client privilege and the work product

$ privilege with regard to that.

7 Q Okay. So that question about your knowledge of whether alternate

8 electoral college votes were sent to the Vice President?

10 Q Allright. And Ido just want to, for the record, put something out there,

12 materials that are preparedby a party or somebody who is being supervised by a party in

15 ‘mind, with that understanding of work product?

18 Q Okay. And for -- as far as the attorney-client communications, are you

19 saying that answering the question | just asked about your knowledge of whether these

2 A Yes, becauseit would affect my thinking, my ideas, my possible advice. It

23 could have involved a communication with the President.

24 Q Now, ultimately, none of these electoral college votes submitted by Trump

25 electors in States he had lost were adopted by a court or legislature.
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1 Do you recall any discussions, with anybody, about whether they could stil be

2 usedin the joint session of Congress?

3 A That! don't recall

4 Q Do you know who a person named Ivan Raiklin is?

5 A No. Maybeldo. Maybe if you had pictures it would help.

6 Q Ido not have a picture of Mr. Raiklin, but if we get one I'd be more than

7 happy to show you.

8 A Could you tell me who he is, give me a ltle information about him?

9 Maybe that'l refresh my recollection.

10 Q Mr. Raiklin is somebody who | believe worked with General Fiynn, possibly,

11 and others and submitted a memo on what he thought the Vice President's authority

12 should be on January the 6th to a number of people, including folks at the White House.

13 A I'd have to see the - no, | don't recall the name Ivan Raikiin. If he's closely

14 associated with General Flynn, | may have met him. | worked with General Flynnfor a

15 long time and know a lot of the people around him when he was on the 2016 campaign

16 and when he was in the White House.

uv Q Why don't] showyou exhibit No. 37.

18 If you scroll down justa bit. And you are not -- excuse me, I'm sorry.

19 Mr. Raiklin on December the 23rd sent this to you, copying

20 A He sent this to me?

2 Q Correct, rhelen0528.

2 A Yeah,yeah. Rightthere. Sure, okay.

23 Q Andhealso copied Mr. Mark Meadows. And in the subject line it says it's

24 "Time Sensitive (hours) urgent. Title 3 USC Section 12 maneuver 'PenceCard by.

25 midnight"
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1 If you scroll down, Grant.

2 He sends you or he forwards you, rather - his original email.

3 If you keep scrolling down.

a It says, "Memorandum for the President, subject: = Operation ‘Pence’

5 Card-December 23rd."

6 Do you remember receiving this from Mr. Raiklin about Operation, quote,

7 "PenceCard"?

5 A Well, again, I would assert work product privilege and even attorney-client

9 privilege on this one. But also, again, | don't have a distinct recollection of this.

10 Q And earlier, you -

1 A Letmejust finish the last part of it just in case. | didn't read the

12 “PenceCard” partof it.

13 Q What you're seeing there i just a top portionofthat memo. It goes on for

14 several pages.

15 A Thisis December 22nd, right?

16 Mr. Costello. You mean this memo is not complete, is that what you're saying?

v MoI Well we canscroll down. im just saying it goesfor a few pages.
1 The Witness. In any event, | would assert a privilege about it. But I'd aso tell

18 you, I have no distinct recollection ofit and | even have some reason to believe at that

20 point, if we're talking about December 22nd,if received it | might not have read it.

2 Mr And iust for the record's sake, you're asserting a communications

22 privilege, because it could implicate a communication --

2 The Witness. ~ With the President.

2 veJJ - o attorney-client relationship with the President?

2 The Witness. Yes.
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1 Mr. Costello. But he's also telling you that he doesn't recollectit

2 ov wieJR

3 Q Well goto exhibit No. 35. Thisis a memo that we received. | understand.

4 thatit was written by Professor John Eastman. At the top t says, "privileged and

5 confidential" then "January 6 scenario." It starts with, 7 States have transmitted dual

6 slates of electors to the Presidentof the Senate."

7 Do you recall ever having seen this?

5 A Sofar not, but let me gothroughit.

° Q Okay. think it would be most helpful if we actually go to page 2, where it

10 lists a numberof optionsfor the Vice President on January the 6th. It's the more unique

11 aspects of the memo as opposed to reciting statutes.

2 A This would be a legal strategy. Thisisa discussion of legal strategy, so it

13 would be privileged.

1 Q Do you remember having seen this?

15 A This is one | would say | may or may not have seen. | mean, the precise

16 answeris, when I'm reading it, that it doesn't refresh my recollection that| read it.

7 Q  Butyou think t's possible you have seen this before?

1 A Almost anythingi possible that | saw, because | was looking at a thousand

19 documents aday. But this doesn't ring any bell that | saw this particular piece of paper.

1) 1 mean, there are facts init that I'm very aware of, like Tribe's position and the

21 arguments about the act. But | don't recall this particular - | just don't have a distinct

2 recollection of it.

2 Q Doyouremember ever -

2 A I would say | would mainly assert the attorney-client privilege.

2 Q Do yourememberever discussing withProfessor Eastman this dea that the
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1 Vice President had some authority during the joint session to take actions based on the

2 existence of the alternate Trump electoral college votes?

5 Q Do you remember discussingthatwith anybodyelse, including Mr. Bannon?

7 Q This idea that the Vice President might have some authority to take an

8 action during the joint session based on the existence of alternate Trump electoral college

10 A I recall discussing it with both -- discussing it with the press and hearing.

12 quitelikely, have discussedit with Bannon,sure.

13 Q And when did you first hear about this idea that the Vice President could

15 votes?

18 A Of course. | was in frequent communication with Professor Eastman.

19 Q And, of course, Professor Eastman was a speaker at the rally on the Ellipse

20 on January the 6th as well, right?

21 A With me, together.

24 Q Anyone other than Dr. Eastman who researched or discussed this issue, that

25 you recall?
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1 A Yes

2 Q Whowouldthat be?

3 A I'mnot certain | can tell you that. | would have to checkastowhat their

4 status was as lawyers involved in the representation of the President.

5 Q And, Mr. Giuliani

6 A Itmay be that | got someoutside advice as well. | have a faint recollection

7 ofthat. But! don't want to answer it now because | may be wrong.

5 Soll have to assert the privilege and see if there's anyone outside the privilege

9 that! discussed it with from the point of view of legal strategy. But there were other

10 lawyers expressing the same view as Professor Eastman.

1 Q And do you recall the timeframe when this issue first started coming up?

2 A Which one?

13 Q The roleof the Vice President in theelectoral count.

14 Aldon. Idon't recall whenit first came up.

15 Q Do you recall, other than legal advice or legal strategy, do you remember

16 hearingabout it from Membersof Congress?

7 A Ihaveno--I don't havea recollection ofhearing about it from Members of

18 Congress.

19 Q Anyone in the White House?

0 A Well, I mean, that could include the counsel's office, right? So that would

21 be Idon't think anyone in the White House thatwouldn't fall under the privilege.

2 Q Understood.

23 vrSE | do want to come back to a meeting that you discussed with Mr.

26 [Jearier today. There was a December 21st meeting at the White House with the

25 President, the Vice President, and a number of Members of Congress, including those
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1 from the House Freedom Caucus. We understand that at that meeting this topic about

2 theVice President, his role on January 6th may have come up.

4 where this topic came up with Members of Congress?

$ Mr. Costello. You mean on December 21st?

, EE
8 Q What about ever, even if you don't recall it being on December 21st

9 specifically?

10 A The reason | say that is | do remember some meetings that | couldn't go to

12 busy. Ican'ttell you if that's one of them. | know there was one significant meeting

15 ‘meeting with Members of Congress where this issue of the Vice President's authority

16 came up?

18 specify a particular meeting or what was said or --

19 Q  Letmeaskit this way. Do you remember goingto the White House to

20 meet with Members of Congress about the joint session?

2a A | went to the White House to meet with Members of Congressseveral times

23 don't remember going there for that specific purpose.

24 Q Tell us about what you do remember of briefing Members of Congress on

25 the questions they had and the legal strategy for the joint session.
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1 A Well, I'm not sure if that wouldn't be privileged, if they're the

2 decision-makers and I'm making this argument for the President. | would have to check

4 remember it.

< Q Did you ever represent Members of Congress in the post-election period

7 A I'm sorry, represent them? You meanas a lawyer?

8 Q Correct, had an attorney-client relationship with them.

9 A I don'tthink so.

12 ‘communications with Members of Congress and how that might be privileged in any way,

13 because this may be something we have to seek a ruling from the chair on.

15 privilege claim with respect to communications with Members of Congress about

16 post-election activities and the joint session of Congress?

18 If I'm testifying before Congress, that's one thing. But if I'm arguing a legal theory for

2a Q And so you believe it's attorney-client communication?

23 it -- and at times it could be communications that | either shared with or in some way

25 Q Butifyou're not
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2 this -- but suppose the President said, "This is a theory that we have, talk to Congressman

< Q  Butwe're not talking about communications, private communications you

7 his presence -- but with Members of Congress, who you do not represent, about a joint

8 session of Congress.

9 A And they could inextricably be combined with communications with the

10 President, with myclient.

12 specifically excluding any conversations that you conveyed that you had had with your

13 client in these meetings. Are you willing to testify to that?

15 protective of a very important privilege, which | think is under severe attack.

18 were part of almost a conversation with the President, because he asked me todo it or |

19 reported it back to him. | can't distinguish conversations like that in my mind.

20 Q Okay. Well, I think we'll sort of note our disagreement here andthenwe'll

24 Q just wanttofollow up on a question | asked earlier.
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1 anyone at the White House about the rol of the Vice President outside the protected

2 scope of your attorney-client relationship.
3 'm wondering, do employees at the Office of the Vice President all nto that

4 category for you? Did you have conversations with anyone in the Office of the Vice

5 President about the Vice President’ role?
6 A Wel, sure.

7 Q And do you consider those to be protected by attorney-client priviege?

8 A Orwork product.
5 Q  Soyouransweris,yes,youhadthose conversations?

10 A No. Myansweris it would be privileged if did.
n Q But the existence of them, you're saying the existence ofany conversations

12 would be protected by attorney-client privilege and work products?

3 A Ibelieve that's correct. Just to shorten your work, | can tell you | did not
16 discuss it with the Vice President

15 Mr. Costello, With the Vice President ortheVice President's staff?

1 The Witness. ~ With the Vice President, If | did | would asert the privilege, but
7 didnt

1s |] Understood. | think that speaks for itself

8 oI
2 Q 1's been widely reported, Mr. Giuliani, that on January the Sth there were at

21 least one or maybe more meetings between the President and the Vice President about
22 the Vice President’ roleon January the 6th,

5 Are you familar vith those meetings?

2 A Yes. Ithinklcansayyes. Im familiar with meetings. Wasn't sure if it
25 wasoneortwo.



1 Q Okay. And assume you're going to assert a privilegeif | ask you about

2 your understanding of the contents of those meetings?

; A Ofcourse, ves.
4 Q Okay. After the meetings on the Sth, we understand that the President

5 called you and Mr. Steve Bannon and conveyed to you that the Vice President was very

6 arogantand tht the resident wasnt happy ith him
7 Did you receive a phone call like that from the President with Mr. Steve Bannon?

8 Mr. Costello. Clarify that, if you would. Are you saying that Bannon was on the

9 call with Giuliani?

0 ce
u Me Cosel, Hold an ane second.
12 Are you guys back? Are we back?

u ve ee vac
1 The Winss, Sot doi rca hd three-way conversation with the
15 President with Bannon on the call. Obviously, if Bannon was on the call, it wouldn't be a

16 privileged communication. But if he wasn't on the call

v Me Gostl, Hadi. Something happened er.
18 Guys? It just saysconference room.

19 I©. video went off. Sorry.

2» TheWines, Soi thre anywaythat youcan--
a oI
2 Q Wel let me ask youths. Do you remember recebing a cal
23 A Can you give me -- no, | don't particularly remember a three-way call with

24 Bannon. I'm not saying it couldn't have occurred. | had other three-way calls with

25 Bamon, but din have too many three-way cls wit th resident ver
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1 Soit's alittle unusual. And | was usually pretty careful because of the

2 attomey-client privilege. But things were happening so fast then it's conceivable. So

3 Iminavery difficult position.

a If you could give me something. Is there something that definitively shows that

5 Bannon was on that cal, that would then relieve me of the privilege and | would tell you

6 what happened.

7 Q Im asking if you remembera call with Mr. Bannon and the President

5 A Idon't remember if Bannon was on the call or not. It's 50/50. It could

9 have happened. It might not have happened.

10 Q  Evenin the room with you and the President potentially on speakerphone.

11 lunderstand you were together at the Willard Hotel on the Sth.

2 A just can't be sure enough that Bannon was partofthe cal that | can

13 waive the privilege for him, for the President. I'd be willing to try to research it and find

14 outifl could assure myself that Bannon wasthere.

15 Q Do you remember ever telling Mr. Bannon aboutthe call you'd had with the

16 President on the Sth after hismeetingwith the Vice President?

FY A Idon't recall, but | may have.

18 Q As yousit here now, you don't recall telling Mr. Bannon about any calls you

19 had with the President with respect to the Vice President's authority on Januarythe 6th?

1) A Idon't have a distinct recollection of that conversation, although| have to

21 tellyou,itisn't as strong as some of the other distinct recollections| don't have. I'm just

22 not sure if Bannon was part of the conversation or | discussed t with him.

2 And I would feel comfortable if | could find out if Bannon was part of that

24 conversation, in which case I'd have no hesitation tellingyouwhat itis. | do | mean,

25 I'mnotteling you | have no recollection.
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1 Q Have you told anybody outside of your legal teamorthe President about his

2 meetings, meaning the President's meetings with the Vice President in the days leading

3 uptoJanuarythe 6th?

4 A Notspecifically.

5 Q You don't recall having told anybody about them?

6 A Asmeetings?

7 Q Correct. What you learned about the meetings between the President and

8 the Vice President on the ath andSthof January.

° A I mean, I dorecall telling people that the President didn't tell them about the

10 meetingsbut that the Presidentwasvery disappointed with the Vice President.

u Q Okay. Sotellusabout that.

2 A just discussed that this morning becauseofhis support of Kemp. But |

13 don't remember specifically saying that it comes out of -- | don't remember it the way

14 you're asking me, that it comes outof those two meetings. And, of course, it's been

15 widely reported now that he was very upset with Pence.

16 Q  Isthat your recollection as well, based on your experience in Januaryof

17 2017

18 A Without referringto that particular conversation, | can tell you, without

19 reference to my position as attorney and client, | am awareofthe fact that the President

20 was upset with the way Pence acted. He's made public comments about that, pretty.

21 fulsome.

2 Q Andis it your understanding that the President was upset with the Vice

23 President because he, the Vice President, wasn't going to take certain actions on January

24 6th during the joint sessionof Congress?

2 A Yes. But now Il talk to you about general conversation and not that
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1 spedficaall

2 The President's view, which has been expressed publicly, which | agree with, is

3 that Pence had a valid legal argument that could be made, not to make the decision

4 necessarily but to give the States 7 more days to be certain that the vote was accurate,

5 andthat he could have done that, and that it would have been - of course he would have

6 been demonized by the Washington press and the Democratic Party and the mass

7 media but that there was a solid body of legal opinion that would allow you to do that,

8 particularly since the act they were operating under was of very questionable

9 constitutionality. And there was nothing that said he couldn't do it

10 So you're in an open area where he could have asserted that power. There's

11 nothing that prohibits it. There is lot of law review and legal scholar authority for the

12 fact that this law is unconstitutional. It seems to me tis, | won't go into a the details of

13 it, because of the way it completely destroys separation of powers, both within the

14 Federal Government and between the States and the Federal Government.

15 But, in any event, there was a legal basis on which he could do it. The President

16 believesthat. The President was told that by lawyers. And he's nota lawyer. And

17 Ima lawyer, but that's ot my area of expertise. | was told that by lawyers, and it

18 seems like a rational legal argument,particularly when you consider that a lawyer makes.

19 arguments in the light most favorable to their client.

1) Sol know the President has expressed numerous timeshisdisappointment in

21 Pence. He may have just done ta few days ago, that | read.

2 Q And understand we already talked about kind of the role of State

23 legislatures and their authority to adopt or not adopt certain electoral lates.

2 But do you remember participating ina call on January the 2nd with Phill Kine,

25 the President, Peter Navarro, John Eastman, and reportedly up to 300 State legislators?
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1 A Idorecalla conversation like that, yes. It was an audio - audio - audio

2 thing. And|madea presentationat that and listened to some of it, probably not most

3 ofit

4 Q What was the purpose of thatcall on January2nd?

5 A Topresent our legal arguments to them that were being completely

6 mischaracterized in the press

7 Q Was there a goal, an outcome that you thought could come of it?

8 A Obviously, the goal and the outcome was to seek more time to see if the.

9 allegations of voter fraud that we had in abundance would be accepted and would be

10 analyzed.

u Q And what did you think the State legislators on the call could do to make

12 that moretime happen?

13 A State legislators could -- they could -- well, in two cases, Kemp and Ducey,

14 refused to call the legislatures back into session. So the legislature nevergot a chance

15 toact. They were cut off by those two governors.

16 The purpose was to see if they could get a session and have a vote. And,

17 basically, the vote would be to analyze more carefully the evidence that either was

18 presented or the additional evidence that hadn't been presented.

19 In the case of Georgia, the hearings were quite full and they didn't need much

20 more. But someof the others didn't have all of the evidence.

2 Q Do you remember what President Trump told the group of legislators on

22 thatdate, January 2nd?

23 A Alli cantell you is whatever he told them he was probably saying publicly as

24 well. don't remember what he said, but it was not terribly inconsistent. He generally

25 isn't terribly inconsistent between what he says privately and what he says publicly.



2 lawyer, | usually listen for whether he says something that could be a problem. | don't

4 Q Let me see if this refreshes your recollection. It's been reported that he

$ said something along the lines of, quote, "You are the real power. The most important

7 to you, and you're the ones that are going to make the decision."

8 Does that refresh your recollection as to what Mr. Trump said on the call with

9 State legislators?

10 A Idon't remember those exact words,but that would be the sum or

12 about, the interpretation of the Constitution, that the ultimate decision-maker is the

13 State legislature.

1 J1 stop there and seeifanybody hasany questions, starting with
15 the members who may be participating.

16 Okay. Bearwith me just a moment,Mr. Giuliani.

20 DOJ official?

2a A Yes. Notwell, but yes.

23 A Iknowwhoheis. I'm not sure|know how | knowhim. 1know him. |

25 1 know he was a White House official and he's in the newspapers quite a bit.
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1 Q Do yourememberbeing in any meetings with Mr. Clarkafter the November

2 2020 Presidential election?

3 A I don't remember him as being a distinct person in the meeting. There

4 were some meetings that | had where there were people from the White House Counsel's

5 Office that didn't know. Was he in the White House Counsel's Office?

6 Q So Mr. Clark, the one I'mreferring to, his nameis Jeffrey Bossert Clark. He

7 was a DOJ official whom the President, it's been publicly reported, considered appointing

8 as Attorney General towards the end of his administration.

° A Oh, yes, now know who you're talking about. Actually, I'm not sure I met

10 him. Now, was | mean, met him in the senseofgotto know him.

u Washeeverata meeting with me? | mean, | was at a meeting with everybody

12 atone time oranother. But don't remembera distinct interchange with him of any

13 kind.

1 Q Do yourememberany discussions that you may have had about the need to

15 change leadership at the Departmentof Justice in the post-election period?

16 A I would say that was attorney-client privileged, if we're talking about

17 discussions with the President.

18 Q Do you remember any discussions you had with Scott - Representative Scott

19 Perry about the Department of Justice and leadership at the Department of Justice?

20 A ScottPerry? ScottPerry. can't say havea distinct recollection of what |

21 talked to CongressmanPerry about.

2 Q Do you remember ever suggesting that the Department of Justice issue a

23 letter to States to have them - have legislatures call themselves back into session and

24 address issues related to the election?

2 A Well, that would be attorney-client privileged.
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1 Q  Isthat because it would implicate a communication that you had with your

2 client, the President?

3 A Oh, most certainly.

4 Q On January the 3rd, there was a meeting in the White House where Jeffrey

5 Clark, the DOJ official, was present, along with Richard Donoghue and then Acting

6 Attomey General Jeff Rosen, and the President considered installing Mr. Clark as Attorney

7 General. Are you aware of that meeting?

8 A Well, first, | wasn't at that meeting.

° Mr. Costello, That would be privileged if he told you about it

10 The Witness. If1 had learned of it, | would have learned of it from him, and that

11 would be privileged.
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1

2 oI

3 Q "Him" being the President?

4 A Yeah. Buti have to tell you, | don't have a distinct recollection of that — of

5 ameeting like that. And | certainly | know | I'm pretty certain | wasn't at it.

6 Q  Doyou remember ever recommending to anybody that Mr. Clark, meaning

7 Jeffrey Clark at DOJ, be given election-related responsibilities?

8 A Youmean beyond the President?

9 Q Correct.

10 A Well, beyond the President, | do recall saying to people that somebody

11 should be putin charge of the Justice Department who isn't frightenedofwhat's going to

12 be done to their reputation, because the Justice Department was filled with people like

13 that

1a DidImention Mr. Clark? |didn't know Mr. Clark that well, so somebodyelse

15 may have mentioned him to me. | would not have been the one. | wouldn't have been

16 ina position to recommend Mr. Clark. | didn't know him that well.

1” But others might have said, he's a good there were - others may have said he'd

18 bea good alternative or he'd be a good person to be in charge because he's

19 notintimidated by the press.

20 Q  Doyourememberothers

21 A Orintimidatedbywhat was then, gosh almighty, like an inquisition-like

22 atmosphere.

23 Lawyers - | couldn't get lawyers to represent us who believed in Trump because

24 they'd be thrown out of their law firms. | had one leave on mewhere | had to argue -|

25 had tolear the case over - the one in Pennsylvania. | was never going to argue that
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1 case. The guy who was going to argue it was going to get fired by his law firm. I had to

2 takeitoverandlear tin one night

3 Q Do youremember anybody who did raise Mr. Clark, Jeffrey Clark's name as

4 somebodyinthe Department?

5 A Ido remember no, | don't remember who did it, but | do remember he was

6 one of the people that was suggested for handling the investigation, but there were

7 several other names that | can't remember.

8 Q And you don't remember who raised Mr. Clark's name?

9 A Somebody who knew him a lotbetter than |did

10 Q Do you rememberthe setting inwhich it came up?

1 A The only reason I'm telling you about this, | have a recollection of it coming

12 about in settings other than with the President there.

13 Q okey.

14 A Meaning among just people talking.

15 Q Well, just tell us aboutwhat you remember.

16 A We describe it as bull, you know.

7 1 just remember somebody saying he would be a good choice. | don't remember

18 who thats, but and then several other names were recommended that escape me

19 now. Butl don't remember any action ever taken on it.

0 Q Sethe scene forme. Was thisameeting among your team? Was this at

21 abaroverdrinks? What was it?

2 A Itried to stay out of bars in those days, because you'd get too many

23 questions, even though| have nothing against bars. My father owned a bar.

2 It would have been just maybe discussions with my staff, maybe discussions with

25 lawyers that were coming in to give us information. | mean, we all had - the people on
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1 ourside all had real distrust in the Justice Department for many reasons.

2 And my experience with them had and I'm a veteranof the Justice:

3 Department - my experience with them was extremely disappointing in the way in which

4 they treated Mr. Manafort, as if he were a terrorist, guilty or not guilty.

s Q And did you think there needed to be a change in leadership because of

6 electionrelated issues?

7 A Oh, no, no, no,notjustbecauseofthat. | thoughtIthinktheJustice

8 Department went southa long time ago. And | gave them information on which you

9 probably could have brought a RICO case against President Biden in 6 weeks, and they

10 refused to even talk to any of the witnesses.

1 All those things you see in "2000 Mules," | gave them information about that. |

12 gave them documentary proof of bribes beyond the ones that you even know about, and

13 then also information about the vast amount of money that the Vice President was

14 getting from China and with an acknowledgement by his son that 50 percent of it went to

15 the Vice President when he was the sitting Vice President.

16 Q dont want to getinto

FY A lalso gave them pictures that are technically child pornography in Hunter

18 Biden's hard drive, aswellas

19 Q So, Mr. Giuliani,|thinkthat's

1) A Im sorry, I'm going to finish.

2 As well as a one-page provable $3.4 million wre transfer that was money

22 laundered, as determined by the Latvian Government and covered up by the U.S. for 2

Byers,

2 In addition to that, | have - by that time, | had the hard drive which showed that

25 the President was lyingover and over and over again about not knowing about his son's
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1 finances when he was involved in meetings, texting about it. He was told that his

2 grandchildren were in danger becauseofhis son's activity and did nothing about it. |

3 havea vastamount of information.

4 Plus, | was extremely upset that the Justice Department sat on the hard drive

5 during the impeachment, because the hard drive would have given concrete evidence

6 that when the President spoke to President Zelenskyy he had every reason to ask for an

7 investigation, because the hard drive proves that a crime was committed at the highest

8 levels of both governments. It proves it with video, it proves it with confessions, it

9 proves it with witnesses, and it proves it with texts.

10 And | thought it was intolerable that the Justice Department and the FBI held that

11 harddrive back andletthe President get impeached. It would be like Brady - are you

12 all former prosecutors or

13 Q Yeah.

1a A Itwould be like Brady material. Here we are litigating this damn thing

15 about Russian collusion and then the conversation with Zelenskyy, and the hard drive

16 would actually prove that if the President didn't have that conversation with Zelenskyy he

17 would have violated his obligation to take care that the laws of the United States be

18 faithfully executed, because

19 Q Mr. Giuliani

20 A because it gives substantial evidence, way beyond substantial evidence,

21 that the Vice President was engaged in a massive bribe in the Ukraine, waybeyond just

22 his son, involving Mykola Zlochevsky and Poroshenko.

23 Q  Iwantto be respectful of your time, and Mr. Costello's time as well, and |

24 understand you want to put some of this on the record. But | do want to focus the

25 questions here.
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1 Vou mentioned

2 A That's what I've been doingfor 4 years, yeah.

3 Q You mentioned that you - a couple times that you didn't know Mr. Jeffrey

4 Clarkthatwell. Had you met Mr. Clark, Jeffrey Clark?

5 A Probably.

6 Q Do you remember when?

7 A If you showed me a picture of him now, I'm not sure | could pick him out.

5 Q Okay. When do you think you remember meeting him? Was it after the

9 election?

10 A Idon't 1 don't find it inconceivable that somehow or other | didn't meet.

11 himin all the different interchanges that go on in Washington, but don't remember

12 meeting him.

13 Q You don't remember meeting him. Okay.

14 A Impretty sure | did, but| don't remember it

15 J oi. A this point, seeif anybody else has any questions.

16 AE vr Giuiian, did you in the post-election period, so November

17 3rd, 2020, through January 2021, did you ever reach out to anyone at the Department of

18 Justice to seek assistance in investigating claims of election fraud?

19 Mr. Costello. Can you repeat that question again,please?

20 |] Sure.

2 In the post-election period, did you reach out to anyone at the Department of

20 Justice to seek assistance in investigating claims of election fraud?

2 The Witness. That would be privileged. Whether | did or| didn't do it ~ this is

24 notan acknowledgement that | did, but if | did do it | would have done it at the request of

25 myclient. Sold have to assert the attorney-client privilege.
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1 Joorow whether anyone on your team resched out othe
2 Department of Justice to seek assistance in investigating claims of election fraud?

3 TheWitness, Thesame answer. They weresls storeys or thePresident

5 Q Mr. Giuliani, it's 10 minutestill 2. Yourlawyer had asked fora break at

6 230. Areyou okaypowering throughto 2307
7 A I'm okay until 2:30. Alittle, teeny bit early might help me a little, but that's

8 okay.

9 Q Okay, because I'm going to switch to a new topic.

10 I want to talk to you about some of the election fraud claims or issues that you

11 lookedinto, and want o ask frst bout voting machines.
12 It seemed that in many of your public statements you talked about the need to

13 examine voting machines. Was that a priority for you from early on in your investigative

1 work your postelecton investigative work?
15 A 1would call it secondaryor tertiary.

16 Q What would you consider the primary issue that you had in that timeframe?

uv A The counting ofthepaperbatts.
18 Q  Andby what was the issue? What was the most compelling issue that

19 you had denied with respect to the counting of paper ballots?
2 A The fact that there was a uniform plan throughout the country to exclude

21 Republicans from examining them as they normally do with absentee ballots.

2 Along time ago | was a poll watcher for the Democrat Party and | participated in

23 things like that. | remember the 2000 election with the chads.

24 And, invariably, when you have a paper ballot, which is much harder to identify

25 than an in-person ballot, which is why they're not favored, you have a representative of
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1 atleast the main candidates, some States all candidates,lookat theballot and determine

2 whether the signature on the ballot or on the envelope sending in the ballot matches the

3 signature that's put in front of them now in the computer. It's the only way to validate

4 suchaballot. It's the onlywayto

5 Q so-

6 A Please let mefinish.

7 It's the only way to validate it. By excluding uniformly the ability to do that for

8 Republicans, it said to me that there's a fraud going on here, and let me tell you why.

9 Because | got notified on the morningof the what was the day of the election,

10 the 3rd? - on the morningof the 4th or the dayof the 4th thatexactly the same thing

11 was being done in five different jurisdictions.

2 They all had gotten fences. They all had put up fences. And they all uniformly

13 excluded Republicans. It was done in Philadelphia. It was done in Pittsburgh. It was

14 doneinDetroit. Itwas done in Milwaukee. And it was done in Atlanta, Georgia, where

15 they were put ina pen that was a football field away from the countingof the ballots.

16 And with very few exceptions, Republicans could not look at the paper.

7 It was inconceivable to me that the Democratic leaders in those five jurisdictions

18 woke up that morning with the same idea - oh, we're going to get pens, we're going to

19 put Republicans in those pens ike they're cows, and we're not going to let them see a

20 damn ballot even if there's a court order which is what happened in Philadelphia. And

21 then, of course, therewas the video in Atlanta.

2 There's no questionthatthe Democrats were going to fight to the death to make

23 sure that a Republican never got to see any of that paper. And since it happened in five

24 places, and since | then recall that the night before the election vote was stopped in those:

25 five jurisdictions at the same time, it said to me somebody'sorchestratingthis.
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1 This doesn't happen accidentally. Five Democratic leaders don't wake up in the

2 morning and say, you know, thisyear for the first time I'm not going to let any Republican

3 lookat any ballot and I'm going to stick him behind a fence a football field away and I'm

4 goingtostick him in there like he's a cow and we're going to keep himoutofgetting

5 anywhere near those paper ballots.

6 To me, that said, whateverthe reasonfor that, it was orchestrated, just like the

7 closing down of the vote was orchestrated the night before suspiciously in places where

8 Trumpwas ahead and starting to get wayahead.

° 1 was convinced by the time the 4th was over that there was a national effort here

10 todothat. Andl didn't know then about the Zuckerberg boxes and the thousands and

11 thousands and thousands of ballots that were deposited by mules in the Zuckerberg

12 boxes, which was a concerted effort, because it was done the same way in each

13 jurisdiction.

1a That just doesn't happen. One coincidence, fine. Two, three, four, five, then a

15 career prosecutor begins to believe people are in communication and they had a plan

16 here. Anditwas obvious what the plan was, because no matter what we did they would

17 neverlet us examine forensicallythe pieces of paper.

18 So believe the election was stolen based on the mail-in ballots. | think the

19 machine allegations, | was presentedproof that the machines operate in a way that is

20 very suspicious.

21 1 goback to a documentary in 2017, "Fire" something or other, in which

22 Democrats like Kiobuchar and Warren are complaining about Dominion and E&S being

23 very, very faulty machines that can easily be hacked. Nobody bothers to watch that.

24 That was warning us not to use the Dominion machine and the E&S machine because

25 they can besoeasily hacked.
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1 1 remember the report from Antrim County in which it was clear that the vote was

2 switched from Trump to Biden. They called it human error. No oneever explained

3 what the human error was.

a Q I'mgoing to give you a chance, Mr. Giuliani. We're going to talk about ll of

5 that. We're going to talk about all of those allegations.

s A Butthenit was demonstrated that you could change the vote in the machine

7 and that the machine was accessible to the internet, which the owner of Dominion

8 testifiedunderoath that you could not access the machinebythe internet and you could

9 not change the vote. His own manual tells you how to doit

10 Q Okay. I wantyoutohold that thought.

n A That was just straight-out perjury ignored by the Democratic majority in the

12 Michigan Legislature. He said you cannot access it by internet. The manual shows you

13 howtodolt, and there are pictures of it being accessed by the internet, and there's

14 internet traffic, enormous amount of internet traffic coming outof those machines, which

15 is technically completely uncontrovertible.

16 Q Mr. Giuliani, | want you to hold that thought, because we're going to get to

7 that

1 A There were big problems with the machines, but | do not think the machines.

19 stole the election. |thinkthe paper ballots stole the election.

2 Q And ll note thatMr. Raskin has joined us.

2 The question that you were answering, and think you answered it, was that the -

2 Alda?

2 Q the primary concern that you had was not the machines, it was the paper

24 ballots.

2 A Right. That'scorrect. Imean,if
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1 Q And when you talked about the paper ballots you said, as | understand your

2 answer, you were most concerned about the fact that observers werenotallowed access

3 tothe counting in numerous jurisdictions, and you think it all happened simultaneously in

4 thesameway.

5 Is that - have| characterizedyour answer correctly?

6 A Yes. And numerous jurisdictions. Actually, not numerous jurisdictions.

7 Very well-selected jurisdictions that were Democrat sinecures.

8 a Okay.

° A Meaning 80, 90 percent of the vote,every judge appointed by a Democrat,

10 cities witha long history of corruption.

u Q  Soam correct that-

2 A Every other mayor goes to ail, voter fraud allegationsofall kinds in the past.

13 Q sin sir

1a A I'dlike to call them — let's call them cities that are well-known for being

15 corrupt.

16 Q Okay. Andyourconcern was the lack of access to - by observers to the

17 counting of the ballots.

18 What was the most compelling evidence that you came across that, in fact, votes

19 were changed, switched, fake ballots were included, or inappropriate ballots were

20 counted,other thanthecircumstances that you've described with people in pens and so

21 forth that you

2 A Every ballot not observed is an inappropriate ballot.

23 Q Okay. Andis that the most compelling evidence that you came across?

2 A No. The most compelling evidence were the witnesses who told me they

25 were trained in how to steal votes, or the ones who told me the evidence about using
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1 motor vehicle records to create registered voters so that you could match them with

2 ballots that really had no voters that werebeing done in large, large numbers. Many of

3 thoseballots

4 Q Which jurisdiction is that?

5 A Manyof those ballots suspiciously only voted for Biden. Many of those

6 ballots were observed not to have been folded.

7 50 the people who were observing -- Mr. Mercer probably has the best records,

8 because he's avery, very fine lawyer. But not only did he observe six to seven hundred

9 thousand ballots, he and his team — which were entered without a single Republican

10 getting a chance to look at the ballot just to match the signature, much less look at the

11 paper he and his colleagues saw ballots that werebeingentered without anybody

12 checking the signature.

13 Q Whereis Mr. Mercer, which State isthat, sir?

1a A He'sin the State of Pennsylvania.

5 a okay.

16 A He was offered as a witness and not allowed to testify. And he has three

17 other people who can corroborate what he's saying and he has a log of it.

18 Meanwhile, at the same time, there are similar witnesses of the same thing.

19 happening in Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh also had - this is totally uncontroverted - 7,000

20 people that showed up to vote on election day who had already voted.

2 In Michigan, we had a woman explain to us how they showed you how to take the

22 phony registrations and put them together.
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2
2 [2:00 p.m.)

5 o
4 Q Let meask you this, Mr. Giuliani: You were asked several times, in the

$ course of your investigation, by various people who were perhaps even sympathetic to

A——————
7 outcome of the election. You were asked by those folks several times what your most

8 compelling evidence was. Am| right that you were asked those questions?

9 Mr. Costello. By who?

10 oI
u © Iughoynssvomie, FormeSst legis, Youn
12 sympathetic State legislators in various States around the country saying, Mayor, tell us

13 what the best proof you have is of election fraud. Did you ever get asked that question

3 bya natelaginen?
15 A Not -- not -- not in that particular way. Most -- most -- most of the State

16 legislators that we appeared before, the vast majority of reps voted in favor of us.

A —
18 determined by Governor Kemp and Raffensperger who was concealing a very, very

19 damaging report about the crooked election in Atlanta, concealing the seventh day after

3 theslrton, Ade and ine avin Aron, when ~ when the egtare reusedi
2a hear the case, Arizona held demonstrations among grassroots Republicans. | had

A
23 our -- the Republican —- largelyonourside.

24 Q Did you ever have any State legislator, for example, from Michigan, say to

25 you, Mr. Mayor, what's the best, most compelling evidence that you have of election
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1 fraud?

2 A Well, if he did, | would have said it would have been the -the ~ the paper

3 ballots that have not been examined properly, should be turned over. In fact, in Atlanta,

4 wehad made an arrangement to get paper ballots to be analyzed. And the daywe got

5 there, the sheriff locked up the - the office, and we couldn't getthe ballots. They

6 wouldn't 1-1 challenged them, if your paper ballots are valid, why won't you let us

7 examine them?

8 Q Right. And so the access -- the fact of observers weren't allowed to view

9 the counting and you were not provided access, you consider that compelling evidence

10 that there was fraud?

1 A Notjustme. Notjust mebeingallowed access, anyone being allowed

12 access. Ifthe allegation is made by numerous people that they never voted, and a vote

13 was cast for them - | can't remember the numbers in every jurisdiction, | remember

14 Pittsburgh being 7,000 -- you have to be a fool not to think that somebody voted for

15 them, stealing their registration. That would be reflected in a paper ballot that was ofa

16 different quality than the official ballots that were sent out by the State. And we could

17 have determined that very, very easily. They knew that.

18 Q  Letmeaskyou-

19 A They heldit back.

0 Q Let me ask you a specific ~ another specific example. You were on Steve

21 Bannon's podcast on December 19th, so that was - that was pretty far along into your

22 sort of investigation with respect to the election fraud claims. And you and Mr. Bannon

23 were talking at length about State legislatures not doing what they needed to do, and the

24 governors in those States, you know,notallowing hearings to move more. Do you

25 remember generally that discussion or that type of discussion you had with Mr. Bannon?
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1 A mean, | don't remember that specific discussion, no.

2 Q Well, Mr. Bannon - you said to Mr. Bannon in that discussion, If we could

3 geta hearing, and this was|think your - the podcast was ona Friday the 19th. And you

4 said, If we could get a hearing, we'd have this thing wrapped up by Monday. And Mr.

5 Bannon said to you, of course, someone sympathetic to the cause, right? He was,

6 working to try and achieve an outcome for President Trump. Would you agree with

7 tha?

8 A ldo.

9 Q And you said to you, what would you present, Mr. Mayor? What would

10 youpresent? What's the best thing you've got, if you got that hearing? And you said,

11 we'd have to look at the machines. Do you remember havingthatdiscussion with Mr.

12 Bannon?

13 Aldon. Ifidid, that reflected my view at the time, not my overall view.

14 That might have been right after | got the Antrim County report, which showed that the

15 voteshad been changed. And that also, verysimilar to the paper ballots, Dominion

16 would never allow us to examine the machine. And the fact that they wouldn't allow us

17 to examine the machine said to metheyare not confident in their machines.

18 Q Alright.

19 A Because, if it was - if it was my machine and it wasa nice valid machine and

20 you couldn't change the vote, and you couldn't accessibly internet, I'd let you see it. But

21 since | had their manual, and| had picturesofthe machine.

2 Then we also had a woman in Georgia, | forget the — in the rural county in Georgia

23 who did a demonstration of exactly how you can fix the vote in the machine. So

24 that - that may have come about just at about the time that | got that information.

2 Q Yeah.
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1 A By andlarge, that did not reflect my overall view. 1also — alo thought
2 maybe even more important than the paper ballots were the totally illegal votes.

3 People who lived in another State, people when had changed addresses, people who
4 were under the age of 18, dead people.

$ Now dead people in the big States didn't matter that much because the vote was

6 toomuch. Butina State where a 10,000-vote margin and you have got 8,000 dead
7 people voting, that's a pretty large number of dead people. It also indicates that you

8 have a very irresponsible voting system. So it's very -- | mean, it's very hard to say

9 what's the most important and most compelling piece of evidence.

10 The reason why the mail -- the mail-in ballots and the counting of them probably

11 works easieris because, lie, in Pennsylvania it gives you the big number. The others
12 you've got to add them, you can get there, but you've got to add them up.

13 Q So-

1 A 0 you have 4,000 ballots in Arizona that were cast by people who lve in
15 California. You have 2,000 ballots in Arizona that were cast by people who already

16 indicated their desire to leave. So that becomes 6,000. You've got 4- or 5,000 dead

17 people who voted in Arizona. Now you're at 10,000 or 12,000.
18 Then — then you get underage people voting in Arizona. They only had about

19 8,000 0r 10,000. Now you're over the margin. So it would beunfair to say is there one.

20 thing that doesit. If you want to do it the easy way, you do the paper ballots. If you

2a want to doit the hard way, you go through each one of those things. | wish | had 2000

22 Mules, because that does it dispostively.
5 Q so
2 A Itshows - that shows exactly the track ofyour cell phone. It has video.
25 There hasn't been a single technological dispute.
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1 Q Well, I don't knowif that'strue.

2 A No. That's absolutely true.

3 Q isnot true

a A Noone has gone ~ people make general statements about it which always

5 happens. Itwas debunked, it's not the right technology. Nobody has gone out and

6 tried to retrace what they did and said it was wrong because they are going to find out it

7 wasnt.

8 Q Okay. Now now I'm going back to the time that you were doing your

9 investigation. |-1will just, to sort of finish the thread on that, Mr. on the Bannon

10 podcast, you were asked a coupleof times what your best evidence was and you said look

11 atthe machines. And you are correct, this did come out around the time shortly ater

12 the Antrim County assessment. And then Mr. Bannon pushed you and said, besides the

13 machines,besides the machines, what else have you got? What's the best evidence you

14 would put forward in Georgia. And you -- you mentioned the videotapeofthe State

15 Farm Arena, right?

16 A Yes

7 Q Would you say that's one ofyour top, most compelling pieces of evidence,

18 notjustan allegation but

19 A Oh, my goodness, yeah. And completely -- completely falsely described by

20 the corrupt media and the corrupt party in Georgia. Firstof all, they contended that |

21 doctoredit. Number one, | never saw it until | was in court, | didn't get that.

2 Q What do you mean you never saw it? What do you mean you never saw it?

2 A Isawit for thefirst time when the public sawit

2 Q And when you're say "it" are you referring to the video that was

2 A The entire video
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1 Q provided by the Trump campaign?

2 A The entire video that the Biden campaign accused me of doctoring, | didn't

3 obtain.

4 Q Did you watch did you watch the entire video that the part or just the

5 part that was produced or published by the Trump campaign, or the entire surveillance

6 tape from that night at the State Farm Arena?

7 A Both.

8 a Okay.

° A Butatdifferent times.

10 Q Okay. When did you see the longer version - first see the longer version of

1 thattape?

2 A After! saw the shorter version.

13 Q After you testified in Georgia?

1a A Well -1 did not know about it. | didn't ask for it, | didn't order it, | didn't

15 know aboutit. When arrived in court court — when| arrived in the legislature that

16 morning to present expert testimony about - about the underage voters, the 62,000 or

17 68,000, the dead people, whatever, | was told by our lawyer, thelawyer that represented,

18 I've gota big surprise foryou. |said, | don't like surprises. Whatisit? He said, you're

19 going to love this surprise, this is the video from the Sports Arena that they didn't know

20 wasonwhile they were cheating.

21 50 he had a -- he had his expert present it, and it showed that at a certain time at

22 night, they decided they were going to stop the vote. Rumor had been it was because of

23 awater main break that never occurred. That water main break actually happened at

24 10:30in the morning. And | don't knowwhere that rumor started. But two women

25 went up tothe observers, who, by the way, really were useless because they were, |
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1 would say, two football ields away from where the ballots were being counted. They

2 couldntsee adamn thing. And you can see that on the video. They were ushered out.

3 Underthe law in -- the laws are different in every State, the votes have to be

4 counted in public, and the public has to be allowed to see the ballots if they want to.

5 Verystrange law. None of that none of that had happened all day. So you could

6 argue that that every oneof the votes was invalid.

7 But, in any event, now they were going it to do something special. ~ So they usher

8 outallof the people in the pen, including the Republicans who were in the pen, and the

9 press. They then closed all the doors and you see the two women case the place.

10 They go around and they make sure there's nobody there. You can see that. ~ As soon

11 asthatis done, they pull out ballots from under a table that was covered by a blanket.

12 And they very, very quickly hand them out to the four or five people that remained

13 behind having told everyone there would be no counting of ballots. They then count

14 the ballots.

15 If you watch it carefully, you can see them occasionally entering ballots three and

16 fourtimes. You can see them never, ever checking a signature. And if you look at the

17 vote during that period of time, I've forgotten the exact numbers, the vote during that

18 period of time was something like 97 percent Biden and 3 percent Trump. You can also

19 see them occasionally tearing up ballots. Sol saw that. And then | was shown the two

20 women, I forget their names, | was shown a video of them earlier in the day passing out,

21 not hard drives, what do you call those things that program.

2 Mr. Costello, Thumb drives.

23 The Witness. ~ Thumb drives that were commonly used by Dominion to change

24 the vote inthe machines. | saw video of them passing it to each other very

25 surreptitiously.
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2 the same Attorney General at the time that he investigated that had a -- that had a

4 that it was a perfect election. He's now investigating, by the way, those allegations.

$ But he knew them 7daysafter the election.

7 Q So Mr. Giuliani, you're describing a videotape that you saw. Are you saying

8 that that -- you still believe that's the most compelling evidence that you saw of election

9 fraud in Georgia?

10 A I don't know why | have to tell you what's the most compelling evidence.

12 Q Okay.

13 A There's so much evidence. | mean, there are a 1,000, literallya 1,000

15 come forward and testify anywhere, anyplace that fraud took place. They come from

18 people who went to their priest and asked should they confess this, and they were told

19 yes, they should. These -- I'm representing them, not me. | only saw one -- | only saw

20 fraud in one place. I'm onlya witness to some fraud in Pennsylvania, because when |

2a got there | was able to physically observe how far away the Republicans were placed.

23 A --and how a court order wasn't followed for 2 hours. They were so

25 believe me or not believe me, but here's what | find offensive that you question my good
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1 faith,

2 Q sir, Imjustasking you what

3 A No,no, don't mean you. I'm sorry, excuse me, you have actualy been

4 gentlemanly and very professional and | thank you. I'm talking about in general, my

5 point of view, is not allowed to be expressed in America without tremendous

6 condemnation, being disbarred. | am suspended from the New York Bar for beinga

7 danger tothe public. | have already been exonerated of having any effect on the

8 January 6th bya Federal judge who was appointed by President Obama. | have been

9 exonerated of that charge. I've been speaking out about this for 2 years, and nobody

10 has done anything violent, bad, terrible or awful. 1 am hardly

1 Q Are youincluding January th, sir?

2 A Excuse me?

3 Q Are you including January 6th in terms of nobody doing anything violent, or

14 terrible, or awful?

15 A Iwas 1 was found by a Federal judge to have had no effect on that

16 Q Well. Okay. Iwon't quarrel withyouon that.

FY A Why would you quarrel with me? Do you want me to read the opinion?

18 Q No. Iread the opinion. Ihave read the opinion in terms of the judges

19 finding and your lability on that case, but | just wanted to make sure we're clear. You

20 didn't think that what happened on January 6th didn't qualify as violent, or terrible, or

21 horrible?

2 A Not caused by me.

2 a okay.

2 A Dol think do think what happened on January 6th was horrible? Yes

25 Dol think the hysteria and exaggeration and your failure to investigate the murder of
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1 Ashli Babbitt i just as horrible? You're damn right 1 do. | know homicides. |

2 prosecuted more than probably your age. That woman never had to be kiled. There

3 was noreasontoshoot her. She didn't have a gun. She didn't threaten anybody.

4 There were three cops in back of her that could have pulled her down. There were

three copsin front of her that could have pulled her down. She could have been

6 handcuffed. And before she was lifted up, the word gun was used twotimes and

7 everybody else ran away. And they stuck her up and she was shot for no reason, an

8 unarmed woman, a veteran with a perfect record, unarmed, 5 foot 2, shot when there

9 were numerous cops around that could have restrained her.

10 And if they didn't want her to go over the top, the cops right in back ofher who.

11 abandoned their position to allow the antifa guy tobang the door down. ~The cops right

12 inbackofher, who were both 6' 2", could have pulled her down rather than blow her

13 away.

1a Q  sinareyou-

15 A Ithink January 6th is very complicated. | think the right-wing people who

16 did that,if they did bad things they should be prosecuted. Do I think they should be

17. held in prison for 16 months, 18 months without atrial? Yeah. If thisis a Soviet Union.

18 When watch --when | watch ~ when | watch people who rape people get released all

19 over Democrat America. So I'm -I'm upset about what | see. | have a right to that

20 opinion in America.

2 Q And we're trying what I'm trying to get today is a ful understanding on the

22 record of your - what you what the evidence was that you found most compelling for

23 you to be making claims for 9 or 10 weeks about the election being stolen?

2 A Ivetoldyouwhat|~ whatl--

2 Q  Andthatisall I'm trying-
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1 A And most and most -- and most compelling changes, most compelling

2 changes with who you talked to that day or there's numerous -- we put outa chart for

3 eachState. |haveit here somewhere. Actually, you have it, you sent it to me.

4 Q I've seen several chartslike that, yes.

5 A And they change with time, because numbers change. And also a lot of itis

6 based on just the absentee votes because we would never get records of the actual

7 voters. Sol see charts with if you had asked me in Georgia, maybe | changed my mind

8 and say that the 60,000 underage people who voted --

9 Q Okay. Iwantto--in the shorttime

10 A And now | would say the stuffing of the Zuckerberg boxes is dispositive, but |

11 didn't know about itthen.

2 Q Okay. Yeah, canonlyfocus on what you knew sort of back in in late

13 2020 and very early 2021. And we were talking about being asked, or | was raising the

1a question ofbeingasked by folks for your best evidence. Do you remember in January,

15 maybeit's the third or 3rd or 4thof January, Lindsey Graham asking you for, give me your

16 best evidence of what you've got. You've been saying there's all this stuff of dead

17 voters, what proof do you have? Give me proof of some dead voters. Do you

18 remember that sort of exchange with Senator Graham?

19 A I don't know ifI should discuss -- |think that would be attorney-client

20 privilege.

2 Q Senator Graham wasn't your client, was he?

2 A No, but that information - in order to do that, | would have to talk to my

23 client about it and have to discuss it with him. | would have to discuss the result of it.

24 Itwould intricately involve communications with my client.

2 Q Let's bring up exhibit 54.
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1 Mr. Costello. Before you do that, | just want to note that itis 2:21.

2 I ' vetchin the clock.

3 Mr. Costello. Thank you.

5 Q Mr. Giuliani, do you see this exhibit 547 _Itis an email from Katherine Friess

6 toyou, Maria Ryan and others regarding Chairman Graham dead votes memo for your

7 consideration. Do you see that?

5 A First ofall, this i the wrong State. The State - the State that had the

9 verifiable dead voters was Georgia.

10 Q Thisis I believe this relates to Georgia.

1 A Well, let me find Georgia. Whereisit? |don'tseeit

2 Q You see inthe first sentence of the email, it says, Attached, please find a

13 memo along with the spreadsheet regarding data voters in GA, Georgia. Do you see

1 thar?

15 A Yeah.

16 Q Now Ms. Friess also does say in this memo, or, in this email, that the reason

17 she's only including Georgia is because Pennsylvania numbers were not able to be verified

18 and that she thought the Michigan numbers were also by the same outfit that had done

19 the Pennsylvania numbers. And so, therefore, they were only - she was proposing that

20 only Georgia information be sent to Chairman Graham. Do you see that?

2 A Idoseethat, yeah

2 Q Okay. So--so0doyou — does that refresh your recollection that Senator

23 Graham was asking for information that -

2 A Again, that's attorney-client privilege. The only place where | analyzed the

25 dead voters was Georgia. Sol would not be able to tell you the others. Some of it was,
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1 impossible to verify because we couldn't get the voter lst.

2 Q Okay. Do you know why Ms. Friess was ~ if you can go back up a lttle

3 bit why she was copying Steve Bannon onthis email?

4 A lhavenoidea. Youhavetoaskher. |mean, my lawyers were so busy,

5 manyof them operated on their own 50 she would have to describe to you -even with

6 regard to attorney-client privilege, she would have to just - you know, having sent it to

7 Bannon, it would seem to be it's not privileged. But, in any event, | can't respond to you

8 onthe other States because | didn't analyze them. ~ But | can tell you in Georgia, within a

9 short period of time, after the ~ after the Secretary of State who was concealing the

10 document that demonstratedvoter fraud, which he received 7 daysafterthe election,

11 When he announced that there were only two people dead in Georgia, we were able to

12 come up with about 700 in 2 days.

13 Q This memoactuallydiscusses the 790. Is that the number you're thinking

14 of the 790 that Bryan Geels had identified?

15 A Itwas less than that,but go ahead.

16 Q Okay. Well, it's going to take us few minutes to work through this, so I'm

17 going to pause right here to see if the members, | believe Mr. Aguilar and Mr. Raskin are

18 ontoseeif they have any questions before we break.

19 Mr. Raskin. Yes, Ido. | don't know if Pete wanted to go first.

0 Mr. Aguilar, No, I'm fine. No questions. Go ahead, Jamie.

2 Mr. Raskin. ~ Thank you.

2 So Mayor Giuliani, you said that you were exoneratedby a judge who'd been

23 appointed by President Obama. Will you just briefly elucidate the importance of that

A fact?

2 The Witness. ~The importance of the fact is they couldn't get past the motion to
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1 dismiss on the theory that | had some impact on January 6th, largely because they

2 mischaracterized a statement of mine which was, we should have trial by combat?

3 Mr. Raskin. | Gotcha. Gotcha. Butitwas --

4 The Witness. | was referring if you read it in context right before | said it and

5 rightafter| said itl said we should take the two machines and put them next to each

6 other and we should see which machine is correct. | was referring to the machines.

7 The press and many of your colleagues seized on that as | was provoking the ~ the judge

8 also points out that the crowd didn't get particularly excited when | did that, and that

9 there's no credible evidence on which to go forward against me as well as Don Jr.

10 Mr. Raskin. Okay. But | was | was just making a simplepoint that you

11 obviously invested some significance in the fact that you view yourself as exonerated by a

12 judge that was named by President Obama.

13 The Witness. Maybe it wasClinton?

14 Mr. Raskin. I'm sorry?

15 Mr. Costello, It was Obama.

16 The Witness. It wasObama.

7 Mr. Raskin. So what do you make of the fact that eight judges who were

18 nominated to the Federal bench by President Trump rejected all the kinds of claims of

19 electoral fraud and corruption that you're still discussing today?

0 The Witness. My feeling is they didn't want to get involved. They didn't want

21 togetinvolved. They didn't thinkit was a proper thing for the court to be involved.

2 Mr. Raskin. So did

23 The Witness. And completely, so they did not want to get involved. And the

24 press was so unrelentingly unfair and dishonest.

2 Mr. Raskin. Well
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1 The Witness. affected by that.

2 Ms. Raskin. Well, did

3 The Witness. |can tell you all can tell you, Congressman, is, | don't know

4 what they decided. | do know what's in my affidavits.

5 Mr. Raskin. Okay. But you decided

6 The Witness. And | ~and | and | have -- please let me finish. | have to see

7 thingsin the light most favorable to my client. And if I have 350 affidavits from

8 Pennsylvania that talk about voter fraud in various ways, let's not get into which was the

9 biggest, and those numbers add up to a difference in the election. | don't know, they

10 couldallbelying. Butlhave to rely on that. What am supposed todo asa lawyer,

11 throw them away, because some judge decides whatever the judge decides? |

12 have the judge the judge wasn't there, the witnesses were there.

13 Mr. Raskin. Okay. So thisis what | want to ask you and again, | ~

14 The Witness. I'm going to have to - I'm going to have to ask you to please ~ I've

15 got2 minutes.

16 Mr. Raskin. Okay. My question is this, America now has a practical problem.

17 Up until this point, losers in Presidential elections, Senate elections, congressional

18 elections have accepted the final tally as certified by election authorities if they've been

19 upheld by the courts. But nowwe have a situation wheremore than 60 courts have

20 uniformly rejected exactly the kinds of claimsof electoral fraud and corruption

21 irregularity that you're still backing about today. And it has proven to be an extremely

22 divisive thing for our democracy.

23 50just to allow me to finish my question. You are a lawyer. What is your best

24 legal and constitutional advice to us about how we should settle the problem that people

25 always feel like their guy got cheated if we can't rely on the normal State election
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1 authorities, and then the decisions of courts that comeafter them?

2 The Witness. Well, we can't. We have a -- we have - in some of the crooked

3 cities, we have a vast amount of election fraud and | think if you could just take the time

4 towatch the movie, 2000 Mules, which, of course, addresses other facts, although some

5 ofthat was brought up about the Zuckerberg boxes, you will see that there's a

6 technological, scientific proof that if you want to dispute it if you want to dispute it, go

7 outanddoit. Go, go, go to Atlanta and track track those exact patterns and see if the

8 movies correct.

9 Mr. Raskin. Allright. So you're saying that we should not rely on the Federal

10 and State courts, we should rely on the movies?

1 The Witness. I'm -- I'm saying that corruption can happen and terrible things can

12 happen. And in this country, we now have well, look, in my view we have a man

13 sittingin the White House who's committed crimes for 30years. And | have the proof,

14 andl had the hard drive. And | don't know, we're living in a countrythat censored the

15 harddrive. If the American people had the hard drive before the election, he wouldn't

16 have been elected. That was the first fraud. Sol don't know. People able to do that

17 candoalotof things. The manis guilty of 30 years, according to his son, of taking 50

18 percentof what his son earned. And the son paid all of the expenses. That'sa text

19 from his son. There are then numerous transactions handled by Mr. Schwerin in which

20 money goes from Hunter Biden to Joe Biden while he's Vice President of the United

21 States. They took money from China. Biden had a $30 million contract with - with

22 China, with Communist China, and you've got him sitting in the White House. So I'm

23 prepared to believe anything when | see something like that. And I'm sorry, | don't care

24 if5,000 judges decided, if I've got 400 witnesses who tell me they saw Alice 8 written off

25 for Biden don't laugh at me.
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1 Mr. Raskin. I'm not laughing. 1 -you know, your 400 witnesses have the right

2 togoto court with everybody else.

3 The Witness. ~The judges wouldn't listen to them.

a Mr. Raskin. But butyou know what?

5 The Witness. ~ The judges - the judge in Pennsylvania didn't listen to a damn

6 witness. He just decided iton hisown. He didn't — he didn't listen to the witnesses.

7 He said ~ I stood there for 5 days and watched them. And let me tell you how they

8 counted the ballots, he didn'tlisten to the witnesses in Pittsburgh who said the same

9 thing. He didn't listen to the witness who said 7,000 people showed on Election Day

10 who had already voted, and their votes were phony. Those votes by the way were not

11 deducted from the count that went to the electoral college which makes the count

12 technically false.

13 Mr. Raskin. Well, okay. ~ So Mr. Giuliani, Il close with this thought, if everything

14 thatyou're saying it true, whatwas wrong with the -the violent attack on the Capitol to

15 overthrow the counting of electoral college votes? What was wrong with that?

16 The Witness. 1-1 believe ~ |believe that there are, in this country, always

17 peaceful ways of achieving the objectiveof change. But you — but you want to take that

18 away from us

19 Mr. Raskin, No. Well, 50

1) The Witness. ~ Let me tell you how you want to take that away from us. You

21 want totake that away from us by restricting orfree speech. You want to take that

22 away from us by making it impossible for me to argue these things without being accused

23 of beinga dishonest, disreputable lawyer. You you - it's members of your party who.

24 aredoingit. New Yorkis owned by the Democratic party. Every one of those judges is

25 appointed by a Democratic district leader. You are talking to somebody who
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1 investigated corruption for a living.

2 Mr. Raskin. Yeah. Well, who has restricted your freedom of speech?

3 The Witness. Let's start with Joe Biden, who wrote a letterto all the networks

4 nottoputmeon. How about westartwith the crooked President of the United States.

5 He wrotea letter saying and this is before - this is ~ this is like in June of 2020. He

6 wrotea letter saying | shouldn't be put on the air. And by the way, you don't think

7 CNBC, MSNBC

8 Mr. Costello, CNN.

9 The Witness. ~~ CNN didn't comply with that?

10 Mr.Raskin. Well, I'veseen you onTValot. And | think --

1 The Witness. ~ Yeah, but not after the letter you didn't.

2 Mr. Raskin. Yeah. You make a forceful case. But to my mind, i's totally

13 outside the rule of law. And | think I'm going to have to yield back.

14 The Witness. 1find that very offensive. It's outside of the rule of law.

15 Mr. Raskin. | find what you are saying offensive. Sir, as a manofthe law,

16 you're supposed to acceptour legal system asit exists. And unless --

7 The Witness. Howis this unfair, unjust|am not

18 Mr. Raskin. Then you send the message to people that it's okay to commit

19 violence against the United States.

0 The Witness. donot. When | send when have | ever done anything violent?

21 Igotocourt, argue cases.

2 Mr. Raskin. You lostall the cases and it's over.

23 The Witness. No, it’s not over if you believe it's an unjust result. What about

24 the guy who gets convicted of murder? And you don't give it up

2 Mr. Raskin. So you don't agree with President Trump -- wait. Do you agree
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1 with former President Trump that the election can still be rescinded today?

2 The Witness. No, Ido not.

3 Mr. Raskin. Did you --

4 The Witness. Of course | can. There's only one thing

5 Mr. Raskin, -- not over.

6 The Witness. ~ He ithe Presidentofthe United States.

7 Mr. Raskin. Who is?

8 The Witness. How he became President of the United States was corrupt. That

9 should be exposed so it doesn't happen again. You shouldn't be afraid of going into this.

10 Letsgointoit. Let'slookatthe ballots. Show me the paper now. If you show me

11 paperthat's legitimate, Il shut up. You - you disprove you disprove the allegations

12 or the proof in 2000 Mules, show me one that's wrong.

13 Mr. Raskin. Well, you know the way our system works is that if people have a

14 public, legally based objection to an election result, they go to court. And the court sifts

15 throughitand the court rules. And if you don't like that, you make an appeal. And if

16 you don't like that, you make an appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court which your party

17 controls on the basis of6 to 3 right now. ~ So the courts,if anything, are tilted to the

18 advantage of your party because you attribute a lot to who the President ended up

19 nominating. And yet, you failed miserably across the board. | don't mean to put it

20 personal terms, but your team failed miserably to prove to anybody that there was any

21 electoral fraud and corruption. And yet, you maintain this fiction and weget things ike

22 the January 6th violent insurrection, that it interrupted the peaceful transfer of power for

23 the first time in American history. And then | hear you engage in the exact same speech

24 today. And i'm just wondering how longs this going to go onfor?

2 The Witness. ~ That is an extraordinarily unfair statement. Ill tell you why.
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1 Firstof all, am entitled to disagree with the decision of the United States Supreme Court.

2 Mr. Raskin. Yes.

3 The Witness. Yeah. | mean, if the Supreme Court decides to overturn Roe,

4 you're going to disagree with it, correct?

5 Mr. Raskin. ~ Absolutely. I'm not going to

6 The Witness. ~ You can go with the law

7 Mr. Raskin. ~~ storm the Capitol or I'm not going to storm the Supreme Court. |

8 amnot going to steal -

9 The Witness. | have every right in a free country to disagree with 500 courtsif |

10 wantto. Ihave every right to rely on the evidence that | have, that | know is more

11 compelling than what they have. | have never, ever asked for violence, had anything to

12 dowithviolence. I've been on the radio for 2 years saying this.

13 Mr. Costello. Tell him about your

14 The Witness. Nobody does - nobody has committed an act on violence based

15 onanything ever said. The one case that was brought up implicating me and violence,

16 I've been dismissed from. Andyour suggestion that | had to do engaged in violence is

17 defamatory and it's disgusting. |acted asa lawyer. And what you are doing is

18 penalizing me from mearguing the case in the light most favorable to my client that

19 never resulted ina single violent act. It's now been 2 ayear and a half after January

0 6th

2 Mr.Raskin. Okay. If can ~~

2 The Witness. And |am going to finish. | was suspended for being a danger of

23 violence. Ina yearanda half, there's been no violence, none, zero. So that is makes

24 me distrustful ofa lot ofthings that go on in the courts. And if you're going to tell

25 me wel, never mind
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1 The points | have a right to my opinion without being canceled, without being

2 disbarred, without having my income affected, withoutbeingthreatened with death.

3 And what your party has done to me is outrageous, starting with Biden asking the

4 networks tokeep me off. Where the hell does he have the right to ask the networks to

5 keep anybody off in a country that values free speech?

s Mr. Raskin. ~All ight. Well, | appreciate that, Mr. Giuliani, | appreciation your

7 passion.

5 You know, was going toask you what you thoughtof theformer Attorney

9 General, William Barr's statement that Donald Trump's case was based on bullshit, but

10 you can answer thatif

n The Witness. Let me tell you, Il tell you what | think. He never looked at a

12 single piece of evidence. He also withheld the hard drive for a year and a half. He also

13 never investigated any of the allegations that were given to him way back in - oh, gosh,
14 the beginning of 2018 orin 2017. He did an awful lotofthings that were very, very

15 questionable. That hard drive should have been put out when the FBI got it, not

16 suppressed. It containsevidence that made your impeachment of the President a farce.

17 Andthat's why it was covered up.

1 It contains unequivocal evidence that the President had every right to be

19 concerned about a crime at the highest levels of the Ukraine andthe United States. And

20 ifhe hadn't had that conversation with Poroshenko -- I sorry, with Zelenskyy, which

21 wasfar different than Biden's extortionist conversation with Zelenskyy, hewould not

22 have been doing his duty as the President of the United States. That hard drive contains

23 more than probable cause that the present President of the United States, for 30 years,

24 has been collecting bribes through his son as a bag man. If you believe that Hunter

25 Biden keptall that money, even though Hunter Biden said | gave 50 percent to my father,
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1 I'msorry, you're naive.

2 Mr. Raskin. Okay. Thank you for that extraordinary statement.

3 And |will yield back.

‘ wif Thankyou, Mr. Raskin. And! know weve gone beyond 2:30. 1
5 dojust want to put something quickly on the record and that is that you have made a

6 number of objections on the basis of attorney-client communications privilege in the

7 work product doctrine, and these include questions about your conversations or

8 meetings with Members of Congress, State legislators, and local officials, who we

9 understand arenot clients or members of your legal team for purposes of tigation.

10 And in addition, we asked you questions about documents released to the

11 committee bya Federal court asa result of tigation over claims of attorney-client

12 privilege andwork product among other things.

13 Our position that the attorney-client privilege is a rule of evidence that preserves

14 the confidentiality of communications between lawyers and clients. And itis our

15 position that there's no legitimate basis to assert your communications or — excuse me,

16 assert that your communications with Members of Congress, State legislators, local

17 officials, or questions about documents released to us by a Federal court implicate the

18 attomey-client communications privilege. And we are happy to give you and your

19 attomey an opportunity to evaluate those questions and readdress them when the

20 deposition resumes later.

2 In addition, we have also - or you have asserted work product privilege or the

22 doctrine to similar conversations as well as documents. And our position on than is that

23 the work product doctrine protects documents and material things prepared by or fora

24 party in anticipation of tigation, including nonattorneys under your, your lawyer's

25 supervision. And we don't see how that would protect your oralconversations without
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1 said advisers, Members of Congress, State legislators, and local officials.

2 So we are going to recess, | think, until £00. And when we resume, we'll ask you

3 again about those assertions assertions and objections to oral communications with

4 Members of Congress, State legislators, and local officials, including our questions about

5 documents released to us asa result of litigation. And if if we do - excuse me, if you

6 do persistin those objections, the select committee may seek a ruling from the chairman

7 that could compel you to respond.

8 So know we're over time. | appreciate you giving me those few extra minutes.

9 Ididwant to put that on the record and give you the opportunity to consider that over

10 our recess

n And are we stil prepared to come back at 4:007

2 The Witness, 4:15.

13 J 5 Okey. Thatsounds great. We will ee you at 4:15 and we

14 standin recess. Off the record.

15 (Recess)
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2 [4:16 p.m.)

3 J veback on th recorwithMrGalan’ deposition.
4 Mr. Costello, did you have something you want to say on the record?

$ Mr. Costello. did. As you may recall, when it came to quite a number, if not

6 all, of those invocations of work producto attomep-<lent privilege invocations, Mayor
7 Giuliani said: | would love to give you the answers, in fact, the answers would be

8 “exculpatory” -- was the word he used -- but | feel constrained because of my role as a

9 lawyer and the fact that | don't own the attorney-client or work product privilege to

10 invoke it.

u Now, having said tha, ws you guys disagree with some ofthe invocations.
12 And so my proposal to you is, if you can get a district court judge to make a ruling, you

13 can somehow, you know, put these together from your transcript and make a ruling on

MW whetherornotit cover, we gota walver from aul, han sateas an attormey
15 to answer those. And I'm proposing that we would answer those in writing for you, if

16 that's amenable to you, because this way we don't have to reassemble to get the answers.

17 to those questions. But it's up to you obviously.

18 The reason | mention that is because some ruling by Bennie Thompson is simply

19 not going todoit. Bennie Thompson is not a lawyer. | know he's got lawyers

20 siting - ike you - that willadis him, but tha doesnt give Mr. Gilani the assurances
2a that he needs not to put himself in jeopardy as an attorney.

2 So, if we can agree on that, then we can move on. And hopefully you guys can

23 get your questions answered, if somebody finds out that, in fact, it's not covered by work

24 product privilege. oes this seem like a workablesolution toyou?
2 Jerthse circumstances, the deposition regulations of Congress
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1 control, and i's the chair who makes rulings in these circumstances.

2 Mr. Costello, | read the rules. | know what they say. 1 also know that Bennie.
3 Thompsonis nota lawyer. | also know that an assurance from a nonlawyer like Bennie

4 Thompson that this is not covered by a work product is not going to save Mr. Giuliani's

5 license if he gets into trouble over this, which s exactly why I'm proposing what I'm
6 proposing. It makesit easy forall of us. We don't have to pull ourhair out. We can

7 gettothe answers that youre entitled to get. We're more than happy to give you those.

8 answers, but we need assurances that Bennie Thompson and the committee simply can't
5 geus

10 I ot in > position to advise you on ethical responsibilities or

11 ethical rulings, wherever Mr. Gilani is licensed, but can tell you that the regulations set

12 up for Congress and the House of Representatives do have this, and it requires the chair

13 tomakearulingin thesecircumstances.
1 Sol think what wil likely happen is that we'll continue through today's deposition,

15 we'll continue to note any objections that you or Mr. Giuliani place on to the record, and

16 then we wil seeka ruling from the chairman andresume the deposition. So we
17 recessed this until further cal of the chair. It sounds ike that's not going to be satisfying

18 toyou, but those are the rules, and we do work under the constraints of the rules that

19 the House and Congress set forth
2 Mr. Costello, We are trying to make it easy for you. ~ You're trying to make it

2 difficult foryou.
2 The Witness. Okay. Whatever. Whatever. Why don't we just get ths

23 finished since we're going to have another session. Why don't we get this one finshed.

2 ME Oey. And lets go off the record for one second.
2s [Discussion off the record.)
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1 I fev. We'rebackon the record.

2 Mr. Costello, Yep.

3 ovI

a Q Mr. Giuliani, when we left off wel, we had an exchange with Mr. Raskin

5 just before we finished.

6 Oh, and should note, by the way,| believe Ms. Lofgren has joined the deposition.

7 A Okay.

8 Q When we left off with my questioning, we were talking about, in exhibit 54,

9 which we'll pull back up again, that was an email from Ms. Friess to you, Mr. Bannon, and

10 others regardinga request by Senator Lindsey Graham. Can you see that?

1 A dosesthat, yes.

12 Q Okay. Let's scroll downa little further if we can. And in the paragraph

13 that's right towards the center of the screen now that says, "the chairman very

14 specifically said," do you see that?

15 A Yeah.

16 Q  Itappears that | think the chairman refers to Senator Graham, who | guess at

17 the time, was he chairmanofthe Senate Judiciary Committee? That must - that might

18 be the reference.

1 A Was he chairmanof- yes,he was. No,hewasn't chairman ofthe
20 Judiciary.

n Mr. Costello, 1 don't know.

2 oI
23 Q think fora periodoftime he was the chairman.

24 A Oh, maybe he was. Maybe he was. Okay.

25 Q  Sol'm prettyclear from the context that that's referring to Chairman
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1 Graham, and it appears thatSenator Graham was asking for, quote, verified numbers, the

2 names that he could publicly use for dead voters. Do you see that -that sentence in

3 that the second paragraphorthe -

a A Yes

5 Q paragraph that's on the screen?

s And Ms. Friess has pulled together some information from a affidavit from an

7 expert by the name of Bryan Geels. Do you know who that is?

5 A Ido, but he wasn't the primary one that | was relying on, but okay.

° Q Who was the primary one you were relying on?

10 A Atthis point, Navarro had done a much better study particularly of this, and |

11 was relying on Navarro’s study because he was able to get through ~ first of all, you

12 should realize that these numbers do not include by and large people who voted on

13 electionday. These are numbers that basically dealwith the mail-in ballotsbecause the

14 voter lstofthe people who voted on election day was not available.

15 And generally — and this was not I'm not charging anybody with this.

16 Generally, that's the case. You generally don't get the voter lst on election day until

17 Februaryor March of the next year. So you had the voter lst. Most of the voters who

18 voted mailin, so, therefore, you could do comparisons of them to people that are dead or

19 alive or in State or out of State, but you didn't have the rest of it.

2 Q So, with respect to Mr. Geels as opposed to Mr. Navarro, Ive seen several of

21 yourstatements, and maybe we'll even talk about some of them, that you made over the

22 course of November, December, and into January regarding dead voters in Georgia.

23 And I'm saying dead voters colloquially in that | think you know whatImean, that's

24 someone who voted on behalf of someone who died.

2 A I know what you mean, yes.
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1 Q Okay. And you quoted there's a number 10,315 was the number you

2 usedquitea bit?

3 A Yeah, | would say that's the most accurate number.

4 Q Okay. And that number comes from Mr. Geels' affidavit, if 'm not

5 mistaken. Well, itisinhisaffidavit,

6 A Italso was verified by Navarro, so that is probably the most accurate

7 number,

8 Q Andthen, at some point right around this time, and|think you used the

9 number again even in our session this afternoon, you said there were 790 people who

10 died in 2020 who voted inthe election.

u A That wasa lst that was given to me by Christina Bobb, and those were

12 people - the 10,315 we didn't have time to get the names for, but we got the names for

13 the people who died in - I believe I'm right about this - in 2020. ~ And Christina Bobb put

14 that together over the weekend, and she came up with 700 and | know you said 792,

15 butit's somewhere in the 700 to 800 range.

16 Q Yeah. Now, said 790, which think is a number that you had used, but, in

17 fact, the number in the spreadsheet that was attached to this email is 789. So I'm

18 assuming we're talking about the same thing, just we're - the numbers wereslightlyoff.

19 A Yeah. Yeah. And then therewasa--okay. Yeah. Thatsounds like

20 that's about right, yeah.

2 Q Okay. SoMs. Friess sends you this chart and is asking for some guidance

22 from you and from the others, Mr. Bannon and others, about what to say to Senator

23 Graham. And she notes - she includes the chartwith the 789 names, and she notes in

24 thelast paragraph, if you could scroll down a litle bit further, one last item. ~ Do you see

25 tha
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1 A Yeah.

2 Q  Shesays: One last item, many of the deadvoters on the Georgia list sent

3 theirvote in before they passed. | don't think this makesa particularly strong case, and |

4 thinkit's possible that Chairman Graham will pushback on that. ~ Almost all of them died

5 inOctober,a few in November, and a few in September. | think this makes the case for

6 unfortunate timing. Many sent their ballots before they passed rather than nefarious

7 activity. Am raising it just — am raising this just so that everyone is aware of what the

8 actual- what the data actually says.

° Do you remember that being an issue that was raised by Ms. Friess

10 A ldont

u Q in this timeframe, that many of the voters who were supposedly dead

12 voters had actually sent in their ballots before they passed?

13 A I'm not I'm not sure | recall I recall thispartof it.

1 Q Okay. Andifwe can pullupthe spreadsheet that's attached.

15 A Butldo remember seeing do you have the sheetof the names?

16 Q I'm goingto read that, yes.

1” A So how many were before

18 Q  Sothisis - does this lookfamiliarto you, the document?

19 A This looks familiar, yes, but, | mean, I've seen manylikethis, so | can't tell

20 you this particularone looks familiar.

2 Q And

2 A Butitlooks like the kind of document they would put together, yes.

23 Q And you're not able to seeitunless we scrollall the way down,but Il

24 represent to you that there is 789 names on this lst.

2 A Okay.



1 Q And you can see from the -- from the part that you have in frontofyou that

2 the other columns show the date of death, then the ballot issue date, and the ballot

$ Mr. Costello. Did you say ballot return date measure?

7 Mr. Costello. What does that mean?

: oI
9 Q Iwas going to ask the mayor if he knew what that meant.

10 A No, | don't.

12 received by the local authority, the Clerk's Office or whoever it was intaking the ballot.

15 Q That's - | believe it's in Mr. Geels' affidavit, but | don't want to -- if you have

16 a different recollection or a different understanding --

18 Q  Andthen

2a Q Okay. And then the far right column says, "death compared to ballot

22 return," which would suggest that what you just the assumption you just made was

23 correct, that there's a return date of the ballot, and what the final column is showing is

25 look at that very first one, you can see it's for someone by the name of Donald Jolly, and
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1 the document reflects — the spreadsheet reflects that his date of death — sorry, I'm not

2 working off the spreadsheet here so --

3 A Noiseeit. Hisdate ofdeathwasacoupleofdays before the issue.
4 Q Well, but relative to the ballot return, it should be 55 days before --

5 A Whatdoes that mean?

5 Q according to the last column.

7 A He was dead on the 13th. He couldn't voteafterthe 13th.

8 Q Correct. And his ballot wasn't -- was returned or stamped, you know,

9 intook but in -- it was received by the clerk's office on October 7th, which is 55 days after

10 he died.

1 A Butcould he vote?

12 Q Do you follow me?

13 A Their early voting didn't go back to August.

14 Q No. No. Soyourpoints,your Ms. FriessorMr. Gels wouldsay this

15 voter or the person who voted could not have been Mr. Jolly (ph) because, in fact, the

16 ballot was returned 2 months after Mr. Jolly (ph) had passed away.
w A Olay.

18 Q Right?

19 A Alright
20 Q  Sothat's the 55 — minus 55. It was the ballot was returned 55 days after

21 the person died; therefore, we have a deadvoter situation. Do you agree with that?

2 wr Coste [RR thoveh, this al assumes that yourguesstimateas to

23 what these columns mean

2 The Witness. What does it show in the long run? What does this show
2s oI



2 someone asked the question moments ago of how many of these ballots were received

4 that 134 of these ballots were shown as received after the date of death. Do you

5 want can we scroll down to like the - where the breaking point isJI?

8 Q Correct. Do you see where it turns to zero, where the far right column is

9 zero? And so you'll seeon the zero that means the dateof death was the same date

10 tht he blot wasrecived

12 Mr. Costello. The same date as the ballot received?

w a ve
15 A Well, that would be illegal.

16 Q Okay.

18 out if you receive it on the same -- on the same day.

19 Q No. Soletme-- Ms. Friess' point -- I'm going back to the memo now.

20 Ms. Friess' point was that many of these voters on the list, she was alerting youto the

21 fact that many of the voters on the list had actually mailed in their ballot before they

23 if a voter mails in a ballot and then passes away, we don't have a dead voter situation?

25 look at how accurate that is. | see a lot of-- | see a lot of blank spaces there, with there



2 Mr. Costello. Yeah. Can you put that back up?

4 1 really doubt that she was able to get that information in that period of time.

7 Well, what Ms. Friess was pointing out to you before she sent this to Chairman

8 Graham --

9 A See, look atallthose dateofdeath.

12 Q Oh, expand the columns. Excuse me. That's an Excel issue. There we

13 go. The columnwas too narrowfor the screen.

15 and November but nobody died in --

2a Q We can keep scrolling down.

23 which she told you that: | just want everyone to be aware that the data doesn't actually

24 show that 789 people or anything close to it actually voted after they died?
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1 there is there are discrepancies in the data. Well, Isaid: Send them whateveryou

2 have. Thisisjust 1year out of many, and it's only the absentee voters.
3 Q Would you agree

a A Sothere will definitely be a lot more dead voters than whatever we give him.

5 Q Sure. Would you agree with me though that, if a voter sends in an
6 absentee ballot and then dies after sending in the ballot, we don't have a voter fraud

7 situation?

8 A Well, we may have a voter fraud situation; we don't have a dead voter.
5 a okay.

10 A We could have a voter ike themanythat | saw videos of who are demented,
11 who don't know who they are, who had somebody vote for them. That was particularly

12 prevalent in Wisconsin.

1 Mr. Costello, Can | aska clarification? Are you saying that
1 The Witness. ~My, God, lookat all those people who died. October, they just

15 wiped out the whole State in October.

16 Mr. Costello, Let me just finish this question.

7 oI
1s Q Well, do you know how many voters there are in Georgia?

19 A Imtryingto think, about § millon.
2 Q There were over 7 million voters cast in Georgia.

2 A Okay.
2 Q Seven millon registered voters. Do you have ~ have you done any analysis

23 todetermine what the death rate in Georgia is or what it was in 2020 and whether t's

24 surprising that there would be 100 people who died in October?
2 A No. I'm wondering about why - what about people in the earlier part of
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1 theyearthatdie?

2 Q Well there - if you go upto the top, we had - we saw one, didn't we? We

3 sawa person who died in August, and his vote was cast 55 days after. So there's an

4 issuethere,Idsay. Doyouagree?

5 Mr. Costello. Of course.

6 The Witness. There's an issue, sure. | mean

’ oI
8 Q Okey. Doyou know what

9 A Yes, this iall preliminary data, and even with it 134 dead people voting isa

10 prety seriousthing. And it doesn't have an impact on the ultimate number because

1 66,247 juveniles voted

2 Q And what's your evidence on that, Mr. Giuliani?

13 A Those are comparison - again, this is just the mail-in votes. ~ Those

14 are ~ those are the comparisons with the motor vehicle records.

15 Q Mr. Gilani, who did a comparison in motor vehicle records and determined

16 that 66,000 juveniles voted?

FY A Idon't know who did this. 1 just remember having it described to me.

18 a okay.

19 A And I've never seen any refutation of it

1) Q Did you see the declaration that was filed in the case in Georgia by Charles

21 Stewart, an MIT professor whowentthrough a those issues?

2 A ldidnot.

2 Q Okay. Have you ever talked to any of the lawyers who were handiing the

24 case in Georgia about whether there was a declaration filed in response to Mr. Geels'

25 affidavit regarding all of the underage and unregistered and felons who alleged to have
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1 voted?

2 A Ihave not.

3 J Gioia, whenyou'e in that postion we can' see you. You'e
a cutoff. Youneedto--

5 The Witness. I've never received any information disputing this. I've never

6 seen any information disputing o nor have | een th expanded informtion tht
7 would come from examining the people who voted on election day because this is only an

8 analysis of the people who voted -- who voted mail in.

> o
10 Q  Sol'll notethat Mr. Aguilarhasjoined.

u i you read Mr, Gees sfidait on this sue?
12 A Along time ago, yeah.

13 Q And did you notice in Mr. Geels' affidavit that he pointed out that because of

14 fmited data that he had avaisble he recognized tht there woud ely be fale positives
15 that is showing a match between the person who voted and the person who died that

16 were, infact, not meant to be a match, that they were diferent people?
v A Yes. But inclection cases you commanly put in expert testimony hat
18 acknowledges that it could be inaccurate because you have very little time to put the

19 information together
n a ade
2 A Experts are given much wider latitude in election cases than they are in

22 other cases, and this caenvrwent ~neverwent toil. So he was doin his best to
23 estimate based on limited records, which is what happens with all experts in election

2% cases
5 AndMr.Geels noted in isafc that his analysis ws — could any 0 50
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1 farbecause he didn't have access to date of birth information. He only had birth year.

2 A That's correct.

3 Q  Doyourecall that?

4 A Idorecall that.

5 Q And do you recall him saying that the only ones who could really do what he

6 calledafull analysis would be the secretary of state because they have the complete

7 recordsthat show date of birth?

8 A Andlwouldn't

9 Q  Doyourecall himsaying it?

10 A Yeah, but | wouldn'ttrust asingle thing the secretaryofstate did.

u Q I'm just asking if you recall Mr. Geels saying that in his affidavit.

2 A I don't recall that exact testimony, but | do recall, because this s true in all

13 election cases, thatatthis stage these are mostly estimates because you don't have the

14 fullinformation.

5 Q Now

16 A Among other things, you don't have the full number of voters. And if the

17 State wants to be - State wants to be difficult, they don't give you access to information

18 that they want to just look at themselves.

19 Q Now, when you were on television and onpodcasts and on your radio show

20 and youre talking about 10,315 dead voters in Georgia, did you caveat that with "well,

21 we don't really have the information, but these are - these are --

2 A I caveated it with it was an estimate, yes.

23 a okay.

2 A Itcould be less. It could be more. And also always notedthat it was just

25 the--well,Ican't say always. There may have been times left it out. But!
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1 significantly noted that these figures were figures just based on the absentee voters, not

2 onthe voters who actually voted, and they were expert opinions rather than facts.

3 Q Right. And but you didn't read the contraryexpert's opinion which

4 discussesMr. Geels'

5 A I never got the contrary expert's opinion.

6 Q Okay. Whenyouwere ona phone call

7 A And I've never seen it.

8 Q You were - it was filed in the case of Trump v. Raffensperger, and the expert

9 is Charles Stewart, who is an MIT professor, probably one of theleading authorities.

10 A But was he working for Raffensperger?

u Q He was - he was an expert in that case and --

2 A Was he was he Raffensperger's witness?

13 Q believe, yes.

1a A Yeah, well, | wouldn't have believed it. | don't care who - I don't care his

15 credentials. Raffensperger is a complete liar.

16 a Okay.

1” A And he's got his whole career wrapped up in this, and he is inserious trouble.

18 because of the report that was given to him that he concealed, and he also happens to be

19 in serious trouble for other things. | wouldn't trust a single thing that Raffensperger

20 says.

2 Q Andyou wouldn't trust anything that CharlesStewart, the MIT professor,

2 says?

23 A 1look at witnesses from one side and another with great credentials, and

24 they find a way to come out on the side of whoever they're testifying for. And that's

25 how they make their money, and they could come from Oxford, and I've seen people do
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1

2 Q Do youthink that'strue of experts who don't have great credentials like

3 MrGeels?

4 A Ithinkit depends more on what side they re testifying for when you go into

5 court.

6 Q Okay. Soanyone who's hired by the Trump side here you would believe,

7 notwithstanding the absence of credentials, but anyone who's hired by Raffensperger you

8 would not believe

° A How about we start with the fact that I'm Trump's lawyer.

10 Q Let me finish my question. Even if he's one of the leading authorities in

11 election administration, election signs for the last 30 years?

2 A Yeah, particularly if he's testifying fora guy whose career is on the line

13 because he made an absolutely fraudulent statement. So - yeah, if | were litigating

14 this case, Id cross-examine the hell out of him. Now, remember, I'm a lawyer, so | have

15 tointerpret these things in the light most favorable to my client, not the artificial way in

16 which you are now questioning me, which is why you are putting in jeopardy the role of a

17 lawyer being able to aggressively and correctly litigate for their clients.

18 Q Yeah, I'm not quarreling with your ability to act as a lawyer, Mr. Giuliani.

19 Ime

20 A Yes, youare.

2 Q What I'm asking about is you made public statements, lotsof them, stating.

22 definitively that it was a stolen election because tens of thousands of dead people voted

23 in Georgia, and yet you didn't look at the expert declaration that refutes that,

2 A I never relied only on the dead people in Georgia.

2 a okay.
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1 A relied on everything you see here plus the video. | never said

2 Q We started to talk about the video but we never finished. Did you -- did

3 you see did you ever watch the full surveillance video that showed that these were not

4 suitcases of ballots that were smuggled into the State Farm Arena, but rather they were

5 official boxes that were - that -- in which the ballots were placed when they were starting

6 to

7 A Yes, yes, and then saw I saw them hidden away after they were brought

8 in, hidden under a table and not brought out until everyone was excluded from the arena.

9 Now, whether they were valid ballots or not, they were counted in violation of Georgia's

10 lawthat the votes must be counted in public. The public

u Q  Canlstopyouonthat? Can stop you right there for one second?

2 A No,youcan't.

13 Q No, I want you to explain a point you just made. When you say they were

14 valid or not, do you contend that the ballots were invalid or just that they were counted

15 inan improper way?

16 A Ihave always said what is clear is the law of Georgia says that the ballots

17 have to be counted in public orthey're null and void. ~ They were counted in private,

18 deliberately made private, so every oneofthose ballots has to be thrown out. Whether

19 they were valid ballots, invalid ballots, or a combination of both, | don't know that.

20 11als0 said the method in which they were being counted looked very suspicious.

21 Inever-- never contended that they were valid or invalid. And | know exactly how they.

22 were brought in. |saw them brought in. |also thought it was very,very strange that

23 they put them under a and then they waited until the place was empty, and they made,

24 if you look carefully, two what| call casing the joint, because it reminded meof major

25 bank robberies that| prosecuted when |was a child. They made two passes to make
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1 suretherewas nobody in thearena,

2 Now, the Republicans remained behind, by the way, outside, and they can testify

3 if you want them to that nobody entered that arena during that period of time, including

4 Raffensperger, | think, saying he sent somebody there. Nobody got in until they were

5 finished voting. There are three Republicans who are willing to testify to tha.

6 Q  Gotit. And! understand the issue that you're raising with respect to the

7 observation of the counting. | want to just - | just want to close the loop. When you

8 said you don't know if they were you never said they were not legitimate ballots. You

9 have used the term "fake ballots" with respect to the State Farm Arena ballots. ~ Did you

10 meantosay that they were not legitimate or -

1 A Well, the minute the minute - the minute they are counted without a

12 proper observation they become a fake ballot.

13 Q Okay. understand. | understand your point.

14 A Then they become useless. | mean, they're only -- we're talking about

15 absentee ballots. There's only one way they can be verified. You have to verify them

16 based on their signature. You don't have a person in person. Ifthere is no person

17 from the other side observing them, it's an invalid ballot. It's a fake vote.

18 Q Understood. Any of the any members present have any questions before

19 we move on to another topic?

0 Okay. Iwanto go back and talka littlebit about -- more about voting machines.

21 know we started to talk about that, and then we, think, moved into some other areas.

22 lt seems that there was a there were a lot of different efforts made to get access to

23 machines over the course of your investigation. Is that far to say?

2 A I'msorry. Saythatagain. I didn't hear the first part.
2 Q Yeah. Isitfair to say that there were different efforts made by your team
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1 A Yes

2 Q  ~toget access to voting machines?

3 A Absolutely. We wanted - we really had hoped that Dominion would just

4 make them all available. They could stay, hang around, look at it, make sure we knew,

5 and we could examine them. And it seemed to me very, very suspiciousthatthey

6 wouldn't allowus todothat.

7 Q And think you said that you had come to a belief fairly early onafter the

8 election that there was something not right about the voting machines?

9 A lwastoldthat. I mean, firstofall, there's a 2017 documentary explaining.

10 what terrible machines that the machines are with Democrats participating in it, like:

11 Klobucharand Senator Warren, who saythatthe ~the base machine is the Smartmatic

12 machine. E&Sand Dominion both used that machine. And the point of this

13 documentary, whichi Kill something - I wish -

14 Q "Kill Chain."

15 A Yes. Kill what?

16 Q kill Chain."

7 A Kill Chain That'sit. "Kill Chain." The point of this documentary is we

18 better straighten these things out, andnothing changed between then and the time of

19 the 2020 election except Texas turned them down. Now, in Georgia, inGeorgia, | find it

20 kind of interesting that the Governor's chief of staff is working for Dominion. Just makes

21 mealittle nervous. I'msorry. |prosecuted too many cases.

2 Q So you had ~ there's ahistorywith voting machines and you had concerns

23 about generally whether voting machines were secure. Fair to say?

2 A Well, particularly those in E&S in particular, and those that come from the

25 Sequoia line of voting machines, basically the - have you seen the affidavit from the
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1 whistleblower?

2 Q The person from Venezuela?

3 A Yeh

a Q Yes, Ive seen that.

5 A so that describes to you that Smartmatic began in Venezuela. ~ Sequoia was.

6 the main product. Sequoia got in trouble in the Chicago elections back in ‘07, 08. My

7 Congresswoman, Congresswoman Maloney, wrote a letter asking that they be banned,

8 Sequoia be banned. So Smartmatic stopped operating under the name Sequoia, and

9 then eventually did two sales and Sequoia now is the operating system for Dominion.

10 And that's the affidavit on which, | wil tell you, this is information | got from

11 Sidney Powell, but Sequoia is the the company that originally started operating out of

12 Venezuela and was involved in many, many elections that were disputed. | believe they

13 were banned after the Chicago election.

1 a okay.

15 A But but they were acquired by Dominion and several independent experts

16 in reports that were done in '15, and '16, and in the Texas rejection of Dominion say the

17 system has not changed at all and that they continuously lie about two things.

1 Number one, they continuously say stupidly it can't be accessed by the internet,

19 when any child could do it, and their own manual, which I'd be happy to give you if you

20 don'thave it, shows you how to doit, and the owner of the company, Poulos, says you

21 cannot access it by the intemet.

2 Second, he says you can't change the vote. That totally incorrect. You can

23 change the vote. There's a description of how to doit, and I've seen it demonstrated.

24 Also, you can do fractional voting, and you can do fractional voting because they allow for

25 rankchoice voting, but then you can change that fractional voting into setting up
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1 algorithms for two- or three-person races.

2 All of that was developed, written, discussed, and supposed to be changed by

3 2020. Noneofitwas. The machine was exactly the same in 2020 as the one they were

4 complaining about in 2008 and the one they were complaining about -- Democrats were

5 complaining about in 2017, because Dominion was not necessarily discriminatory in who

6 theycheatedfor. It depended, guess, on who they paid them the most. They did

7 some cheating for Republicans.

8 Q Mr. Giuliani, are you aware, did you come across evidence that, in fact,

9 Dominion machines or any other electronic voting machine had changed or deleted votes

10 inthe 2020 election?

u A Antrim,

2 Q Sodoesthat - any otherplace thatyou found --

13 A I didn't have access to the place. |have --

1 Q  Andim-

15 A I have affidavits from people in Georgia, particularly the rural counties of

16 Georgia, in which they claim that there was an algorithm that it was changed. We have

17 some machines that were examined there that support it. But other than that,| haven't

18 had access to theother machines.

19 Q  So-andis that why you were so eager to get access, because you wanted

20 to

2 A Of course.

2 Q establish that votes had been changed or deleted?

23 A Or orfind out that they weren't.

2 Q Andis Antrim the only place where you did get access to voting machines?

2 A No, we got access to voting machines in Cooper County, Georgia, think.
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1 Q  Doyoumean Coffee County?

2 A Coffee County, Georgia.

3 Q How did you get access to the machines in Coffee County?

a A didn't getaccess. The people who had access brought the information to

5 usand demonstratedittous. |didn't~

s Q Who

7 A Theycame tome. didn't -or they came to our lawyer there who brought

8 them tome brought them to me, and they showed me their demonstration.

° Q  Soare you talking about the demonstration that the clerk did and posted

10 online about how votes can be changed on the Dominion machine?

n A Inpart. She dida lotof other things as well, but, yeah, | mean, that was

2 partofit.

3 Q But someone,an expert gained access to the machines and gave you a

14 reportonthat?

15 A Yessir, yeah

16 Q Wasthat Conan Hayes?

FY A Idon't remember. | wouldthink it was -- no, | don't thinkitwas.

18 Q Do you~ who do you think it was?

19 A Idon'twantto guess atit. Probably was Phil Waldron.

2 Q Any other machines that you got access to besides Antrim County or

2 A When you say|got accessto them

2 Q Yeah, you're right. | caught myself in mid-sentence.

2 A got reports from people who had access to the machines.

2 Q Great. Infaimess

2 A Most of them not at my request. | mean, at my request in the sense that|



1 wanted as much information as possible, but | never said: Let's go out and get

2 ‘machines.

4 agree let's have an examination of these machines and we can end this.

5 In fact, my statement that was misconstrued, in fact, taken out of context

7 Mr. Costello. Trial by combat.

8 The Witness. Pardon me?

9 Mr. Costello. Trial by combat.

12 A --trial by combat was precededby an explanation that | wanted the two

13 ‘machines, a legitimate machine and the Dominion machine, put up against each other

15 doesn't, they'll go to jail.

16 Q Okay. So-

18 provoke violence. And, as the judge noted, no one even got upset about it when | said

19 it. They probably didn't even understand what | was talking about.

2 Q Sol misspoke when | said that you got access to the machines. | meant

21 that your team or folks working with your team got access to machines in Antrim County

22 and Coffee County. Were those the only places?

23 A I've gotten information from Arizona also. | don't know how good it is.

24 Yeah, people in Arizona have gotten some access. They're still fighting over it. People
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1 Qa So-

2 A But!wouldn'trely on it because | haven'tseenawritten reportor --but,|

3 mean, it's consistent with everything else.

4 Q Okay. In Antrim County, there was a situation that aroseor came to light

5 onvery early morning hoursafterthe election that the unofficial tally had Biden winning

6 Antrim County by 3,200 votes when, in fact, Trump had won Antrim County by 3,800

7 votes. Therewasa 7,000 vote swing. Is that correct? Is that your understanding?

8 A Yeah. |didn't remember the numbersaswell as youdo, but something like

9 that yeah,

10 Q Andthe clerk in Antrim County, Sheryl Guy, explained how that came to be.

11 Did you ever learn whather explanation was?

2 A Yes, and | heard the otherside's explanationofwhy it wasn'ttrue.

13 Q So and did you send someone to Antrim County to meet with Ms. Guy, or

14 more specifically, did Katherine Friess go to Antrim County and talk to Sheryl Guy?

15 A KatherineFriesswas in Antrim County with Phil Waldronwhen that was

16 being done. |don'tknowif she specifically spoke to her. Most of my conversations

17 were with Matt DePerno, who was the lawyer on the case.

18 Q Do you knowwhat Ms. Guy told Ms. Friess about what happened with the

19 error in Antrim County?

20 A Ido. Ican'tremembernowwhatit was, and | can remember the

21 conclusion that Waldron - well, certainly DePerno came to. ~ Let me leave Waldron out

2 oft

23 Q Andthat conclusion was that Ms. Guywaslying?

2 A Iwouldn'tsay that. I'dsay wrong.

2 Q And what was - what was wrong about what she said?
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1 A Thatit wasn't if the machines were as they said they were, it couldn't have

2 happened that way.

3 Q What couldn't have happened?

4 A The votes could not have gotten switched.

5 Q Well, but Ms. Guy said the votes didn't get switched. That wasn't - she

6 wasn't claiming that votes had switched.

7 A Well, votes did switch when they counted them and they reported the.

8 Q So what Ms. Guy said was that a spreadsheet that she had prepared with the.

9 unofficial tally was inaccurate because that she had made a mistake, and we can go -- we

10 can talk in more detail about what the mistake was, and that caused the unofficial results

11 that she was posting to not reflect what the true results were in her county. Does

2 that

13 A And thenevery time they reran the machine that did not particularly support

14 that, it came out with a different vote.

5 Q Having had your team inspect the machines in Antrim county, what is what

16 wasthe conclusion about how the votes got switched?

1” A They believe it was programmed.

18 Q Tell me more about the about what the experts found and how they

19 explained that 7,000 vote switch.

20 A I don't I don't remember the details of it. | know it wasn't the only.

21 election that was altered by the machine. There were several others. If recall

22 correctly, there was a ballot initiative on marijuana or something thatalso had switched

23 votes. And then, when they reran the machine, first of all it never came out the same.

24 way twice; and, second, they could easily program it to change votes. And they even

25 hada formula that they thought was used, but | don't remember what that was.
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1 Q  Isent your lawyer yesterday a copy of that Allied Systems Allied Security

2 Operations Group report, just so if you want to refer to it, you could show me. ~ But Ive

3 read that report a few times, and | don't see any explanation in that reportor any.

4 discussion really about the switching of votes. Are you — are you do you have some

5 other report that you have access to thatdescribes that?

6 A Yes, that's the way it was described to me by the people who did it. And

7 that's thatit was not — it was not human error, that it was — it was programmed into the

8 machine that way.

° Q And did Russell Ramsland say that to you?

10 A Ididn't deal with Russell. | mean, | dealt with Phil Waldron.

1 Q How about Conan Hayes or Todd Sanders, did you ever tak to them about

12 the Antrim machines?

13 A Imayhave. | don't remember the names of the people that | talked to. |

14 talked to maybe, not just people onour team but people on DePern's team.

15 Q Do you recall reviewing the Allied Security Operations Group, what I'l call

16 ASOG, the ASOG report before it was publicly distributed?

FY A Idon't knowifI didor |didn't.

18 Q Do you recall briefing the President and Vice President about that report?

19 A Well, of course, | can't discuss that. That's privileged.

2 Q Take a look let's pull up exhibit 28. This is an email from JoannaMillerto

21 PeterNavarro. Do you know who Joanna Miller is?

2 A Ido. She was Peter Navarro's chief assistant.

2 Q And she is telling Mr. Navarro on December 14th - she attaches some

24 talking points. Il represent to you that those relate to Antrim,asdoes the press release

25 that'sattached. And the Antrim Michigan forensic report is the ASOG report we've been
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1 talking about. She tells Mr. Navarro, POTUS and VPOTUS are briefed. Passing this

2 along from Bernie. Do you know what she's referring to there?

3 A Idonot,nor could I Idon't think-|would have to raiseprivilege with this.

4 also.

5 Q Well, someone told Ms. Miller that it happened. Does that appear to be

6 thecase?

7 A lactually don't understand what this is about. There's not - I don't see

8 enough of it to understand the context of it

9 Q Okay. Let's scroll down to the bottom of that email chain. The first email

10 in the chain is from Ms. Friess, and it's to you, Mr. Kerik, Ms. Ellis, and Mr. Epshteyn. It

11 says: Here's the press release is approved. Needs to go to the White House.

12 President and VP just briefed. They are thrilled. And it looks like maybe a smiley face.

13 A I would say thisis privileged. She's a lawyer communicating with her client.

1 Q And someone told - apparently told JoannaMiller about it though.

15 A Well, Joanna Millerwasworking directlyfor Navarro.

16 Q  Isthat part - would -- do you considerthataprivileged communication with

17 Mr.Navarro?

18 A Well, she was an employeeofthe -- ofmy client.

19 Q Ms. Miller worked for Mr. Trumpin his individual capacity?

20 A No,Imeanshe works for Mr. Trump like everybody in the White House

21 works for Mr. Trump. Mr. Navarro workedforMr. Trump.

2 Q Are you saying that any Federal Government employee is within the scope of

23 your attorney-client privilege?

2 A I wouldsay those that heistalkingto aboutthis and are involved in helping

25 withitare, sure. Not every not everybody in the White House obviously.
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1 a okay.

2 A These were people who were intimately involved in investigating this for

3 him

4 Q Did you ever see a report

5 A still don't know what this I still don't knowwhat that memo means. It

6 says: He would be thrilled.

7 1 don't knowwhat that means.

8 Q Okay. And tothe extent - putting aside the memo, | understand you're

9 not--you're not going to answera question aboutwhether you, in fact, briefed the

10 President on the ASOG report, right?

u A Right. |wouldn't no, | couldn't answer that question.

2 Q Okay. Are you aware ofa report that was prepared by the Department of

13 Homeland Security with respect - in response to the ASOG report?

1a A Youmean the one inwhich they said the election was perfect.

5 Q No. The-it'sa- wel, lets pullitup. It's exhibit 25. And itwas

16 preparedatthe direction of, | believe, the Attorney General asked Department of

17 Homeland Security to give its assessment of the ASOG report and

18 A Isthis done by Kreb or Krebs or --

19 Q This was sent to the attorney general by Ken Cuccinelli, who was, | think,

20 someone you know.

21 A Ido know Ken, right.

2 Q And Il represent to you that this was a document that was prepared at the

23 request of the Attorney General to get input from Department of Homeland Security

24 about their view of the ASOG report. I'm wonderingwhether you've ever seen this

25 document before.
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1 A I've never seen it, but I'd be really careful about relying on the Department

2 of Homeland Security for anything having to do with the election since they put out a

3 report shortlyafter that the election was perfect. It surely wasn't perfect. Somebody

4 putting out that report seems to have a bias, it seems to me.

5 Q Okay. Are you aware of thefact that there was a hand recount of all the

6 ballots in Antrim County a couple days after this report was issued?

7 A No, I don't remember how they reached the final vote that turned out to be

8 thetruevote. |assumeit must have beena hand recount, right.

9 Q And the hand recount validated the results that the Dominion machines had

10 reached in Antrim County, didn't it?

u A Notthat! know of.

2 Q What's your understanding of what the hand recount revealed?

13 A That eachtimethey did a recount, they hada different number.

1 Q On the hand recount, you're talking about?

15 A No, the machine. The machine reflected a different number when they ran

16 ittwoorthree different times.

uv Q Did the hand recount - oh, so you're saying that its unclear what the

18 Dominion machines even - what the tabulated result was from the Dominion machines?

19 A That's what | was told, yes, that there were at least two or three different

20 numbers that came each time it was run. And it never — the number was never

21 consistent,

2 Q Let me askit this way, was the hand recount consistent with the theories

23 that were - that you described as coming out of the ASOG inspection that an algorithm

24 had been used?

2 A Idon't know that. Once read that and| heard the hand recount and what
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1 the result was, | don't think | didit. In fact, I'm not even sure | understand your

2 question. Whatis the question?

3 Q The hand recount - let me start that again. Was the hand recount

4 consistent with the theory that you understood the ASOG report to be laying out in terms.

5 of changed or deleted votes or switched votesoralgorithms? Did the hand recount

6 confirm any of that?

7 A Well, the hand recount confirmed that Trump should have gotten those

8 votes and not Biden, and if somebody hadn't complained about it, namely Mr. Bailey, that

9 wouldve been that would've been the case.

10 Q Okay. So your understanding was that the Dominion machine's tabulation

11 was consistent or inconsistent with the hand recount?

2 A My understanding was the Dominion machine tabulation was the reason

13 why their number was entered the way it was, and, therefore, that would be inconsistent

14 Now, I didn't seeit sol can't testify to it directly, but that's what | was told.

15 Q Okay. Do you have any other evidence of - besides what happened in

16 Antrim County and what you described in Coffee County - of voting machines being

17 manipulated so that votes wereeither changed, deleted, or improperly added?

18 A Except for Michigan and Georgia, | would say all the rest of tis just hearsay,

19 wordof mouth. | mean, | have a lot of complaints about Dominion machines but none

20 of them that can be proved without examining the machine.

2 Q Understood. Do you believe that there was foreign interference, in that

22 there was some malign foreignactor that somehow infiltrated voting machines during the

23 2020 election?

2 A Ihave no have no proof of that except | was shown -- and this doesn't

25 suggest it was a foreign interference, but | was shown a number ofI guess there were
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1 email communications that went to Frankfurt, Germany, and someplace else.

2 Q Barcelona, Spain?

3 A Yeah, you're right, Barcelona, Spain. And |do recall that there was a real

4 effort totry to get the machine in Frankfurt, and, at one point, it was seized — people

5 thought it was seizedbythe FB, and it since disappeared.

6 Q Well, that turned out to be a false rumor, didn't it? That's something that

7 Representative Gohmert was pushing for a bit that servers had been seized in Germany?

8 A Well, I don't know about servers. That one is gone, that particular one. |

9 don'tknow about any other servers. But there are communications and you'd to ask

10 others to determine this, but there were communications between particularly Michigan

11 andFrankfurt, Germany.

2 Q  Atone point I'm sorry.

13 A Ihave totell you, when | lookat them, all can doi rely on the person

14 interpretingit for me because I'm not an expert on it

5 Q Understood.

16 A Butwhat| did see, numerous communications with a large, what they.

17 described is a large server in Frankfurt, Germany, and | think | saw many less

18 communicationsto one in Barcelona.

19 Q Anda some

20 A And I'm sure they're recoverable because they were on paper. Somebody

21 has them.

2 Q And, at some points after the election, you claimedpublicly that votes were

23 being counted in Germany or in Spain. Do you stil believe that to be the case?

2 A Iwas told that the purpose of that communication was through the

25 calculation of some of these votes in someof these States to be put into a super
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1 computer there and then sent back, and | was shown lines that suggested that. |don't

2 remember Barcelona. |think Barcelona was originally thought to be the one that was

3 involved in that, and it turned out to be Frankfurt, not Barcelona

4 Q Are you aware of efforts made by Sidney Powell to get Presidential authority

5 toseize voting machines based on a claim of foreign interference?

6 A Can just discuss thiswith Bob? This is a very sensitive - very sensitive

7 issue

8 Q Yes

° A ljust want to make sure I'm not violating attorney-client privilege.

10 a Okay.

u [Discussion off the record.]
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4 I want to explain this to you, first, to protect me, and, secondly, to try to convince

$ you that I'm not trying to keep information from you because of attorney-client privilege.

7 things and -- well, never mind.

8 | have a number of communications about that, what you asked me, that would

9 be privileged. But | have one set of communications that would probably encompass

10 ‘most of that that is not privileged, because there was a party or maybe two parties

13 Q |know the meeting of which you speak.

15 And so, yes, | had communications with Sidney Powell about what you're talking

16 about, not many, but some that | can't testify about that were attorney-client privileged.

18 the questions.

19 Q Well, let's talk about that, about that December 18th meeting, and there

2 A So you can get your rulingsor whatever. | would have to assert

23 the President's lawyer during the periodof time that | had the communications with her.

24 Q Okay.

25 A Technically, | don't know if she was part of our team or not, but she certainly
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1 washislawyer.

2 Q  Letme I want to push you alittle bit on that, because my understanding is

3 that she was not the President's lawyer, but | understand you're describing her as maybe

4 amemberofthe team

5 Was there a timeframe that you have in mind when you would consider her asa

6 member of the team?

7 A Probably the first 3 or4 weeks.

8 Q There's a Ill give you a point of reference. Therewas a statement, public

9 statement that you and Jenna Elis put out on November 22nd, essentially — well, making

10 clear that SidneyPowellwas not representing the President or the campaign and that she

11 wasonherown. I'm sure you know the statement I'm talking about.

2 A Absolutely do.

3 Q  Sofrom after that date of that statement, do you still feel constrained by the

14 privilege issues that you're describing?

15 A Yeah, because the President had his own relationship with her. And | can

16 tell you that from thedate that you - | didn't think she was a memberofourteam even

17 before that, effectively, but from the date that you're talking about she officially was not

18 amemberofour team. But! can't, unless | ask him to waive, | can't tell you whether

19 she was his attorneyor not.

1) Q Okay. Solet's start with the piece where it’s not problematicfor you. Are

21 we talking about the December 18th meeting where General Flynn, Patrick Byrne, and

22 others were at the White House with Ms. Powell?

2 A Wasn'tit later than September 18th? Wasn't it in December?

2 Q  Didlsay September? I'msorry. | meant December 1th.

2 A Maybe you said it and heard it wrong. | don't have the greatest hearing.
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1 December 18th i the meeting, because | remember it was before Christmas.

2 And think maybe the telephone -- maybe the thing that got methere is ~ 1 don't think it

3 sno. The President called me. |wasata restaurant.

a Q  Didthe President call you or did Eric Herschmann call you?

5 A Oh that's interesting. ~The President definitely called me.

s a okay.

7 A think also spoke to Eric. | don't remember in what order. Im pretty

8 sure Ericfirst, the President second.

° Q Okay. I'm definitely not going to ask you about your conversations with the

10 President, but you were alerted to the fact that a meeting was underway at the White

11 Housewhileyou were at dinner in Georgetown. Is that accurate?

2 A Yes. And think I mean, | think | cantell you | was also alerted to the fact

13 that they thought it would be they wanted my advice on the telephone

1 a okay.

15 A ona dispute they were having. And they started talking about things

16 that! didn't think should be talked about on the telephone. | said, I'm only a few miles

17 away, don't mind coming over. The President said, absolutely, come on over right

18 now. And recommended that they take a break fora ttle while so we could sort it

1 out

1) Sol went there. They were in different rooms, meaning | sort of describe it as

21 the Sidney Powell, General Fiynn, Pat Bye, somebody else they had with them group.
22 No, Phil Waldron | don't think was there.

2 Q Was Emily Newman?

2 A Idon't know her really that well. That could probably be the other person,

3 yes
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1 On the other side were Eric and Pat and at least two other people from the White

2 House Counsel's Office, I think. I'm not certain of that. The two that | focused on are

3 Ericand Pat

4 Q And by Pat, you mean Pat Cipollone, not Pat Philbin?

5 A Yes, Pat Cipollone, the counsel to the President. And my understanding - |

6 don't remember who took the leading role in explaining to mewhatwas going on, but

7 apparently they wanted the President to sign the — let's cal it the Powell group wanted

8 the President to sign a document - or maybe more than one -- but the principal one was

9 one that would allow seizure of the machines, and they weren't specifically clear about

10 who was going to seize them.

1 And then they started really, really fighting, you know, yelling and screaming.

12 Andtogettothe end result, Sidney said that she had affidavits, | believe it was 12, that

13 showed foreign involvementin the election that, therefore, wouldjustify the use of the

14 military. That was sort of the issue | was called in on.

15 And I said to them, | said, let me just be fair about this. I've had a very bad

16 experience with Sidney, because she started out as part of our team and she would make

17 allegations, then shewouldn'tgive us the basis for it. ~ Then our team would have to go

18 outand try to defend itas best we could. And then it would turn out to be exaggerated,

19 not necessarily false but unsupported.

0 And then when | would callher and tell her to come over and briefus, she would

21 tell me shedidn't trust my team, Jenna and Boris, because they leaked. And | said, well,

22 it's not really necessary for them to leak because you go on television and describe it

23 Sowhy the hell are you worried that somebody might leak it, you're going to be on

24 television before? But| can't operate like this. | can't operate with you going off

25 talking about krakens and all sorts of crazy shit. Excuse me.



1 And | said, you're going to have to come and brief me about anything you do

2 before you go on television. So she did it once. The briefing was useless. She

4 She wouldn't doit. So it was a terrible experience.

$ And | told the President that everytime | challenged her on something and | asked

7 different than what she was talking about.

8 So I'm startingoffwith that bias, | want everybody to know that. But I'm going

9 to read them and I'll come back and tell you what they say. | said, Sidney, are you okay

10 with that? | told you my bias. She said, goddamn right | am.

12 Q Is that your Sidney Powell imitation?

15 The Witness. Yeah, I'm not tall. 1don't have high enough heels, let's put it that

22 the public part of the residence, you know, the big -- the big parlor where you can have.

23 ‘meetings in the conference room.
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1 A Yes, exactly, the Yellow Oval Office. | always called it the upper.

2 And I'm not exactly sure where the Sidney group went. | think maybe the

3 Roosevelt Room. And stayed in the Cabinet Room -- which is kind of cool, | realy liked

4 that allby myself.

5 And I was handed a number of affidavits atleast 12. They weren't that lengthy,
6 butit still took about 45 minutes to go through them. And | came to a conclusion about

7 them. The conclusion I came to is she didn't have 12 sources. She basically had one

8 source that she found away of repeating 12 different times through other people.

9 And I called them back and I told the President - | don't remember my exact

10 language, it wasn't ice. It was I told him the conclusion, this is the same thing I've:

11 gone through with Sidney before. She tells me this, and thenthere'seither scant

12 support forit ~ and there was scant support for this, but nothing like would justify using

13 themiltary.

1a And 1 aid,| know, Mr. President, you are reluctant to use the military, but this -|

15 mean,this doesn't even come close. Plus, I think some of these affidavits could be seen

16 as,you know, false afidavits, because they're tricky. They're basically using the same

17 one piece of information, making it sound ike it comes from 12 people.

1 AndIthink either Eric or Pat said, that's what we've been telling him. ~ They were

19 surprised that | agreed with them, because very often | was more aggressive than they

20 were, although | have great respect for them. | mean, | recommended Pat for the job.

2 And |just felt we were in a somewhat different position. ~ They were representing
22 the institutional United States Government and | was representing a human being who

23 neededa very, very aggressive defense because there was a very aggressive, to put ita

24 nice way, a very aggressive pursuit of him. ~ But|respected them. And |respected

25 General Flynn, but he wasn'ta lawyer. And| had no idea about Pat Byrne.
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1 S01 told the President that he could not he couldn't possibly sign these. And|

2 said, this would be, number one, this may be theonly thing that | know of that you ever

3 did that could merit impeachment. You've been innocent up until now, why don't you

4 staythatway? And hesaid, well if you tell me that, no, | don't want to do it

5 And then at some point he said, let's allgo - I'm sorry. | can't remember if

6 delivered that opinion in the Oval Office or upstairs. We went upstairs, because the.

7 President wanted everybody to be now peaceful. But what happened was they all sat

8 downandhadadrink The President doesn't drink. He had Diet Coke. But the other

9 people had some wine or something or other. And a big fight started.

10 Mark Meadows was part of this also.

u Q So Mark Meadows came late to the meetings in the sameway that you did,

12 right? He was not there at the outset.

13 A Yes. He found out my conclusion and he came over. Thank God, he said.

14 Thank God. But he and Flynn got into a big fight about it or something, and it really

15 started to become really nasty. The President called me over, because | was the one

16 closest to him, and he says, throw them out and | don't want them back here again. And

17 then he called Mark over and he said the same thing, get them out of here.

18 And I said, they're going to try and come back and see you tomorrow and the next

19 dayand try to get you alone, because that's what theytry todo. ~ I'm not around,

20 Mark's not, they'll tryto get you alone. And the President said, don't worry, Mark will

21 take care of that. You just get rid of them.

2 Sol threw them out. | told them, | said, please leave.

23 Q Cal stop you there, Mr. Giuliani? |just want to back up on one thing you

24 just said before you finish the story. | know I'm interrupting.

2 But do you remember what Mr. Flynn and Mr. Meadows got into the fight about?
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1 Aldon. don't. Idont. |remember Mark saying, that's really unfair,

2 General, I supported you when only 12 people were supporting you, and| believed in you,
3 Istillbelieve inyou, but it's really unfair you're saying that

a 1 would have to guess at what it was. So don't you know, it was — sort of the

5 argument was I'm going to categorically describe it as you guys are not tough enough.

6 Ormaybe I'd putit anotherway, you're a bunch of pussies. Excuse theexpression, but

7 that's -I'm almost certain the wordwas used.

5 Andit was also sort ofa feeling, even you, meaning me, because | had a very close

9 relationshipwith Flynn, because Flynn worked on the 2016 election. | was with

10 President Trump 24 hours a day for 4 months ashistravel companion.

1 1also helped organize his debate preparation. And I worked with General Flynn

12 very, very well and felt and I felt really sorry for General Fiynn about what happened to

13 him, because he's a good man. But he was clearlyvery disappointed in me. And

14 Sidney had written meoff a long time ago.

15 So they were excluded. | think the one | delivered the message to was Byrne.

16 They were excluded and they did, asfar as | can tell from Mark, they did try to come back

17 two or three times,but they had put notices at the White House entrances that they

18 weren'ttobeallowedin. And it nevergotsigned.

19 Q Did youhear that they

1) A Andihave to tell you | mean, it's ll not privileged. | have to tell you, in

21 defense of my client, hewas ~ the reason he called me over and the reason he wanted

22 this was he was very, very concerned about the idea of using the military. It was not

23 something, by any means, that he was leading the charge on.

2 Q Do you remembera discussion while you were present about making Sidney

25 counsel Sidney Powell a special counsel? Apparently, that was discussed that night.
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1 I'm notsure if that was before you arrived or after you were there.

2 A can't imagine there was, because | probably would have gone crazy if I

3 heardthat. |would have said, you've got to be out of your mind.

4 Q Do you remember was there anything else - obviously

5 A Imsorry. There wasa discussion before | analyzed it about maybe she

6 could handle it as a special counsel all on her own and the White House wouldn't have to

7 beinvolved, some ridiculous thing like that. Inother words,i she did it she would do it

8 privately or it was - but she would have to have done it on behalf of the President, so |

9 don'tknow what difference that made.

10 Q 50 you don't ~ you weren't present for any sort of argument, disagreement,

11 conflagration over the Sidney Powell special counsel part? And Il give you a more

12 specific point there: With White House Counsel Cipollone or Herschmann becoming

13 very agitated and maybe even threatening to resign if that happened.

14 A No,no, they didn't. When I was there, no. | mean, I've read the books

15 aboutitand I've read the other accounts of it. And | know the part you're talking about,

16 and, no, | was not therefor that part of i

7 Q Okay. Did you say at any point during that meeting,either when you were

18 downstairs or up in the residence, that you had a different plan that you were working on

19 toget access to voting machines, specifically in Georgia, as opposed to the military plan

20 that was being proposed?

2 A We weretrying to use the civil process to get access to the machines. |

22 can't remember exactly where we wereatthat stage, but we had tried many different

23 waysto see if we could get the machines seized so that we could do an independent

24 evaluation. | can't remember exactly what the plan was then, but we had thought about

25 the Department of Homeland Security.
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1 Q Did you ever call I'm sorry, | was talking over you. | thought you had

2 finishedyour answer.

3 A Butit never went anywhere,

4 Q Did you ever call Mr. Cuccinelli and ask him whether the Department of

5 Homeland Security could seize machines?

6 A Yeah. Iguess|cananswerthat. Yes. And he told me --he actually

7 looked into it and called me back 2 days later and told me they couldn't. And | accepted

8 that.

9 Q Takea look at exhibit - let's pull up 29. And there are actually two emails

10 onthis. Welllookat 29 first.

1 And you're not, as faras | could tell - now, it's redacted ~but, as far as | can tell,

12 you're not copied on this, but then again, i's hard to tell with the redactions. But it did

13 gotoMr.Kerikand Ms. Friess from General Flynn.

14 And I'll represent toyouthat the attachment issimilar to if notidentical to the

15 documents that they were presenting to the President that night at the December 18th

16 meeting. You could see this is December 16th.

7 A Yeah. | mean, if this is the same document, | would - I had not seen that

18 document until saw itn the White House. And even if this was sent to me, | probably

19 wouldn't have read it.

0 Q Okay. Doyou remember having a discussion with Mr. Kerik or Ms. Fries

21 about something that General Flynn was up to or that he wanted some input on?

2 Mr. Costello. Are you talking about on December 16th?

23 The Witness. | mean, |can remember, without specifying the part, | can

24 rememberthe issue of the military coming up much earlier and constantly saying, will you

25 forgetaboutit, please? Justshutup. Youwanttogotojail? Just shutup. We're
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1 notusing the military.

2 I /d vas that a conversation with General Flynn or people within

3 yourteam?

a The Witness. Just people that would come up with the idea: Why don't we use

5 themitary? Because we don't use the military in the United States for domestic law

6 enforcement. Andvoter fraud would be domestic law enforcement. But what about if

7 aforeign nation did it? Well, prove it. Show me the proof.

8 IE Oo vou remember — and | have some documents | can show
9 you~ but do you remember after the December 18th meeting Mark Meadows asking

10 Sidney Powell to prove itif she had it and her sendinga seriesof emails with what she

11 claimed to be backup for this claim of foreign interference?

2 The Witness. Yeah, | do remember that, and thosewere just basically I think

13 sawthose. Those werebasically just rekindling

1a Mr. Costello. Rehashing.

15 The Witness. Yeah, rehashing of what we had seen before.

1 I +c thot Mark Meadows toldhertht he did't think that the
17 evidence that she was providing was sufficient to prove the point she was trying to make.

18 Do you recall that being conveyed on December 18th?

19 The Witness. | know that was Mark's position. ~ And | would also say that's the

20 difference between Mark and me. He would say it sn't sufficient. | would probably

21 saythat it's the stupidest thing | ever saw.

2 I5st document with respect to Sidney Powell. | want you to

23 takealookat exhibit 73. AndIthink this might relate to the questions | was asking you

24 about regarding your comments in that meeting about trying to get access to voting

25 machines in Georgia
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2 Mr. Costello. No, it's not up.

5 A ore second
s I
< Q Okay, scroll down to the middle email. It's the Tuesday, December --

7 Q  Sothat one right there. We can stop right there.

8 This is from Sidney Powell. It's notclear that it's to you unless we go up to the

9 top, we can sort of see the parties that are in the later email.

10 So it looks like it's to you, Mark Meadows, and Molly Michael.

12 A Yes. Yes, absolutely.

13 Q  Sothisis -- the second in the chain is what's up there,but just before that, a

15 A Thisis after the meeting.

16 Mr. Costello. This is after the meeting, right?

18 Q  Afew days after the meeting. And you can see what she says there.

2a funding. Georgia machine access promised in meeting Friday night to happen Sunday

23 Does that suggest, refresh your recollection that you had said at the Friday night

24 ‘meeting December 18th that there was going to be Georgia machine access on Sunday?
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1 were —- that we're negotiating with one of the boards for access to some of the machines.

2 The answer is, it could be. I'm not sure. Let me read it again.

3 Q All she says is, “Georgia machine access promised in meeting Friday night to
4 happen Sunday has not come through." So no explanation as to what was

$ actually- how it was supposed to happen or -- | was thinking that might prompt a

6 memoryforyou.
7 A Itdoesn't. Itdoesn't. Itdoesn't. But,| mean, we did --| mean, the only

8 thing that it does do is we did try to get access to Georgia machines with limited success.

9 By that timethis was -- that was over. That was in the past.

10 Q Okay. My last -- going back to that December 18th meeting, we'll wrap

11 thatup, do you know - our records or evidence we've seen suggests that you left maybe
12 shortly after midnight.

13 Does that sound about right, are you able to even remember that far back, that

14 you'left the White House shortly after midnight on that December 18th meeting?
15 A Yeah, | can't tell you, really. Thatwas —if you told me 2 o'clock or 11

16 o'clock, I'd tell you. It was -- yeah, | thought maybe it was a little later than that, but

7 olay.
18 Q  Fairenough. Fair enough. Do you remember if you were among the last

19 people there, or when you left were someofthis crew that you were talking about still

20 meeting with the President?

n Mr. Costello, Marc, when you say some of the crew, you're excluding Powell and
22 Flynn and those people?
5 oy wir JE
24 Q Any of those people.

2s So you talked about Pat Cipollone, Mark Meadows, Herschmann. ~ Were any of
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1 those people still left behind?

2 A The Powell group I'm pretty sure was gone by then. They were thrown out.

3 And, no, | can't be sure if | was the last or Pat and Eric were still around, but they would

4 have been the only ones that would have still been around.

5 I tend tothink | was the last one to leave, because | think|may have talked to.

6 them down my son came to pick me up, and | think | talked to one of them downstairs,

7 eitherEricorPat. |think theywerewaitingfor their car.

8 Q Do you recallanydiscussion before you left

9 A Imnotsure.

10 Q Okay. Before you left, do you recall anydiscussion about other issues

11 besides the voting machine seizure issue that you've been talking about and

12 discussing- well, that you've talked about with us -- and maybe the Sidney Powell special

13 counsel piece? Were any other issues discussed among the group that were convened

14 atthe residence that evening?

15 A Ifthey were, they sort of got drowned out by the sortof drama of military

16 involvement. And that really sort of dominated the whole thing.

7 After Sidney left, there may have been a follow-up discussion with the President

18 and me and Eric, but that would be privileged.

19 Q Okay. Sol'm going to ask you the question anyway. Do you remember

20 whether there wasanydiscussion about the joint session of Congress on January 6th at

21 any point that night before you left?

2 A Well, let me stick with the -- let me thinkof the whole night first. | can't

23 recallit. But I'm going to tell you, it could be that other issues, you know, were like

24 footnotes and they sort of fell away, because that was and it got so heated.

2 And, apparently, it had been very heated before | got there, because one of the
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1 reasons couldn't give him any advice on the phone, | couldn't understand what they

2 weresaying. And they were and it was one thing for Sidney and the general to be

3 screaming. |don't think |ever heard Pat scream in my life

a Q  Untilthen?

s A When heard Pat screaming,| said, my God, | don't know what's are they

6 goingto start fighting?

7 Q Shortly after you left midnight or after. You say it might have even been

8 alittle bit laterthan that. At 1:45 that morning, so wellintothe night, President Trump

9 tweeted about the January 6th protest for the firs time and encouraged people to come

10 toWashington. Was that something that was discussed at the meeting?

1 A Notthat I remember. | don't remember any - to be truthful with you,

12 don't remember much discussion about January 6th at al, except invitations, to speak of

13 that Iwas first invited, then uninvited, then invited. ~ But | don't remember - there

14 certainly wasn'ta discussion during the nonprivileged portion. And | don't mind saying

15 I'm almost certain there was no discussion during the -- | mean, during the privileged.

16 Whyleave that hanging? There was no discussion of January 6th that | can recall.

7 a Okay.

18 rj Mr. Giuliani, when did you find out you were going to be speaking

19 onJanuary6thatthe Ellipse?

2 The Witness. ~ Originally, about a week before | was told never spoke to the

21 people that were doing it | was told that | was invited to speak on January Sth about the

2 whole thing.

2 Mr. Costello, Sth, not 6th?

x The Witness. ~The Sth, right. ~ There was a ally on the Sth, would speak. ~ And

25 theyhada time. said, yes, sure, Ill speak. Let me talk to the President, see if he
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1 wantsmeto. always would get permission from him.

2 Then for some reason, ether| couldn't speak on the Sth because | was tied up in

3 meetings or they decided they didn't want me on the Sth, but at some point | was told |

4 didn't have to speak on the Sth, but they may want me to introduce the President on the

5 6th

6 And then | was told the President was going to speak himself on the 6th, would |

7 just come, to which |said, of course, Il come, but don't make it too long, because I'm

8 reallybusy. Thatwasn't to the President, that was to the secretary.

9 1recall that the night before I got a call from Mark, who asked meif | would speak

10 the next daywith Professor Eastman together to explain that there is a legitimate legal

11 argument thatis supported by some case law and certainly by a great deal of academic

12 discussion and law review articles and that sort of thing and precedent forwhat for the

13 Vice President exercising discretion and sending the vote back for a short period so the

14 State legislature can be assured that the vote is correct.

15 And there might have been some discussion also of the unconstitutionality or the

16 arguments of unconstitutionalityregarding the Election Control Act of 1877.

7 And Mark said, | would like you to go with the professor because sometimes

18 people don't sort of get the legal argument from the professor. Maybe you can put

19 some of the facts in or you can put itn a ~ and | said, you know, |actuallydisagree with

20 youabout the professor. | think for a guy of his academic standing, he'srather good at

21 explaining things, 50 | don't think you really need me.

2 He said, no, no, |think the President wants you to go there and just make -- and,

23 frankly, Mark doesn't do this and he's alittle nervous. Not Mark, the professor. | seem

24 torecall that was the night before.

2 Maria Ryan, who acted really as my chief assistant at that point and she was my
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3 business partner, recalls that t was the ext morning, twas th ast minute, and ha
2 was so late | didn't even have any notes, but that it was essentially the same

3 conversation togowith Professor Easiman. And that's what dd
. ovrJ
5 Q Okay. And so Mr. Meadows asked you to speakwith Professor Eastman on

6 tesmaryeheven lsthtright
7 A Itwas Mark that called me and asked me todo it. It may be that in

8 between those conversations | talked to the President. | don't really -- that | wouldn't

9 be able to describe anyway. But I'm certain it was Mark that called me and asked me to

0 speak
u Q Would Mr Meadows have don that without he President's blessing, 00
ue
13 A No, | don't mind --|mean, he told me the President wanted me to do it.

16 When vid to get ut of tn the sense of | id realy ry toget oto t.actualy
15 disagreed with him about Professor Eastman.

16 | always found Professor Eastman to be -- you know, there are lawyers that talk

17 lowyer and there are lawrs tat alk Engi, that what he was ying tll mes hat
18 Professor Eastman talks lawyer and nobody will understand him and maybe you have to

1 opin
» And dissed with him. 1 hought Eastman was recy dar arate, because
21 he had briefed a lot of different people. | heard him do it, and it was very

2 understandable to hem.
23 Q Andis it your understanding that Mr. Meadows and the President wanted

28 you to specifcl discuss Profesor Eatmas des tht th Vice President hada ole fo
2 playinthe ont session?
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1 A He wanted people to know that there was a legal argument that could

2 support sending the requested electoral votes back to the State legislature even at this

3 late date, based on the unconstitutionality of the Electoral Count Act, the plenary power

4 of the State legislature, the language in the early the McPherson case that says a State

5 legislature can take its power back at any time it wants.

s 1 mean, there are a whole group of legal arguments that were certainly legitimate

7 legal arguments that you could disagree with, but you could also argue in favor of then.

8 Q Were you aware that before January 6th the Vice President hadtold the

9 President that he was not going to play a role in the joint session other than to just count

10 votes?

n AI don't I would not be able to answer that. That would be privileged.

12 That would be a communication from the President to me.

3 Q  Atthe time you spoke on the Elipse, the Vice President’ letter had not

14 comeoutyet. And the letter I'm referring toi the one where he released around 1

15 pam. that day saying that hewas not going to take an active role in the joint session, that

16 his job was to count votes. Is that right?

FY A Idon't remember the timing of my speech and his letter.

18 Q Other than just general topics that Mr. Meadows and the President wanted

19 youto present at the speech on the Elipse, did you work on your remarks with anybody
0 specifically?

2 A No, no, it really was off the cuff, because either | found out | was going to

22 speak the night before late or early that morning. ~ And | was probably too tired to write

23 anything. Sol just spoke.

2 1 seem to think | had a litle piece of paper with a ttle outline, but I'm told by two

25 people | checked with ~ maybe | shouldn't have done it~ about my recollection that
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1 didn't have any notes.

2 Q Did you have any role in crafting or editing the President's remarks for his

3 speech on the Ellipse?

a A Ididnot.

5 Q Tellus about the morning. Where did you cometothe Ellipse from? Did

6 you goto the White House first?

7 A No. came directly from the Willard Hotel.

8 Q How long had you been at the Willard at that point?

9 A Oh, 1 wouldsay about -- we had been - our original headquarters was the

10 Mandarin Oriental, and that's where we set up our office. AndEENnd

11 went tothe hospital and came back, they treated me like ~ they wouldn't even deliver

12 food tomyroom

13 So we switched over to the Willard. It wasa little more willing to

1 Mr. Costello, Humane.

15 The Witness. A litle more willing to be humane toa poor,aed

« Hl
7 And so | think we went -- we went there before Christmas. That's for sure. But

18 we were there about 4 weeks. And we had about five or six, maybe seven rooms, six

19 rooms, seven rooms. One was a conference room and the other were bedrooms, and

20 one roomwas a meeting room.

2 oy

2 Q Andjust for my understanding, so you went from the Willard to the Ellipse to

23 givethe speech. And then where did you go after you were finished with the speech?

2 A Rightback to the Willard. 1--

2s Q  Didyou stay oh, go ahead. Sorry.
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1 A Okay. No,goahead. Please ask me.

2 Q Did you stay for the President's speech?

3 A Idid. stayed for the President's speech. | hada group of people with me

4 thatall wanted to come and they all wanted to be in the first two rows, people that

5 worked both in my team and from the White House that we had been in communication

6 with, maybe even from Navarro's office.

7 They all wanted -- because they had done so much work, they wanted to get up

8 close. Maybe they could geta picture. And | don't know how | got involved in it or if

9 one of mystaffdid or Maria, but we got them really nice seats in the front.

10 And | gave my speech with Eastman. There then was a big delay. Some other

11 speeches were given. The President's speech wasn't really until about an hour after

12 spoke, maybe more, | don't remember, but it seemed like it was quite some time.

13 It was freezing, and by the time the President got up to speak al these people that

14 went through hell to get them tickets wanted to leave in the middle of the President's

15 speech. Andlsaid, well, you're sitting in the front, you can't do that. It could be

16 embarrassing

1” But most of them were young women and they were freezing, so| let them leave.

18 I describe it like "Sound of Music." You remember when the Trapp family leaves and

19 theygooutoneatatime. | letone go, and then let the other go, and then|tried to

20 get somebodytofillin.

2 So I was there right upuntil the end of the speech, probably getting ready to run

22 out. I'mnoteven sure shook hands with him after the speech. | may have. But|

23 wasalso freezing. And knew we were going to have to walk a long way, because in

24 order to get backto the Willard we had to go to a car, but the carwas like halfa mile

25 away.
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1 So we had to walk along way to get to the car. And then it took us about a half

2 hour to get back to the Willard, becausewe almost drove into Virginia in order to get

3 backtothe Willard.

a And then | was ensconced in the Willard for the rest of the day, and | don't think|

5 leftuntil took a walk at night or I don't ~ I'm not sure if| went out to dinner or not.

6 Q Did you see the President at all that day, either before or after he delivered

7 his speech on the Ellipse?

5 A Idon't 1 mean, looked at the telephone log you sent me which is very

9 confusing, by the way — but it does seem to show that talked to him on the phone late in

10 the day, late in the evening. | don't recall going to the White House that day.

1 Q Do you rememberbeing in the tent?

2 A If1 did goto the White House, it would have been very late at night, but

13 that's not--I don't thinksso. There would be a record of itif did.

1a Q Okay. Doyou remember going to the tent where the President was

15 offstage or backstage?

16 A Yeah,a couple of times. Sure. |went to the tent a couple of times,

FY Q Did you speak with the President in the tent?

1 A Probably. But just general conversation, not — and, of course, it would

19 be that would be privileged too. But it wasn't ~ it was nothing substantive.

1) Q You also mentioned a number of people who were sitting with

2 A So maybe it wasn't privileged, because there were people all around. |

2 don'tknow. I~

2 Q  Butyou don't ~ I'm sorry.

2 A Ithink] told him don't - don't - | might have said something like don't get

25 disconcerted when you don't get much applause. So he said, why? | said, because
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1 theyallhavetheirgloveson.

2 Q  Gotit. And who did you come over to the Ellipse with from the Willard?

3 Yousaida numberofpeople camewith you.

4 A Yeah. Well, Maria Ryan, Christina Bobb, Christianne Allen, | think Boris,

5 Boris Epshteyn. I'm not sure about Boris or am I? | think | have apicturewith him.

6 Q Howabout Mr. Kerik?

7 A Mr. Kerik| don't think was in town. I'm pretty certain.

8 Q I understand that he came back early that morning and then may have gone

9 with you to the Ellipse, if I'm not mistaken.

10 A Ohdidhe? Didhe? Okay. Idon'tremember. |don'tremember. |

11 have some picturesof it. It seemed to me | - mean, | got ticketsfor about 12 people

12 andi went over with maybe 4 or 5. Maybe Bernie was one of them. | could ask.

13 Q Wereyouthere with Mr. Bannon?

1a A No,Idon't think so.

5 Q Howabout GeneralFlynn, washetherewithyou?

16 A No, not that | know. Not with me,

uv Q RogerStone?

18 AI don't remember seeing -- Roger Stone?

19 Q Correct.

20 A Noir.

2 Q Hewasn't with you?

2 A He didn'tcomeoverwithme and |didn'tsee him there.

23 a okay.

2 A I can remember seeing Sebastian Gorka,| think Mike Huckabee, a couple of

25 newly elected Congresswomen.
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1 IOxy. Mr. Galan, want to back up alte bi, on the same day,
2 though, and talk a little bit about the morning.

3 You have the call log. Was thre something about it that you thought was
a confusing? | want to try and clarify for you, if | can, before I start asking you questions.

5 Mr. Costello. Did you print it out?

. The Witness. | did print tout, but | don't know where | put i,
7 Let me tell you what. | didn't understand if | talked to these people or | didn't,

8 because there were -- and a numberofthose phone numbers, one of them is Maria

9 Ryan's. It's not mine.

1 o
u Q Yes. Let me walk through with you so we can get onthe same page, and |
12 want to clarify.

13 A Yeah, you've gotit. Iseeitnow. You've gotit there.

1 Q Sofirstlet me show - Il explain tht seizure time and elapsed time, my
15 understanding is that the seizure time may reflect the time that like, say, the phone is

16 ringing, and the elapsed time is the actual time that you're connected to the person that

17 you'retryingto reach. So--

18 A What happens if you reach a secretary?

19 Q Well, that would

2 A Does that go into elapsed time or seizure time?

2 Wr. Costello, That's lapsed
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1

2 o[I
3 Q Yesyes
. A That'selapsedtime?
s Q sure, if you're talking to someone on the phone.
. And in terms of the numbers, what we have inhighlightsare numbers that are
7 either one of your phones or that the [Jl] number, that s 1 know Maria Ryan's phone, but

8 lunderstand that you may have used that phone from time to time.
5 A Yeah, but very rarely, where her name has come up. Like, | don't
10 remember Virginia Taylor. That does not ring a bell.
1 Q Yeh
2 A mean, Il tell you who | don't know or can't remember.
3 Q Well, let me — buts it far tosaythatyou did use - 'mgoing tocal i the
1a [rember icyou use thet phone fom time time for yourov cals?
15 Mr. Costello, That's Maria Ryan's
16 The Witness, Yeah, did, but rarely.

7 o
1 Q And this isn't reflected on the chart that you have, but we've looked at the
19 phone records for that number, and there are alot of cals with Boris Epshteyn, for
20 example, more than 50 calls just in the first week of January of 2021.
n Does that suggest thatthat would be you making those call, or would Ms. Ryan
22 have been or Dr. Ryan have been calling Mr. Epshteyn?
5 A She had a closerelationshipwith Boris also.
2 Q Okay. There are approximately0 cals with the White House. Would
25 you expect that if there are calls with the White House from that number, that would be
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1 youorher?
2 A Well, it could be her trying to arrange — it could be her, because she would

3 dothe arrangements. Will the car be letin? Who's nthe car? How many different
4 people? Things like that. Or, for example, the people that we got up front, some of

$ them came from the White House. She would have called there and talked to them.

s Q Okay. Thats helpful
7 Dozens of calls from that number to Mr. Bannon. Would that --

8 A Yes. She produces my show. She also does a show with me every

9 Sunday, "Uncovering the Truth." So she has her own relationship with Steve.

10 Q Okay. Andon the 6th itself, there were calls from that number to, for

11 example,Jim ordan. Doyou think that'sprobablyyou makingthat cal?
12 A Oh, that's probably me askingher to trytoget him for me.

13 Q Okay. And the same with John Eastman?

1 A could be ether. She was fairy close to ohn also.
15 Q Okay. And Katherine Friess, Molly Michael, same answer, | assume?

16 A Molly Michael, couldverywell beherjust tryingtoget throughto the

7 Presidentforme. KatherineFriess couldbe etheroneofus. Shewould occasionally
18 go to dinner with Katherine for a girls night out or something.

19 Q Okay. Sothat's helpful. Sothat's the -- those are, for the most part, in

n goansmssrartwitoenefllll 1eintto olor cate sows canes sos which
2a numbers are being used.

2 But the green and the pink and the blue on this char, those are your phones,
23 correct?

2 a toll ves. The [llves. And, on, yeah, yeanJI 1 recat those here.

25 1 think all those are now in the possession of the FBI.
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1 Q Buin this timeframe, in January of 2021, were you carrying three different

2 phones?

3 A guess. |thought it was two, but it looks like it was three.

a a okay.

5 A Ihadagood phone -

6 Mr. Costello. Hold on one second.

7 The Witness. Am | wrong?

5 Mr. Costello. Didyousay a[ilinumber?
9 we.[I ves, ves

10 Mr. Costello, 1 don't think - Rudy now has Jinumber, but rm looking up ail
11 thenumbers that | have for him, and | don't think he got that[Jl number until after the

12 seiaure.

13 The Witness. ~ Absolutely.

1a Mr. Costello, Which would have been April of what year, 21? Yeah, April of

152

16 So yeah, he didn't have - he would not have hadthe[Jf] number that you have

17 there. That's not his number.

18 mel Okay. So the calls -- and there are only a few on there, that

19 would - those are probably not from Mr. Giuliani to Bob Costa and Peter Stone.

1) Mr. Costello. Yeah. don't know whose number thats. But hang on, let me

21 just double-checkthis

2 The Witness. | mean, | actually assumed that that was a call with Bob Costa,

23 because he's one of the few reporters that | don't mind talking to.

2 Mr. Costello. The sports guy?

2 The Witness. No, that's Bob Costa with The New York -- Washington Post.
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1 I don't know the other guy, Peter Stone, or at least it doesn't ringa bell.

2 ey mr. [I

3 Q Okay. Solet's just focusonthe other call. It looks asif —well, I suppose

a the early calls in the morning to Mr. Bannon and Mr. Epshteyn appear to all be from the

5 [J number, and youthink that's likely Dr. Ryan.

5 A Yeah. I mean, itlooks ike | got two calls in the morning. No, that was to

7 Maria. Yeah. Those would be | mean, | don't know what those would be for. They

8 could be for me or they could be for her.

9 Q Okay. Iwanttofocuson --

10 A They all seem to be relatively short.

1 Q Yeah

12 A Maybe they didn't even reach each other. | don't know.

13 Q Right. Solwant to focus onthe 8:29 a.m. call. You see it's for 6 minutes.

14 And thats from one of your phones to Mr. Bannon. Do you see that?

15 A 82910 Steve Bannon. Yes, yes.

16 Q Do you have any recollection or sense of what you might have been talking

17 toMr. Bannon about on the morningof the 6th? And it looks like there was a call

18 maybe a minute -- a very shortcall just before that, if we look up 8:22.

19 A Idon't know what it was about. | mean, | would be guessing at what it was

20 about. Didlgo on his show that day?

21 Q  Idon'tknow. |don'tknow.

2 Okay. There's a call to the White House at 8:42. Do you know if you

23 spoke -- without talking about the substance of the call -do you know if that was a call to

26 the President?

25 A Idon't knowif that was to the Presidentor to Mark or my son Andrew.
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1 Q Okay. Itlooks ike you spoke to Mark Meadows at 8:38, and you spoke to

2 your son at 8:42, and then there's a call to the White House at 8:42.

3 Does that suggest to you that that was a call with the President?

4 A Without being definitive about it, that would be logical.

5 Q And then you had calls with Mr. Bannon, a short call before thatcallwith the

6 President, and a 6-minute callafterthe callwiththe President.

7 Do you know if the calls to Mr. Bannon had anything to do withyourdiscussion

8 with the President?

° Aldon. Idon'tknow. Idoubtit. Ifiwas going to talk to him about what

10 the President was

u Q I'm going to tell you -- I'm going to share a bit of information with you and

12 then maybe it will inform or you can tell us whether you spoke to Mr. Bannon about that.

13 Shortly afteryourcall with Mr. Bannon, the President called Vice President Pence.

14 We know that from White House call records. Was your call

15 A I'm sorry, when was it?

16 Q Within 10 minutes ofyourcall with Mr. Bannon --

1” A Which one, the 2-minute call or the 6-minute call?

18 Q The minute call

19 A Okay.

20 Q The President called the Vice President. ~ And I'm wondering if that

21 refreshes your recollection that perhapsyour call with Mr. Bannon had somethingto do

22 with the President's interactions with the Vice President and what was going to happen in

23 the joint session of Congress.

2 A Idon't--Imean, | just don't know.

2 Q Okay. Abouta half an hour after all that, at 9:30, you got a call from -- I'm
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1 sory, you called Eric Herschmann. Do you remember what you were calling him about

2 that morning?

3 A I would be guessing. Firstofall, I'm sure it would be privileged. And |

4 would be guessing. | would be guessing what it was for, purely guessing.

5 Q Okay. Did you talk to Mr. Herschmann that morning about John Eastman's

6 view that the Vice President could simply refuse to count certain electoral votes?

7 A Again, | would have to take the privilege on that.

8 Q And that Mr. Herschmann shared with you in a phone call that he didn't

9 think that was possible and that you expressed views to him as to whether that would be

10 appropriate or legal?

u A What, thathe could - what you're saying isthathe couldsend the vote

12 back?

13 Q That he could simply refuse to count certain electoral votes. Did you

14 discuss that possibility or that theory with —that Dr. Eastman had that theory, did you

15 discuss it with Mr. Herschmann that morningat 9:30?

16 A I don't - again, | would have to take the privilege.

1” Basically, I'll tell you my theory. Mytheorywas that he did have enough

18 discretion, based on the things we've talked about, to comply with the request of a

19 number of legislators who were in doubt about the accuracy of the number given to the

20 Congress or the electoral college, and that he could return that to the State legislatures,

21 but that the decisions would have to be made by the State legislatures.

2 Because | was very much and still am convinced that the Framers of the

23 Constitution wanted this worked outby the body closest tothe people as best we could,

24 and that the Constitution was prettyclear that it should go -if the State legislature's in

25 doubt and there's sill some time, the Vice President would have had the discretion to
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1 senditbacktothem. I didn't think he could change anything,if that's what you're

2 askingme.

3 Q  Solet me - maybe the best way to get through this is, areyougoing to

4 assert

5 A I'm telling you now my thinking. | can't tell you that's what talked to ric

6 about,

7 Q Right, because - and that's what | want to clarify.

8 A I'm giving you what my legal position is so that you don't think it is exactly

9 the same as the professor's, although | think the professor is entitled to his opinion and

10 there's nothing criminal about it.

u Q Did Mr. Herschmann ever tell you that he thought there might be something

12 criminal about what Dr. Eastman was proposing?

13 A Oh, mygoodness. Nobody ever said that to me. And if anybody ever said

14 ittome, | would have stopped him from doing it.

5 Q Did

16 A You have no idea how | react to the word "criminal."

uv Q Did let measkyouthis. Are yougoing to assert privilege with respect to

18 any of the phone calls that are listed here onthis chart with either Mr. Herschmann, Mr.

19 Meadows,or the White Houseon January6th?

20 A Ithinkl have to, yes.

2 a Okay.

2 A And partofthe problem is I'm not sure | know the substance of them. ~ So if

23 you see White House, right, | could be talking to a secretary thereor a public relations

24 person orl could be talking to the President. 1 just don't know.

2 Q Well, do you think -- maybe here's a way to approach this without interfering
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1 with your privilege assertion.

2 Would you be able to tell us whether you had any phone conversations with the

3 President on the afternoonof January 6th, without disclosing the substance,whether any.

4 of these phone calls that we see in the chart reflect conversationswith the President?
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.
2 [6:11 p.m]

4 three times that day. Most of it was at the end of the day, after it was all over.

$ Because --| may have had a call with him earlier, just talking --talkingto him, but I'm not

7 that probably is not privileged in which | told him that was a very good speech. And

8 he -- and -- and we had a conversation about it being freezing.

9 Mr. Costello. [EM can interrupt?

12 Mr. Costello. Can we go off the record 1 minute?

3 BE ve: Weareoff the record.

16 Q Mr. Giuliani, you did have -- there are two calls in fairly close succession with

18 for8 minutes. And | will represent to you that -- that there -- that there's reporting that

19 there was violence at the Capitol, sort of in the timeframe of those calls. Were you

20 aware of the -- the violence at the Capitol in that timeframe, late 1:30 to 2 o'clock?

23 Q What do you meanby that?



2 until much later in the day.

4 don't know if those were calls about —- first of all, | don't know if they were the President.

$ And if | did talk to him about it, it would have been about a very different kind of situa -- a

7 didn't know it was a disaster until late that afternoon when | finally -- when | put the

8 television on. And also when | got a copy of --

9 Mr. Costello. Sullivan.

10 The Witness. -- Sullivan's -- of Sullivan's video, which | got veryquickly. |

12 Mr. Costello. Tell him who Sullivan is.

13 The Witness. Oh, John Sullivan is the antifa-associated guy who filmed the

16 Q How did you first learning that there were as you called them issues at the

18 A Idon't remember how | first learned. It sort of developed during the day.

19 You know, there were problems, then more problems, and I'm paying attention to other

20 things, notthat. And then at some point, | find out it's really bad. And then | put on

2a the television and | realize it's -- what it was. It sort of emerged, it emergedduring the

23 Q Earlierinthe

24 A If weretalking to the President at those hourswhen itfirst began,even if |

25 knew there was some disturbance, it would have been more in the nature of some
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1 disturbance as opposed to what eventually transpired.

2 Q Were you watchingTVat The Willard in the mid ~ in the early- to

3 midafternoon?

4 A Iwasnot. Iwas Iwaswrite | was writing something,

5 You know what would be helpful, to find outif did? Can you show me the

6 telephone logs again?

7 Q Yeah

8 A Around the - around the 2 to 4 o'clock time.

9 Q  Let'sbringitup. And I'm going to ask you about one particular call at 2:22.

10 A Well, that answers--no,it doesn't. At2:22

1 Q Did you call Josh Hawley that aftermoon?

2 A Yeah. Now, don't-Imean, I-Ithinkl called him to thankhim, because

13 he was the fist one that supported us a couple days earlier. And | had played phone tag

14 with him afew times about that. But | don't think | got through to him. | think that

15 1:53 reflects waiting on the phone for him. But I'm trying to look at another time here.

1 12-

7 Q  IfI can stayon that call with Senator Hawleyfor a second.

18 A Yeah

19 Q  Itlooks ike you-you were on a call for2 minutes - close to 2 minutes with

20 himat2:22. And lll represent to you that by 2:22, the Capitol had been breached, and

21 Vice President Pence had been removed from the House Chamber. And do you recall

22 talking to Mr. — Senator Hawley about that?

23 A donot. don't recall talking to Senator Hawley.

2 Q Okay. Was there a call that you were looking for in order to sort of --

2 A Yeah, yeah, I'm trying to [inaudible]. Yeah. 1 probably didn't do -- that
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1 day-okay. Yesh,okay.

2 S01 don't know what the conversation with Josh Hawley, if there was one. But

3 seriously doubt that at 1:53 | had knowledge of the full dimension of what was going on.

4 Q Okay. Well just to be clear, the calls at 2:22, and the duration of it was

5 1:53, but understandyour answer.

6 You had several calls

7 A Oh,yeah. I'm sorry, yeah, yeah.

8 Q  That'sokay. You had several calls in that same timeframe between 12:30

9 and, say, 2 o'clock with Phil Waldron. Do you remember what you were talking with

10 Mr. Waldron about that aftermoon?

1 A don't. Idon't think it would be that subject. It would be one of the

12 things we were working on, which would be privileged.

13 Q What what were still what work remained to be done on sort of the

14 investigative side of things on January 6th?

15 A There wasa there were two things. Well first of al, he was still trying to

16 get access to machines, particularly in Georgia. And there was a - there was a situation

17 outside of Georgia where an ATF agent found a group of ballots that were being burned.

18 And Phil was trying to get the U.S. Attorney in Atlanta to stop it so they could be

19 examined. Itwasa group of - group of Dominion ballots. The ATA - the ATF agent on

20 his own stopped them from burning it. And Phil was notified by the agent. And Phil

21 was trying to get him help from the Justice Department. They eventually burned all

22 those ballots. And Phil retained some -- some parts of them. But there was a whole

23 issue witha group of ballots being burned, which is not inconsistent with what happened

24 in Michigan where they destroyed a lot of records, which,by the way, is a Federal felony.

2 Q so-
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1 A Sol'mjust 1 don't know that that was the conversation with Phil. And

2 again, that would be privileged, but that was the topic going on then. And seeing

3 Katherine Friess in the middle of i, because they worked together, sort of suggests

4 somethingsimilar. Or that was a conversation with Maria.

s Q Okay. Okay. I-bySolclockin the evening, you were aware of the - of

6 the violence at the Capitol?

7 A I would imagine by 5 o'clock | was aware of it, sure. ~ Probably by 4:00, 5:00,

8 400,0r5:00, in that vicinity, | meanof the magnitude of it.

° Q And you have a call from the President at 5:07for close to 12 minutes. |

10 assume you're not you're going to assert privilege with respect to that call?

n A Could I see that again? Whereis that? What time was that?

2 Q  Youhave toscroll down. Itis 17:07. 17:07 isthe time. Soit's 5:07

13 eastern time.

1a A Yeah, yeah. I-Idont--again, | would make first of al, | have to assert

15 the privilege and | would have to make assumptions about what that was about.

16 Q Okay. Soafter that call, you had two relatively short calls with Boris

17 Epshteyn. You asserted the privilege on those | assume?

1 A Well, yeah. Butisn't one of those with Mar ~ aren't two of those with

19 Maria?

2 Q Imsorry, theyarewith Maria 41457

2 A He's probably - I'm going to tell you. He's probably trying to get me, then

22 hefinally gets me and we have a 13-minute call, yeah.

2 Q Andare you going to will you tell us what's ~ what that call was about with

24 the 13-minute call?

2 A ll have to assert the privilege with that
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1 Q Okay. Rightafter the call, right after you hung up that call, there was a

2 series of calls with United States Senators. Was that something that you discussed with

3 Mr. Epshteynor the President on that 5:07 call?

4 A Well, I can'tdiscussthe call. Except | cantell ~I don't mindtelling you |

5 don't | don't remember exactly why | made those calls to Marsha and to Mike.

6 Q Well, can you tell us what you -- why you called Senator Blackburn?

7 A No.

8 Q Because it's privileged?

° A I know her, but | don't know why | called her. I mean. Was she hurt or

10 something or | don't know why| called. | couldn't have called her fora briefing,

11 otherwise it would have been longer than a 2-minute conversation,

2 Q Okay. Well the call to -the next call, the one to Mike Lee is one that |

13 thinkan audio of that an recording ofa message you left has been publicly

14 released publicly released. I'm sure recallit. It's the one where you weretrying to

15 reach Senator Tuberville and you called Senator Lee's number by mistake. Do you

16 remember that?

1” A I've heard it, but|don't rememberit.

18 Q Okay. But you've heard that voicemail message that's been in the media,

19 right?

20 A Yeah,Isawit. Isawitwritten out, yeah.

2 Q And that message was trying to convince Senator Tuberville to take some

22 measures to slow things down and — and delay the certification of the electoral votes.

23 Isn't that right?

2 A I don't recall that, but if that's what it says, it says it.

2 Q Well, do you remember calling Senators and asking them to slow things
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1 down, or just somehow delay the certification of the electoral vote on the night of

2 January 6th?
3 A Imean,|have to take the privilege on th.

a Q What's the privilege you're asserting there?

s A I'm obviously acting on behalf ofmy client.
5 Q You were leaving messages or having phone calls with United States

7 Senators about the joint session of Congress. How could that possibly be privileged

8 conversation?
5 A Because the conversation is about the theory of the case, and my.
10 representation of the client. But I can tell you| don't recall | don't recall | don't
11 recall those conversations.

2 Q Do you recall where you got the phone number for Senator Tuberville that

13 you called at — well, you were trying to reach Senator Tuberville at 7:02. Do you know
14 howyou got that number, theJf number?

15 A Somebody on my staff probably
16 Q Could it have been from the President?
w A Idoubtit, Couldithave been? Yes, but | doubtit

1s Q Whatif told you that the President himself had called that same number

19 earlierin the day looking for Senator Tubervlle and spoke to Mike Lee. ~ Does that help
20 to refresh your recollection as to where you got the number?

n Mr. Costello, He made the same mistake?
2 IE Ve! thot he had that ~ ys, he made the if you want ys, he'd

23 made the same mistake. And he obviously thought tht the number [number vas

24 forSenator Tubervlle. And then sometime later, Mr. Gilani thought that same.
25 number was for that same person. I'm wondering if there's a connection.



1 The Witness. It could be. don't -- | don't remember the President often giving

2 ‘me telephone numbers. Maybe -- | mean, if | did get it from him, maybe Molly sent it to

< Q Okay. And --andare -- are you going to assert the privilege with respect to

7 A I'mgoing to tell you|don'trecall what we'd talked about.

8 Q And that you also called Josh -- oh, actually the 1415 numbercalling Josh

9 Hawley againat 7:16?

10 A That -- that that suggests to me | nevergot through to him, because it looks

12 didn't talk to him.

13 Q Okay. And it looks like you did call Ted Cruz at 7:22 p.m. Are you able

15 A Ican'teven tell you how many of these actually got through. | mean, the

16 Hagerty -- the Hagerty calls look like none of them got through.

18 A I was probably calling to see any --if anything could be done.

19 Q Done about what?

2a Q Okay.

2 I see Mr. Aguilar has his camera on. Do you have a question Mr. Aguilar?

23 Mr. Aguilar. | do.

25 Like if someone was going to forward you a phone number to call, they can share -- you
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1 know, share a contactwithin an iPhone

2 The Witness. ~ Sure.

3 Mr. Aguilar,~~thatkindofthing?

4 The Witness. ~ Sure.

5 Mr. Aguilar. Would you -- would you frequently receive contacts that way via

6 text where you could just kindofclick on it and then say -- and then - and then call

7 someone?

8 The Witness. Yeah. Either that wayor they just text t to me.

9 Mr. Aguilar, They would just embed the phone number and text it to you?

10 Are you~

1 The Witness. Some - sometimes they would do it that way or sometimes they'd

12 justsentmeatext message

13 Mr. Aguilar. Right.

14 The Witness. ~~ the phone number. Most people seem to prefer to do that.

15 Mr. Aguilar. Did you see phone numbers in this time period that we are talking

16 about that way atall?

7 The Witness. No, Idon't. I mean, | see a lot of strange call, like three calls ina

18 row to Hagerty, noneof which is more than 2 minutes. It doesn't say to me, like, 1 got to

19 taktohim. Maybe Ileft a messageforhim like | did with Mike Lee.

0 Mr. Aguilar, 1 guess I'm more interested in --

2 The Witness. Ob - obviously didn't get through to Jim Jordan or to Lindsey

22 Graham. Italked to Dan Sullivan, but | don't ~ Idon't remember what |talked to him

23 about. Inever got

2 Mr. Aguilar. These

2 The Witness. | don't know | don't | don't | don't know why| talked to Dan
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1 sullivan twice

2 Mr. Aguilar. These would have all been phone numbers that you would have

3 already had in your phonedoyou think as a contact at the time?

4 The Witness. Many of these -Lindsey I've known for a long, long time.

5 Marsha Blackburn I've known fora long, long time. | knew Mike Lee's correct number,

6 sol don't know how that happened. Jim Jordan I've known. Somebody

7 Mr. Aguilar. Your best recollection — your best recollection, you're not ~ you're

8 not certain that you received either an embedded phone number as a text message or

9 someone's contact asa text message within this time period.

10 The Witness. I'm not, but - but when you ask me did the President give me the

11 number, that's the more likely way it would be sent to me by Molly. If if he were to

12 say if were to say to him could you give me somebody's number or he would say that

13 he I'dlike you to call someone, he wouldn't just give me the number over the phone.

14 He'd say, Mollywillsend ittoyou

15 Mr. Aguilar. Gotit. So it would be follow-up as a text message after

16 The Witness. It's not that he didn't do it the other way occasionally, but most of

17 the timesitwasdone that way.

18 Mr. Aguilar. Understood. Okay. | appreciate the clarification. Thanks,

19 Mayor.

0 Go ahead, guys,

2 I er vou. Mr. Aguier

2 The Witness. It looks like manyof those calls | can't tell you whether|

23 got whether | got through or not except the ones that are beyond 2 minutes,

24 particularly where|~ | do three calls in a row to Hagerty. It doesn't make any sense,

25 one one and two.
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2 Q And --Itake it that even on the ones that you know that you did get

3 through, you're asserting privilege with respect to those calls and you're not going it to

a describe what the substance was?

5 A Ithinkso. I'd like to think about thata little.

5 a oy.

7 Mr. Aguilar. One more question guys. I'm sorry.

8 Mr. Mayor, you mentioned in response to the question what you were concerned

9 about making phone calls during this time period, you were concerned about the vote.

10 Is that —- is that fair?

n The Witness. Yeah. 1-1 was - I was concerned - 'm not sure if | knew exactly

12 when it happened, because of the demonstration and the put off of the vote. | wasn't

13 sure if there was anything else that could be done. Like a lawyer losing a case, you want

14 tosee can be reargued in some way.

15 Mr. Aguilar. Were you concerned about the safety of anyone that you were

16 talking to? Were you concerned that the Senators might not be safe, or that the Vice

17 President might not be safe?

18 The Witness. | didn't think | knew — | don't -- | don't think | knew that dimension

19 of it even at that hour that people were unsafe. | knew -- | knew by that time that

20 people had crashed intothe White House, that they had destroyed

n Mr.Costello, The Capitol
2 The Witness. ~The Capitol rather. That they had destroyed property. | didn't

23 think that the other Senators or Congress --

24 Mr. Aguilar. In this time period, if you talked to the President at 5:07,

25 that's —- that's 3 hoursafter the breach. That's - that's a little less than 3 hours after the
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1 Vice President was was evacuated. None of that you didn't know that dimension at

2 am

3 The Witness. | can't tell you what | talked to the President about, but | think|

4 cantellyouwhat I knew. | don't ~I don't —I don't recall when | found out that the Vice

5 President was evacuated. | knew the vote was called off, and that they had left the

6 Capitol. That's what| thought.

7 Mr. Aguilar. Thank you for the clarification.

8 Sorry, guys.

° oI
10 Q Mr. Giuliani, you mentioned that you found, or you spoke - remembered

11 speaking to the President later that day. And | understand that you did, i fact, speak

12 with him around 8:30 that night. Do you recall what you spoke to the President about

13 around8 o'clock on the evening of January 6th?

14 A Notas sit here, | can't tell you what | talked to him about. | mean, | can |

15 can assume what talked to him about, but | don't remember what |talked about. ~ And

16 1-1 would assert the privilege about that.

7 Q Can you pull up exhibit No. 75, please. I'm going to show you some

18 pictures from inside The Willard, take you back to that time. All right can you see that

19 picture we putup? This is page 1of exhibit 75.

0 A Yes

2 Q Does that look ike it was at The Willard on June - or excuse me, January

2 eth?

23 A Iwouldn't I wouldn't know if it was

20 Mr. Costello, How would you know that?

2 The Witness. 1 would not know if it was January 6th,but that kind of looks like
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$ Q Do you remember Mr. Eastman and Mr. Ramsland and Ms. Bobb with you at

7 A Now that I see it, | do. |--1would not have been able to tell you that.

8 Q And we can go to the next page, page 2.

9 A They were there often so --

10 Q Thisispage 2. This shows someof the same people but also a gentlemen

12 Mr. Costello. One second. Are these photos dated?

13 | These photos are not dated.

15 ieMr.Giuliani.

6 oI

18 A I don't -- | don't recall Mr. -- I don't -- I'm looking at his face and it doesn't

21 remember here'sanother agothrom suse.Diyos.Bo,

23 Colorado, along with Mr. Eastman, and then an individual in the foreground, Mr. Hyde.

SU ——
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1 J0vou know Joe Oltmann.
2 Mr. Costello. Do you know Mr. Oltmann?

3 The Witness. | dort really know him. | know who he is, but | don't know him
a and | don't know Mr. Hyde.

s o
s Q Doyou know what Mr. Oftmann was doing at TheWillardwithyou,even fit
7 wasn't the 6th?

s A Howwould ~no. I mean, iit the 6th or n't t?
9 Q Well, regardless of what -- what date it was on —- do -- what was Mr.

10 Oktmannin there for?
u A 1 dont know | don't know why Mr. Hyde or Mr. Oltmann were there. |
12 don't see Eastman. | think that's Christina to the right. | assume I'm --am | in that

5 picture?
Q No. Ifwe goto the next one, though, on page 4, that's you sitting down

15 circled in red, Mr. Eastman next to you, Mr. Ryan to Mr. Eastman's left.

16 A This could be any day. But I'm sorry, | don't know the Luelsdorff guy.

w a oy
18 A Iknow — | know the other four, but - and | don't know this half figure here

15 whothatis
0 J V+: as Or. EastmanatThe Willard on days other than January
un em
2 The Witness. Oh, yes, he stayed there.
2 Eo
u o[I
x Q Andwhat was he doing in | don't know if this was your room, but in the
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1 arawhereyoure?
2 A Wewere working on the same case.

s Q Whatcasewssthar?
4 A The -- the vote and possible constitutional challenges and -- | don't - he -- he

$ certainly wasn't there on January 6th.

. What kindof things were vou doing at The Win on the afternoon of the
7 6th? | mean, we saw that you were calling Senators. What else was going on?

8 A | was writing up -- | waswriting up a report of all of the different law review

9 articles on the constitutionality, kind of going through them. | remember that. |

10 remember talking about if there were any other challenges that could be made, any other

11 tegalchalenges that could be ade. The dea tht that om had anything to do with
12 what was going on at the Capitol is totally wrong. It had no connection at all to anything

13 at the Capitol.

rt orNE
15 Q think the question just was generally, after you came back from the Ellipse:

16 from your speech, and watching the President's speech, what other activities were you

17 engaged ininthe fermaon. And! thinkyou've ust ink you've answered , but
18 that the question you had in mind?

» A Yeah. mean, basicaly basicaly, was reviewing a ot of documents. 1
20 was | was getting reports from the people and the staff about things that were still

2a outstanding. | think that's what the Waldron con -- conversation was about. There

2 were sso somes thik cant «cat discus, but there were ss with a
23 whistle -- with two whistleblowers. There was another sensitive issue involving foreign

28 involvement that that was tying to manage. So, realy was ot concentrated on
25 what wes ing on at te Catal ult was brought to oy attention.
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a A Thatday?

< Q Yes. Thatdayon the 6th you were talking phone calls and talking to folks

7 A Idon't recall that.

8 Q Were -- were you, and without disclosing the identityof clients that's

9 involved, were you involved in the — in this general timeframe in - in efforts to secure

1 potontorame?

12 to pardon for, but | gave advice to the President when he asked. And, of course, that

13 would be privileged.

15 pardon from President Trump?

16 A Numerous people.

18 A Always.

19 Q Did any Members of Congress ever ask you to assist them in getting a pardon

20 from President Trump?

2a A Idon'trecall that.

23 Q Did General Flynn ever asked for assistance with getting a pardon from the
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1 Q How about Roger Stone, did he ever request assistance for getting a pardon?

2 A Didnot. Didnot. Iwas! favor of both, but neither one of them asked. |

3 arguedin favorofboth

a Q Did you ever requesta pardon for yourself?

5 A Ideciined one.

s Q  Youdeclined one. The President offered it to you?

7 A The President asked me what | thought of it. And I said | thought it would

8 beaterrible mistake for him. It would look terrible. And for me, | didn't do anything
9 wrong, so I'm willing to put up with 2 or 3 years oftorture because | didn'tcommit crime.

10 Q And did the President raise this idea and offer you a pardon related to what

11 happened on January 6th?

2 A No. Itwas that conversation may have been before January 6th.

3 Q Did the President raise the notion of pardoning himself?

1a A That would be privileged, actually, ifhe raised that with me. Wouldn't it?

15 Q  1dowantto go back to The Willard. | understand that Roger Stone was at

16 The Willard around the at the same time you were. ~ Did you interact with Roger Stone at

17 The Willard?

1 A don't recall that. 1 don't recall seeing Roger at The Willard. ~ You're

19 talkingabout on the 6th?

2 Q  Atany point.

2 A Oh,atanypoint. Okay.

2 Q Correct.

2 A Okay. Probably not, but | mean that would be — that's a pretty broad

24 question atany point. You see all kinds of people at The Willard. Although, | wasn't

25 out of my room that much, except to go to the White House.
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1 Q Did you do anything-
2 A don't 1 don't recall meeting with Roger during that period of time.
3 Q Did youtalk to Mr. Stone about the joint session of Congress or the rally on

4 theElipse?

s A No.
s Q How about General Flynn, did you ever talkto him about the joint session of

7 Congressorthe rallies in Washington?

8 A don't thinkI talked to General Flynn afterthat meeting in the White House
9 untilafter the President was out of the White House. | mean I've talked to him since

10 then, but certainly not during that period.
n Q Okay. Soyou don't recall meetingwith him in The Willard either?

2 A 1do recall meeting with him at The Willard, but | would have thought it was

13 before - before the problem of the 18th,
1 Q What do you remember talking to him about at The Willard?

15 A 1 don't it was more general conversation than anything else, about the

16 state ofthe country. Honestly, | don't remember. It was not ~ it was nota tactical
17 meeting. |think we had dinner.

18 Q Do you know Alex Jones?

19 A I don't know Alex Jones. Or | don't think | know Alex ones. | knowa lot
20 of people that I don't know.

2 I '. vou knowof him. You know who he wo[IN

2 referring to.

3 The Witness. ~ Only — only now as result of all this. 1 really paid no attention

24 to Alex Jones before that. | know he had a whole history, but it really did't mean
25 anything to me.
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2 The Witness. People had to tell me who Alex Jones was.

4 Q Did the violence at the Capitol on the 6th impact atall youroryour team's

5 efforts to encourage Members of Congress to raise objections or prevent the certification

7 A I don't--1don't -- | don't think there was a connection between the two,

8 because | don't think it was -- | don't -- | don't think we really appreciated quite what

9 happened until afterwards, even -- even -- even when it was described, it --it was hard to

10 really get the impact of how frightened the Congressmen were and the Senators were. |

12 was terrible that they had destroyed property like that. 1-- | was -- | was really upset

13 that -- that our people were involved in it because we had had -- we'd had 100 rallies and

15 And | was very disappointed that they were involved in any way with the violence.

16 1also had quite a bit of information that antifa was involved in that violence, also and

18 the U.S. Attorney's Office on -- everything that | had, that | collected.

20 andreleasedinahalf hour. And | thought that was very,very suspicious, since Sullivan

21 was already under indictment for incitement in Utah with a person that was killed that he

23 speech about burning down the Capitol on the Sth, that | had a tape of.
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1 Service because that could be construed as a threat on the President. And then | ~ and

2 then Iwatched the whole tape with Sulivan, saw himbreak downthe window, urge

3 people to destroy property.

a And then | saw a very, very strange killing that to a professional homicide

5 prosecutor looked like a really big problem. If that were one of my detectives in New

6 York, it would have been really close what happened to him. But there was there was

7 noway that that man was in fear for his fe from that woman, and that's the justification

8 forshootingtokil. Solwasalitte bit thrown off by that, and by the fact that there was

9 no concentration on that.

10 Then | had a text the day or twoafterfrom John Sullivan's brother claiming that

11 Sullivan had succeeded in getting some 200 membersofanifa in. And | am extremely

12 disappointed that nobody's ever identified any of those people. Like, who were the two

13 cops that moved away

1a Mr. Costello. Three

15 The Witness. ~The three cops ~ it was two. ~The two cops that moved away at

16 the request of an antifa member so they could start banging down Pelosi's door. Who

17 are they, and why would theydo that?

1 And why wouldn't they pull down Ashi Babbitt if it was necessary to shoot and kil

19 her? Theywere right there. They didn't pull her down. And the guy who shot her

20 had cops all around him that could have restrained her, she had no gun.

2 And finally the guy's identity was withheld forever. The whole investigation

20 there's noreport. Ithas many more questions than answers. And it seems to me that

23 itisn't equal justice to spend all your time onthis when we have a death without an

24 explanation, none. There's no explanation for the killing of Ashi Babbitt. And | found

25 that out immediately, maybe at 6o'clock at night | saw that tape. ~ And having watched
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2 who had experience investigating homicides. | said, Tell me what you think of this

4 homicide detectives, all of whom say it's unjustifiable. That the people involved in that

$ haven't been all questioned and identified. Who are they? Why did the cops back off

8 Q Mr. Giuliani --

9 A Why didn'tthey try to -- so | was a littlebit involved in that thinking as--as

10 well. And -

12 When you're at The Willard that day, were you doing anything to look into what

13 was happeningwith the attack on the Capitol?

15 Q  Andthat -- when was that? Was that on the 6th?

16 A | recall getting it on -- definitelyonthe 6th. |can't remember exactly when.

18 Q Okay. And did you have any role in crafting the remarks that the President

2a home?

2 A When did he make those remarks?

23 Q  Itwas about 4 o'clock in the afternoon on the 6th. Those were videotaped

25 A Did | talkto him right before that or
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1 Q  I'mjust askingyou, do you remember having any communications with him

2 aboutthat?

3 A lcouldn't answer it evenif I did. But |--I mean, | do remember - | don't

4 wantto mislead you ~ | do remember some of my conversations with the President that

5 dayandnight. But they would all - they'd all be privileged. ~ Although some were

6 per well | guess it would I don't know. Some would be personal

7 AE 1. Giuliani, you mentioned a tape that you got on the 6th.

5 The Witness. | was very upset at our possible obviously some of our people

9 which it would call our people were involved in this.

1 Q That's what I want to get at. You mentioned a tapethat you saw. On the

12 7thon your Commonsense broadcast, you blamed antifa for the attack on the Capitol.

13 And you relied on a video that was posted by a guy name Nick Fuentes. Is that the tape:

14 that you're talking about that you got on the 6th?

15 A No. The tape that I got on the on the on the on the 6th was by John

16 Sullivan. And it was the one that was sold to CNN for2 or 3 or $400,000. There are

17 several slightly different versions of it. It's about a 45-minute tape. Then it and if

18 you get and then the next day | got the tape of John Sullivan in Washington speaking to

19 a group of what he claims are antifa members, urging them to come to the Capitol and

20 bumitdown. also have and | supply the U.S. Attorney's Office in Washington has all

21 ofthis. Ialso have one, two, three text messages from him starting on the 1st of

22 January inviting antifa members to come to the Capitol and let's really shake this damn

23 thingup. Also let's take him out, specifically sent to antifa members. 1also have a

24 tape from himinstructing antifa members on how to put on their riot gear in the right

25 way so thattheyare not identified. And then | have a follow-up text next day or the day



1 after from his brother -- I'd have to go back and find it or the U.S. attorney has it, but

2 where the brother claims that they got about 250 people -- 250 antifa people.

s Q Solkityourbelieasyousit heretoday?
4 A And] have information, too. That's the part|can rememberoff thetop of

$ my head.

. oI
7 Q Based on the thingsyou just described is it your belief that antifa was the

8 cause of the violence --

9 A No. |believe it -- | believe it was -- | believe it was a cooperation between

10 them and one or two of the other groups that | don't know as much about. Prou -- is it

11 Prout Boy andwhtever the esgrovetheres. | dont tink t wsut ante, But
12 think antifa saw an opportunity and took advantage of it.

13 Q And so you don't think the violence at the Capitol was caused by people who

A ——
15 A I think some of them were upset about it. But an awful lot of people were

16 toldfor a very long time that the election was stolen and they didn't do any violence. |

37 mean, eto the pace wh lok of peuple vari re tod hat he alton
18 was stolen andthey didn't do violence. So the people who did violence did violence

19 because there's something wrong with therm, not because they were told the lection
20 was stolen. | meanhalfof America believes the election was stolen. We should have a

21 Revolution that the case, 1s ridiculous to sy tht the well dontknow, What
2 about -- what about the people in front of the Supreme Court Justices’ houses? They

23 are being told it's okay to do that. It violates Federal law. So why don't you put the

28 eopein prison whoare teling themto doit
2 @ Doyoutinkthat tha conduct thtis ging an ght now protesting ouside
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1 Justices houses is comparable to what happened at the Capitol on January 6th?

2 A Ithink causation is comparable and your faulty cause causation is

3 comparable. Dol think they did more damage on the 6th? Of course Ido. But | think

4 to--totryand say that the reason for January 6th is because peoplewere legitimately

5 using their rights in America in the courts, in the legislatures, to seek redress for what

6 they believed was a phony election is very, very unfair. It happened only once. Ifthey

7 really believed that, if it really was an insurrection, it wouldn't happen only once, it would

8 goonforeverand everand ever. | think think what you're doing is a great disservice

9 for political reasons, which is why you don't have any real Republicans on that

10 committee. It'sa horrible thing that you're doing.

u oI
2 Q Will you pull up exhibit 40, please. So Mr. Giuliani, one of the things you

13 just mentioned was protests outside of Justices’ house, correct? Is that right?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Okay. And did you you think that's inappropriate based on kind of

16 political views?

7 A No. Ithinkit'sinappropriate based on laws, not political views. It isn't

18 the protest that's inappropriate. They have every right to protest. It's the fact that

19 theyare trying to influence a decision and this has made thata crime.

0 Q will showyou

2 A If they were protesting in front of my house orif they were protesting in

22 frontof Senator so-and-so's house, or they were protesting in front of Mar-a-Lago, itis

23 perfectly appropriate. But there's a specific law that insulates the judges from that kind

24 ofinfluence and it should be respected.

2 Q Andis the basis for that because of the potential that it could intimidate,
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1 influence, cause violence outside of Justices’ houses and that would be inappropriate?

2 A You have toask Congress the basis for this, but it seems to me the litle I've

3 readaboutit the basis is they are worried the Justices would be intimidated.

4 Q  Doyou-

5 A I'mnot-- may| answer this?

6 Q Yeah

7 A don't necessarily agree with that. I'm just telling you that's the law. And

8 they are violating the law. And doyouthink they are doing -- they are doing that

9 because there are people in Congresswhoare very upset about what happened, act ike

10 the worlds going to end ifthe Roe against Wade changes, and actually even approve of

11 it. Theyare responsiblefor those people acting inappropriately.

2 Q Do you thinkit is only inappropriate to protest outside of somebody's house

13 ifthere'sa law that prohibits it?

14 A Well of course. | mean, otherwise the First Amendment protectsit. |

15 mean, another way to have it be inappropriate, you throw a rock through the window.

16 Q sure.

7 A Because | mean protests a protest is an acceptable exercise of free speech,

18 untilyouviolate a law. So it depends on the jur I took over a city that had perpetual

19 riotsand stopped them. And there's - there's ~ and| respect the right to protest, even

20 if disagree withit. | protected the Ku Klux Klan when they came to New York in

21 protest. Not that | wanted to, | wanted to throw them out. |did make themtake their

22 masks off, though. Because there was a law in New York that no more than three

23 people could walk around with a mask on, and it was passed because of the Ku Klux Kian.

24 And! had them take their masksoffand it kept it down toveryfew people. But that

2 Q  1justwant yeah, |just want to make it clear thatyour ire towards people
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1 protesting outside of people's houses seems to be based on whether there is a law in

2 placeornot. Thatsright?

3 A I would rather if they didn't protest at all. | don't like having a protest in

4 frontof myhouse. You're asking me about the law. ~The law allows people to protest.

5 I'mnotsure I've ever protested. I'm nota protester, but|protect the rights of people

6 whoare. lustlike |protect the rights of people who disagree with me. So pro a

7 pro--there is a legitimate area for protest, which is our First Amendment gives us. And

8 itseemslike that's a pretty sacred right to petition the government. And then,

9 there's there's illegal conduct that can occur that moves it from protest to — to illegal

10 conduct, violence, riot. And Congress, in its wisdom, has protected Supreme Court

11 Justices from that kind of pressure because they believe it might influence their decisions.

12 Im not sure Congress is right, but if it's the law you've got to enforce it. And you

13 certainly shouldn't be encouraging people to break it. But are you responsible for them

14 doingit? Ithink-- think that's a very,very faulty analysisof criminal causation.

15 Q Allright. Let's pull back up exhibit 40. And we just took it down while you

16 were speaking. But thisis an email from December the 28th that Bernard Kerik sent to

17 Chief of Staff Mark Meadows, with a - with an attachment called the Giuliani team's

18 strategic communications plan, version one. Do you know what I'm talking about when

19 1saythe strategic communications plans?

0 Mr. Costello, That's the thing they sent

2 The Witness. Yes, ves.

2 You sent that to me. That was prepared by a public relations firm. ~ That got

23 presented to the White House by Christine - by Ms. Friess. | didn't go 1 didn't go to

24 the presentation.

= oI
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1 Q  Itlooks like Mr. Kerik is sending it to Mr. Meadows. And he says in the

2 third paragraph, "We need to get this done, done right, and done now. There's only one

3 thing that's going to move the needle and force the legislators to do what they're

4 constitutionally obligated to do, and that is apply pressure, specific pressure in targeted

5 areas. And this plan does exactly that while educating the American people who will

6 then apply pressure to makesure their legislators refuse to certify a fraudulent vote

7 count”

8 Sos it your understanding that Mr. Kerik was, based on this email, kind of

9 supporting this plan to Mr. Meadows, the White House Chief of Staff?

10 A That's what it look like -- looks like. | have - I've never seen this one. |

11 saw I saw the I saw the presentation, but | - | let them do this, but | knew this was

12 never be approved.

13 Q Well, I do want to go to page 9 of this, and, actually, page 30 first. I'm

14 sorry. Page3ofexhibit40. Thisis the attachment, it's called the strategic

15 communications plan. It says, “Giuliani Presidential Legal Defense Team. We have 10

16 days to execute this plan and certify President Trump." And the focus is on several

17 States, including Arizona, Georgia, Michigan, Nevada, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. And

18 if we goto page 9 of this, This encourages" here on page 9 "organizing events in those

19 States where the targets include protests at local official's homesand offices, protests at

20 governors’ mansions, protests at the lieutenant governor's home, protests at the

21 Secretary of State's home, protests at weak Member's home, protests in D.C., and then

22 rallyfor key House and Senate Members." Did youknowthat protests outside of State

23 legislators homes were, in fact, happening in this period before January the 6th?

2 A There were some protests in Arizona. | didn't thinkthere - well, first of all,

25 this plan was never implemented. It was rejected, and | knew it was going to be
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1 rejected. And they had worked on it so hard and got this public relations firm involved.

2 said Well, go presentit. But! did not go and presentit. And attorney-client privilege

3 would prohibit me from telling you what my opinion was to the President.

4 Q Okay. Soitwas presented to the White House, though?

5 A Itwas presented. |don't-- Im not sure the President was there and it was

6 Mark Meadows | think rejected it

7 Q And you mention Arizona. There were protests in Arizona outside the

8 speakerorthe

° A You're on your own they - they organized those protests those were

10 absolute grassroots protests. But if you're asking me to distinguish between this and

11 the Justices, | would say everything | see here, there's nothing illegal about that. ~ That's

12 perfectly First Amendment government. Of course you should be able to petition your

13 government. Ofcourse you should be able to come - I've lived at Gracie Mansion, | had

14 protests there three times a week, people petitioning me for what they wanted.

5 Q And protests based on the idea -- theseprotests were in theory organized or

16 suggested on the idea that the election had been stolen. And then people did, in fact,

17 show up outside of Arizona senator or legislators’ houses, Pennsylvania legislators’

18 houses. And there were threats to those people

19 A Ifthey really if they really -iftheyreallybelieved that, they had every

20 righttodoit.

2 Q They had every rightto threaten members of legislatures?

2 A They had no right to threaten anybody. But they certainly had a right to

23 politically protest. Threaten them with political consequences, I'm not going to vote for

24 you. Theyhad no right to threaten them with physical violence, of course not.

2 Q And the only difference in your mind



2 government? | mean, this is -- this is perfect American First Amendment conduct to

4 State's home. That's what we do in America. We petition our government. That's

$ what it means. Now, when that becomes I'm going to take your kids, I'm going to beat

7 conduct. And we have to be sensitive enough in this country to be able to handle both.

8 But you can't stop people from, if they believe the election was stolen and that's a good

9 faith belief that they have, just because you don't believe it, you can't all ofa sudden

10 make it into a crime because they are protesting.

12 trying to understand the recognition in your mind between the difference of --

13 A | see a big difference between this and illegal conduct.

15 throw rocks, they should go to jail.

16 Q Okay.

18 didn't see in that form.

19 Q Okay. Well, Mr. Kerik apparently did and he sent it to the White House.

20 I'll stop there and see if anybody has any questions here?

2 | No.

23 Q Ido want to go back to briefly -- are you familiar with Katrina Pierson?
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1 atthe rally on the Ellipse?

2 A Was that the one on the 5th?

3 Q There was - there was an event on the Sth on Freedom Plaza and there was

4 also an event on the 6th on the Ellipse on the 6th. Did youever speak toher about

5 eitherofthose?

6 A Imay have talked to her about originally, | was supposed to speak on the

7 Sth, rememberthat. Most of those conversations were held by Maria and Christiani,

8 notme. Did talkto did! talk to her about it directly? | mayhave. And would

9 have tofind outif - if that's who they were in contact with.

10 Q Were you aware of any ofher concerns about the events on the Sth and 6th

11 in Washington and the potential for violence?

2 Mr.Costello. Which, theSthor 6th?

13 The Witness. I'd never - I never remember anybody raising any concerns about

14 violence on the Sthor the 6th atall.

15 oI
16 Q Did you ever speak to Ali Alexander about the events on the Sth or 6th?

FY A Idon't know Ali - except | now know Ali Alexander from —from all of the

18 information that I've obtained about what happened on the 6th. I didn't know him

19 before the 6th,orAlex whatever his name is, or any of those people.

1) Q Were you aware of anybody who was in contactwith people who entered

21 the Capitol illegally on the 6th during the attack on the Capitol.

2 A lcantimagine | was.

2 Q Were you in touch with anybody while they were inside the Capitol on the

24 ethillegaly.

2 A No,no,no,no
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1 Q Doyouknow f anybodyat The Willard was in touch with people whowere
2 inside the Capitol illegally while they were inside the Capitol?

3 A dono
4 Q  1dowant to back upfor just a moment to the Sth. We understand that

5 there was a briefing with Members of Congress that took place on the 5th involving Mr.

6 Waldron. oyou know about the briefing to Members of Congress that Mr. Waldron
7 er
8 A Canyouhelp me? |don't--was|there?

9 Q Ifwepull upexhibit No. 60 --

10 A Idon't have it -- | don't have a recollection of it, you know, on myown.

u DoyourememberbriefinganyMembersof Congress aboutthe fin session
12 in the days leadinguptothe 6th?

5 A dont. 1don't havea recollection oft.
u Q Sothis exhibit 60 that just came ups PowerPoint presentation that we
15 understand Mr. Waldron may have provided to Members of Congress on or about

16 January the Sth, it is called election fraud, foreign interference, and options for 6Jan.

17 Did does that ttle page of this presentation look familar to you?
18 A No, it does not.

19 Q Allright.

PB) J 1 nd should add believe thir sma presentation was
2 made only January 4th to House Members, if that jogs your recollection.

» TheWitness, ByPhi, by Phil Waldron?
23 || Yes.

u The Witness, Sameanswer. | mean! you'd have todosomething to jogmy
25 recollection. So far that does -- that doesn't do anything. What was hebriefing them
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1 about?

2 ovIN

3 Q Let me gobackin time, you don't recall anybriefing that you had with

4 Members of Congress leading up to the 6th. Is that right?

5 A Idon'tknow. | remember --| mean | remember talking to them about

6 election fraud, but not specifically January 6th.
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1

2 patpm)

3 oI
a Q Did you meet with members in — on the Hill to talk about election fraud?

5 A Ineverwentup tothe Hill

s Q When do you remember speaking - when do you remember speaking to

7 members about election fraud?

5 A Sometimes there would be meetings a the - sometimes there would be

9 meetings at the White House, and then there was a telephone call that Mark Meadows

10 organized. I think they were basically Members of the House. That was ike on a

11 Saturday aftemoon and Christina Bobb and Maria, and that's the meeting you're talking

12 aboutwith Lindsey Graham was there.

3 Q Okay. Sothere was telephone call. Was that with members of House

14 Freedom Caucus on January the 2nd, which is a Saturday?

15 A Itwas alarge number of House Members. Mark organized it. | came

16 there inthe middle of it

7 Q And what happened on

1 A And Lindsey came there in the middle of it. And | addressed them probably

19 about the constitutionality of the Election Count Act, answered a few questions about i,

20 and then went off to the side and spoke with Lindseywhile Mark carried it on. And |

21 remember Christina Bobb and Maria Ryan were with me because they had to they had

22 tomeet I think they had to meet with either Navarro or Joanna Miller, and then they

23 came toour meeting

2 Q In that call, did you present evidenceofelection fraud or was it mostly

25 discussing the constitutionalityof the Electoral Count Act and what might happen on
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1 January 6th?

2 A Gee, | don't remember for sure. Sol'm going to give you, if you take it for

3 whatit's worth, sort of a guess that at that point | would've talked more about the

4 constitutionality.

5 Q Did you talk about objections to certain States’ electoral votes during the

6 Joint Session on that call?

7 A Couldn't have talked about too many of them because we didn't receive the.

8 letter -- oneletterwe didn't receive until Sunday, another one until Monday. Maybe if

9 we had had a letter from one State | might have mentioned it, but | don't recall that

10 Q Did you anticipate letters arriving from the State legislators before they did

1 comein?

2 A Ithought there was a chance we would get it. | was surprised with the one

13 from Pennsylvania because Senator Corman, who was the majority leader, had been very

14 difficult aboutit. And then for some reason he signed the letter so that kind of shocked

15 me

16 ov

uv Q Now, this was the same day of thecall thatwetalked aboutearlierwith the

18 several hundred State legislators, right? ~All this happened the same day?

19 A Youmean-

20 Q  Doyourecall that?

2 A =the Mark Meadowscall?

2 Q The one that you mentioned that we talked aboutearlierwhere Phil Kline

23 had arranged it, and you spoke and

2 A Yes. Yes.

2 Q that was all on the same day, January2nd?
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1 A That's probably right. Now that you put it together, that's probably right,

2 because one was in the afternoon, and the other was in the latter part of the afternoon.

5 Q Andyoushohad scallwith -
4 A Onel did at the Willard. |left it --| mean,| participated in about half of it,

$ if half of it. | don't know how long it went on. It seemed like my participation was

© aboutanhour. Andthen went over tothe White House. | think! had other meetings
7 first like with Navarro, or they did, and then | had the meeting with Meadows. Yeah,

8 they were the same day.

9 Q And you also were on a call with Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger that

10 same day. Do you remember that, the one the President spoke to Brad Raffensperger?

u A Wax tisbeforeorate his conversationwith Raffenperger?
12 Q Which -- when you say "this," what are you asking about?

13 A The conversation that became very famous about --

Q Ves Yes. knowthecall. Butyou sad was this before that, was this
15 before the call, which --

16 A I don't recall -- | don't recall my conversation with Raffensperger.

uv R Deputiesma
18 A That the President had with Raffensperger?

» Wr. Castell, Correct
EB) ofE—

2a Q Yes.

= A Nos
23 Q Okay.

24 A I don't recall my talking to Raffensperger. | don't think | talked to Kemp.

25 either, but rm pretty sure|did talk toeitherone of ther.
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1 Q Was anyone from your team on that call? Was Christina Bobbon the call

2 with Raffensperger and the President?

3 A Ihave no knowledgeofthat.

4 a okay.

5 wr. Costello. [Jlll it's now 7:15. We've been doing this for 7 hours and

6 40 minutes, not including the time that we took off from 2:30 to 4:15.

7 The Witness. He's complaining. I'm not the one complaining. If I could have

8 acigar, Idbefine.

9 I fee! like we should have a break for a cigar commercial

10 The Witness. ~ You know, | got banned -- | got banned from YouTube because of

11 mycigar commercial

2 I <<ons to - were going o | think we're going 0wrapup
13 pretty quickly

15 Q Weare.

16 Afew more questions, when did you first lear, if you did, of the President's desire

17 tohave people march to the Capitol on January 6th?

1 A Well, first of ll, I'd have to object to the question.

19 a okay.

20 A Idon't know that he had a desire to have them march to the Capitol. That

21 sounds odd to me, because in al of our discussions about speech or no speech or which

22 went back and forth endlessly, and it changed between the Sth and the 6th, and it was.

23 mostly done by my staff, | don't ever remember the discussion of a march on the Capitol.

20 In other words, when | when | - the first time | heard about it ~the first time |

25 heard about it ~ when the President said, if you're going to the Capitol, go peacefully and



1 politically, and | didn't expect that those people in front of us were going to go march to

2 the Capitol, if they did. | mean, there were other people that were already at the

4 And I have to tell you this, this is not self-serving,| had very little knowledge of or

$ involvement in any of those things. | was involved in other things when all that was

7 ae
8 A Sol had recommended -- this is a political recommendation, not a privilege.

9 1 had recommended much earlier that the President should have one of his typical rallies,

10 you know, the kind that he does inside and explain his position to the American people,

12 4 weeks earlier. Frankly, | thought any kind of speech or -- was too late at that point.

13 Q So the first time you heard the President wanted to send people to the

15 A But what did he say? Didn't he say "if you go to the Capitol,"ordid he tell

16 themtogo to the Capitol? | don't remember.

18 would be with him. In fact, he said that he would with be with them.

19 EE hos ight.

2 The Witness. Did he really? Because he didn't go with them. He didn't go

23 Q He didnot.
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2 Q Did you ever hear that the President might be speaking at the Capitol on

$ Q No, okay.

7 Q Mr.Giuliani, did John Eastman ever seek your assistance in securinga

8 pardon from President Trump?

9 A No, | don't think so. | don't think so.

10 Q Do you remember any discussions about --

12 imagined that anybody would construe what he was doing as -- he thought he was acting.

13 asa lawyer.

15 pardon list?

» J———

18 A | mean, there were many -- | never rememberanything -- anydiscussion ofa

19 pardon relating to January 6th or a pardon list relating to January 6th.

20 Q Earlier you mentioned that President Trump offered you a pardon. Do you

2a know if he ever offered a pardon to any other membersof the -- his legal team?

23 pardon a whole bunch of people because they're going to unfairly come after you. Do

24 you feel that way? said: Well, | can't speakfor anyone else. And this is not

25 privilege -- well, yes, it - no, it really isn't. | mean -- I said: | can't speak for anyone



1 else, but | don't - | don't want one, because I'm perfectly capable of defending myself. |

2 didn't do anything wrong.

4 avoidingit. | pay more income tax than I'm supposed to. So, all right, so I'll fight it if|

$ have to. But don't want the stigma of somebody had to pardon me for something |

7 think he was very happy that| didn't.

8 Q Did he have any conversationslikethiswith you about any other members

9 ofthe legal team?

10 A Well, I'm not sure|could disclose thatif he did.

12 The Witness. Oh, the answer is no.

15 pardons to any members of his family?

16 A That -- that would be privileged.

18 any members of his administration?

19 A That would also be privileged.

20 ovI

2a Q Are you aware

23 Q Are you aware of the President considering pardoning the people who

24 attacked the Capitol?



1 the people who attacked the Capitol, either -- | was going to say beforeor after he was

2 President, but, of course, he couldn't do it after he was President.

4 Q thinkweareat the end,Mr. Giuliani. | wantto ask youonesortof

$ wrap-up question. We've talked a lot today about fraud claims or allegations. We've

7 conclusively determine some of these allegations. Do you --is that accurate? | mean,

8 do you feel that you were inhibited in some way of getting the information that you

9 needed to establish the claims of election fraud that you believed could've changed the

10 outcome of the election?

12 Q  Andthat--

13 A I think that -- | think it's a shame because historically they're never going to

15 complete investigation and done the things | couldn't do, which is to subpoena people.

16 And therefore -- | mean, if | were the U.S. attorney conducting this investigation, |

17 would've subpoenaed the Dominion machines, had them independently examined, and

18 resolved one way or the other. Are they fraudulent or aren't they?

19 | would've subpoenaed the paper ballots and have an independent expert look at

20 them and see how many of them looked like -- | mean, there's a simple process, because

2a the -- most States have official paper for the ballots. So all you have to do is take out

22 the ones thataren't, and you can figure out the ones that were made up. And then you

23 can go back and check and see if these people really voted. That's a jobfor the FBI not a
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1 amount of the weight of public opinion against you with a media that hated and despised

2 him. I mean, they were trying to put him i jail or impeach him for § years. You

3 can't I mean, being on the side that you're on, you can't understand the pressure that

4 thatereates.

5 1 mean, we knew that everything we did -- so, even ifsomebodyasked for a

6 pardon, they wouldn't be asking for it before - because they think they did something

7 wrong. They'd ask for it because they thought that the other side would try to frame

8 them the way they tried to frame the President.

9 1 mean, there's no question they tried to frame him over Russian collusion. I's

10 nowa foregone conclusion that she paid for that. That's a horrible, horrible thing. The

11 hatred for him had to be unjustified, because you can't hate somebody as much as hate.

2 a so

13 A Andit created - it created atremendous distortion in ourpolitics where

14 First Amendment rights, Second Amendment rights how about the FBI searching my

15 lawoffice? Iwasa Justice Department official for 12 years. | never authorized the

16 searchof alaw office, | mean, ever.

7 Q Well, we started - you startedyour answer that we're talking about the

18 challenges you faced from an investigative standpoint, and | understood what you had to

19 sayonthat. Mr. Kerik, | asked we asked Mr. Kerik similar questions when we were

20 talking to him, and he told the select committee that, given time constraints, limited

21 resources, and the lackof subpoena power, it was impossible for him and his team to

22 determine conclusively whether there was widespread fraud or whether that widespread

23 fraud would've altered the outcome of the election. Do you think that's a do you

24 agree with that assessment?

2 A No. Ithink I think there's enough fraud in - I'm going to look at the
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1 Statesnow. And this is pre 2000 Mules. Exceptfor Nevada, | mean, 1-1 - I'm as

2 certain as you can be that, if you investigated this properly, you would have more than

3 enough votes to overturn - Wisconsin should have been overturned. The law actually

4 required it, but the awi very, very strict, and from the beginning, we knew we would

5 haveahard time having thecourtuse the remedy.

s In Wisconsin, you have to keep the application or the ~ orthe mail-in vote is

7 invalid. Wisconsin's constitution is anti-mail-in ballot to an extensive degree. When

8 they superimposed mail-in ballots in Wisconsin, they never changed the constitution.

9 Well there were no applications, and the court, the Supreme Court of

10 Mr. Costello. Should | answer the door?

n The Witness. ~ of Wisconsin went 4-3 with the Republican - one of the

12 Republican Justices voting with the four that it was too harsh a remedy. ~ But if you read

13 thelaw strictly, it says: If you don'thave the application, the vote is null and void.

1a The recent report done by a former Supreme Court Justice, which comes.

15 up here the number was under Navarro was 216,000 indefinitely confined voter abuses

16 recently came up with 260,000, including many people that are completely victims of

17 Alzheimer's, wouldn't know how to vote. ~ And nursing homes voted 100 percent, which

18 had never happened before. So Im pretty sure that Wisconsin you could do.

19 Pennsylvania, it really turns on what | consider to be the completely irational

20 decision of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania that i's enough to have inspection ofa

21 ballot to be present in the room, even if you don't see the ballot. So, if you interpret

22 thatas present means what the intermediate court decided, she wrote an opinion saying

23 thatthat'sabsurd. She related it to Sullivan's old thing about you're not a potted plant;
24 you're present fora purpose. ~The purpose i to inspect the ballot. If you don't inspect

25 the ballot, it's null and void. Ifthat's the case, then there's no question that 6- or
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1 700,000 votes just go right out.

2 I can go through the others.

: oI
4 Q Well, youcan. Ithinkyou have. | don't want to stop you, but

5 A That's a legitimate - guess the thing | would emphasize is, whether I'm

6 right or wrong, i's a legitimate argument for a lawyer to make forhisclient. It's not

7 based on something | made up. And it may be that some of these numbers and opinions

8 and analysis shifted with time,but there were always a sufficient number of them to

9 make the argument rational and reasonable, maybe not persuasive but enough fora

10 lawyer to make itfor his client.

u Q Understood. And you think that if you had more time and subpoena

12 power, you could have developedfurther evidence to make those claims even more, you

13 know, sort of conclusively determined. Is that fair?

1a A 1am absolutely convinced that, if you gave me the paper ballots, | could

15 probably turn around each one of these States. I'm absolutely convinced, if you let me

16 examine each oneof those ballots, Id pull out enough that were fraudulent, that it would

17 shake the hell out of the country. That's what | believe.

18 Q And, even in the absence of that subpoena power and that evidence,

19 you're 1 hear you saying loud and clear that you felt you were acting in good faith

20 certainly to be raising these claims?

21 A Yes, and | did not think | was getting anybody violent because | had been at

22 50Trump rallies where they get crazy and nuts and everything else, but they never get

23 violent. told Trump --and thisis not - told Trump at one point: I'm very

24 disappointed that our people would do this. | never thought they woulddothis.

25 Whether antifa helped them or not, they shouldn't have been doing it.
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1 Q How did he respond to that?

2 A Icantimagine how they thought they were helping him. | mean, they

3 were enormously destructive to Donald Trump.

4 Q What was his response when you said that?

5 A He agrees with that, yeah.

6 I Ov. Unless anyone any members | don't think we have any

7 memberson. Any other questions from anyone else?

5 Oh, Mr. Aguilar, sorry, |didn't notice you. ~ Mr. Aguilar, any questions?

9 Mr. Aguilar, No, I'm good. Thanks, guys.

10 IE Therkvou. Okay. Wel, with that, we will-- as we discussed

11 earlier, we have this issue ofthe privileged--

2 The Witness. | know you do. | appreciate that. | understand it, and we'll try

13 toworkwith you on it as best we can. We don't want to cause you any extra, as they

14 sayin italian, agita. And] do appreciate the civil way in which you conducted this

15 hearing, which is the way it should be done, even ifwe fundamentally disagree.

16 MEE Okay. Mrs. Luria — I noticed Mrs. Luria just joined. Mrs. Luria,

17 we're just wrapping up. | don't know if you've had a chance to listen in on any of the

18 testimony and whether you have any questions?

19 Mrs. Luria, Oh, well, 1 - thank you. | understand from my colleagues that this

20 had gone much longer than anticipated. And | wasn't able to join earlier, but since |

21 didn't hear theearlier part, | will just refer to the transcript. And thank you for

22 appearing before us today.

2 The Witness. Thankyou.

2 I Thank you, Mrs. Luria

2 Okay. So, with that, we will be in recess, subject to the call of the chair, and we
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1 cangooffthe record.

2 [Whereupon, at 7:33 p.m., the deposition was recessed, subject to the call of the

3 chair]
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